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rI. OBJECTIVES
The long range objective of this project, as described in the
Statement of Work (Article I, JPL Contract No. 952492) is to
conduct a study of theory and techniques applicable to the design,
analysis and fault diagnosis of reliable spacecraft data systems.
In accomplishing this effort, the investigation will be concerned with
the f oll -)wing problems:
(A) Design and analysis of redundant combinational and sequential
networks This shall include the development of mathematical
models for th.e _study of temporary and permanent faults in
switching networks, the results having application to the design
of ultrareliable subsystems of the ;type prevalent in existing
science data systems such as ;counters, sequence generators
for timing and encoding, analog-to-digital converters and r
scratchpad memories. Explore in detail errors which result
	
f.<
=A^
from permanent malfunctions of memory in sequential switching
system s.
(B) Fault diagnosis of redundant systems at both the component and
subsystem level. This shall include investigating the problem f
i
of specifying test and checkout procedures for systems in which {
{
(i) Development of efficient diagnostic algorithms for
sequential switching networks which contain redundancy.
(ii) Development of theory and techniques for determining
r
test-point allocation in order to reduce the time
(relative to input/output testing) needed to isolate and
locate faults.
(iii) Investigate questions relating to how a data system should
be organized to best facilitate both pre-flight and in-
flight fault diagnosis.
r
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11. PERSONNEL
The principal investigator on the project is Professor John F.
Meyer, Department of Electrical Engineering and Department of
Computer and Communication Sciences, the University of Michigan.
Three Research Assistants; Mr. F. Gail Gray, Mr. John R. Kinkel
and Mr. Koumin (Ken) Yeh have been working on the project during
the past year. Each research assistant was employed one half time
in quarters 1, 3, and 4 and full time in quarter 2.
fi
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III. SUMMARY OF TECHNICAL STATUS
During the first quarter, a working bibliography was prepared
emphasizing the following three areas:
1) Redundancy Techniques
2) Fault Diagnosis
3) Reliability Analysis
Reference to QPR 1 should be made for specific details of this
bibliography as well as for a survey of selected works in each area.
At the end of the first quarter, investigations into area 3 were
discontinued by mutual agreement between the investigators and the Jet.
Propulsion Laboratory. During the past three quarters, research
has continued with regard to areas 1) and 2) and has been concerned
primarily with the following three problems:
1) Permanent memory faults in machines and networks,
2) Faults in combinational networks, and
-3) Fault diagnosis in machines and networks.
The technical status of each_ of these investigations is summarized
Lrbriefly in the paragraphs 'chat follow. Also included is a discussion;
of planned efforts for the next quarter and the coming year. A
detailed technical report on each of these studies is contained in the
body of this report (Section IV),
u ,^
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Permanent Memory Faults
The purpose of this investigation is to study permanent memory
faults in sequential switching systems and, in particular, the relation-
ship between such faults and the resulting system behavior. One of
the primary applications of this knowledge is the design of fault- }
tolerant switching systems. In addition to obtaining synthesis'
algorithms, a fundamental question which underlies the study is
whether certain types of finite-state behavior are inherently less
susceptible to memory faults than others.
The study is based on a machine-theoretic model wherein the
result of a permanent fault in memory is formulated in terms of a
sequential machine M that represents the fault-free sequential
switching system and a function g on the states of M that represents
the fault._ The result of the fault is then represented by a second
machine M appropriately determined by M and g.
Summarizing the research effort that has been concerned with
this general model, it was shown., first of all, that a succession of
f
s.
such memory faults an be re arded as a single fault whicl
_ y	 c_	 _	 g	 ^	 i is simply
the (functional) composition of all the faults in the succession. The
fundamental problem of relating faultly structure to desired behavior
was then formulated in ter -ms o': three different types of faults masking:
i) Equivalence masking (e-masking)
ii) Inclusion masking (i-masking)	 s
iii) Reset masking relative to some state subset R (R-masking)
t
6Briefly, a fault µ is e---masked if Ml'^ is behaviorally equivalent to M,
µ is i-masked if we require only that M µ do everything that M was
able to do, and p 'is R-masked if each state r in R is equivalent to
the faulty state µ(r) in the faulty machine Mµ . These notions were
first compared and then investigated relative to necessary and
sufficient conditions for a fault to be e-masked, i-masked, or
R-masked. In particular, meaningful sufficient conditions for R
masking have been obtained for (memory) faults in general and when
restricted to special classes of faults, find application to the design
of fault tolerant sequential. networks.
Before considering design questions, howeve r, two special
classes of faults, namely
i) Stable faults, and
ii) Stuck-at faults
I
were investigated relative to the operation of composition (or when
interpreted, "combination") and to a natural ordering of such faults
which has the interpretation of one fault "dominating" another, A
number of interesting results were obtained in this regard and, in turn,
applied to simplifying masking conditions for these special classes..
In particular, it has been established that a stable fault µ is Q-masked
(R masked with R = Q, the set of all states of the machine) if and only	 r
if, whenever two states go to the same faulty state (under g) these
states have the same behavior in the fault-free machine. As a
consequence of this characterization, whenever two stable,
r^
1r
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Q-masked faults commute, then their combination must also be
Q-masked. This poses a severe design constraint on Q-masking
as verified by later results.
Stuck -at faults are defined for state-assigned mrachines and are
a proper subclass of stable faults. The set of all stuck-at faults of a
given machine is closed under composition (i. e. , is a semigroup) and 'a
number of results have been obtained that relate the semigroup structure
to the structure induced by the natural ordering mentioned earlier.
In particular, it has been shown that the statements "y can follow µ
"meet of g and y exists", and "y commutes with li lt are all equivalent
in case g and y are stuck-at faults.
With the above properties established, an investigation of fault-
tolerant machine design was initiated where the design problem can
be generally stated as follows; Given some sequential-machine-
realizable behavior B specified, say, by a reduced machine M',
design a state-assigned machine M that realizes M' and relative to
some specified set of faults F, p is R-masked (e-masked, i-masked),
for all µ in F. This problem was considered first for R-masking
.	 t.	 It h	 bwith R = Q and In this case a surprising nega ive i esu as een
established, namely, if a machine M is an n-dimensional realization
of a machine M' with at least two nonequivalent states, then it is
impossible to Q-mask all single stuck -at zero faults (or alternatively, 	 7
all single stuck-at one faults.)	 ^l
f1.
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By relaxing the R-masking constraint so that R is a proper subset
of Q, synthesis becomes possible even when R is "complete" in the
sense that, for each state in Q, there is an equivalent state in R.
The synthesis algorithm produces, for a given machine M and given
fault tolerance i, a realization that R-masks (with R complete) all
stuck--at faults of degree less than or equal to t. By establishing bounds
on machine dimensions that are necessary and sufficient for such
realizations it has been shown that less redundant memory is required
than for conventional "replicate-and-vote" realizations. Moreover,
as the number of states of the realized machine increases, the
redundancy required for a given fault tolerance t approaches a
theoretical lower bound. This is in contrast with replication schemes
where redundancy (e, g. , 3 in the case of triplication) does not vary
with machine size.
9
3T
Investigations have also been initiated with regard to R-masking
in the special case where R is some singleton set {q0 J. This case
is of interest since, in many applications, only the behavior of some
^,	 Much t effort to dateinitial or reset state needs to be preserved.  c of 	 eh_
has been concerned with "local" properties of the states of an assigned
at
machine and, in particular, constraints that must be placed on the
(Ham ming) distance between certain state pairs if a set of faults is
to be fqpl - masked.
6
sr—...._^.
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During the next year we plan to continue the general study of
memory fault masking and would hope that the theoretical foundation
i
laid during this past year can be exploited to solve some difficult
network design problems. It is presently an open question, for
example, as to the "combinational network complexity" of sequential
networks that correspond to machines designed for minimum memory
redundancy. This same work must be done on the "state assignment
problem" for this class of fault-tolerant machines, There is also the
possibility that certain types of behavior will lend themselves more
easily to economical network realizations and it would be useful to
identify such classes of behavior. This is related, in turn, to the
more general problem of identifying behavior classes for which a minimum
amount of redundant memory is required for a given fault tolerance,
minimum in the sense that no other behavior requiring the same number
of nonequivalent states can be realized with fewer memory elements.
}	
.	 1
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Faults in Combinational Networks
The purpose of this investigation is to formalize the concepts
of fault-masking; detection, location, and diagnosis as applied to
combinational networks in a way that will allow efficient analysis
and economical synthesis of redundant fault-tolerant switching net-
works. It is expected that fundarzental relationships between these
concepts and basic limitations on their applicability will emerge from
this study.
The model used employs a structured digraph with k nodes to
represent the k functional blocks of a system and f lines to repre-
sent the flow of information through the system. A. fault is taken to
be a k-tuple of functions depicting the individual activity of each of
the functional blocks. Associated with each fault f is a mapping a (f)
s
that describes the system behavior when fault f exists in the system.
A fault f is classified according to the implications that arise
as a result of observing the system behavior a (f). The fault f is
masked if a(f) is the fault-free behavior of the system and detectable
otherwise. A, fault f is locatable if the set of faulty nodes can be
deduced when the system behavior a (f) is observed. A fault f is
[A, BI-locatable where A c B if when the system behavior a (f) is
observed we know that all nodes in the set A are faulty and that all
faulty ,nodes are in the set B. A fault f is A-locatable (locatable to 	 1
within module A) if when the system behavior a (f) is observed, we
know that the set of faulty nodes is a subset of A. Various other }
r. b	 *+.r
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classifications are also possible. F
During the last year, primary effort has been directed toward r
networks ire which only single fault, are allowed. 1
The basic approach has been to investigate the properties of a }
two--node series system (in which the outputs of node 1 are the inputs
of Mode 2) and to use these results to determine the properties of
r three-node series parallel networks which are shown to be universal-
..
ly applicable in the analysis of a system with any number of nodes.
The three-node network consists of an input node (node 1) and an
output node (node 3) through which all information flows together
with an intermediate node (node 2) whose properties are desired,
In general, some information flows through node 2 and some flows
i
around it.	 Completely general networks can always be reduced to
this form for study.
Within the framework of this model, the concepts of a single
masked fault and a single detectable fault are easily characterizedg
a	 1
in set-theoretic notation. Using these characterizations, one can
enumerate the number of single masked faults and the number of
single detectable faults in an arbitrary combinational network. In
the two-node system, the number of single masked faults at node 1
is determined by examining the equivalence relations induced on
the input space, X; and intermediate space, 'W, by the fault-free
behavior a (b) and the fault-free node 2 mapping, b2, respectively.
The number of single masked faults at node 2 can be determined by
12
examining the w range of the fault-free node 1 mapping b1 . In the
universal three-node system, the number of single faults at node 2
that are masked is obtained essentially by combining these two results
for the two-node :system. These theorems have led to an efficient
algorithm for generating a list of all single masked faults in any
combinational network. A study leading to similar results for locat-
able faults is planned for the next quarter.
Important necessary and sufficient conditions for masking and
for detecting all single faults at a node have also been discovered.
In the two-node system, all single faults at node 1 are masked if
and only if b2 is a constant function; whereas all single faults at
node 2 are masked if and only if the output space is degenerate (has
only a single element). It has also been found that in the two -node
system all single faults at node 1 are detectable if and only if each
equivalence class of the equivalence relation induced on W by b2
that has a nonempty intersection with the range of b 1 consists of a
single'in e element of W ; whereas all single_	 g faults at node 2 are detec-
table if and only if b  is onto W. These results indicate that the out-
put stages of a system are less restrictive to fault detection whereas
the input stages are less restrictive to fault masking._ However,
since constant functions are not very inspiring, it is apparent that 	 ,.
more than two nodes are required to achieve total fault masking in
networks producing nontrivial functions.
If
.	 ,
1
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The two-node theory can be generalized for the universal
three-node system by decomposing the node 3 mapping, b 3, and
applying the two-node results to each function in the decomposition.
For example, all single faults at node 2 in the three-node system
are masked iff each component of the output stage decomposition is
a constant function. All single faults at node 2 are detectable if and
only if a projection of the node 1 mapping, b 1 , is onto the input space
of node 2 and for every component, hX, of the node 3 decomposition,
each equivalence class (of the equivalence relation induced on W by
hX) that has a nonempty intersection with the range of the node 2
mapping, b2, composed with the appropriate projection of b 1 consists
of a single element of W. If the output stage itself is being analyzed,
the system reduces to the two-node case. Since complete fault
masking is then impossible (except in degenerate cases) it is im- i
portant to know how closely complete fault masking can be approached.
It is felt that the tools are now available to answer this question and
that further effort in this direction would be profitable.
Characterization of locatable faults is now possible. In the
two-node system, a single fault f at node 1 is locatable if and only
if the equivalence relation induced on X by b1 is not contained in the
equivalence relation induced on X by a(f). A single fault f at node 2
is locatable if and only if the range of a (f) is not contained in the
3
range of b2
 Recognizing that the composition hXb2, of b2 with
any component, h , of the node 3 decomposition is a mapping from
x
V
r	 ^
x	 w
w
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the input space V of node 2 into the output space Y of node 3, the
two-node results can be generalized to the three-node case as fol-
lows. A single fault f at node 2 in the universal three--node system
is locatable if and only ii (1) the equivalence relation induced on the
input space X by the fault-free mapping from X into the input space
of node 3 is not contained in the equivalence relation induced on X
by a (f) and (2) the range of a (f) is not contained in the union of the
ranges of b 2 h x over each component x of the node 3 decomposition.
A study of complete fault location and of [A, B] -location is planned
t
r the next year that parallels that already completedf o 	 	  	 _ iy	 feted for faultp
masking.
One of the most important applications of the present theory
is to the design of fault-tolerant switching systems. As an initial
^:	 w
effort toward obtaining design criteria for fault-tolerant networks,R
optimum two-node network parameters are derived that maximize
the percentage of node 1 single faults masked overall two-node
realizations of a given net function. The design specifications are
easily obtained from the equivalence relation induced on the input j
space by the given net function. It is now believed that these results
could be extended to more general systems and could eventually lead
to a partial classification of switching functions based,on the optimum
fault masking properties of any network realizing each. Further effort
in this direction is planned for the coming year. In 'particular, we 	 t
intend to answer questions of the following type
w
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(1) Given a function g, what is the most reliable means for
implementing it? Part of the problem is to discover
rational criteria for reliable operation.
(2) What kinds of functions if any, can be realized more
reliably than others?
(3) How can a function be most reliably realized within a cost
or weight constraint?
rR
Y .
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Diagnosis in Sequential Machines and Networks
Designing easily testable and diagnosable digital networks has
long been recognized as an important approach to solving the problem
of fault detection and diagnosis in digital computers. 	 The purpose
of this investigation is to study the concept of machine diagnosability,
to formally capture the notions of "test output augmentation" and
"control input augmentation" on a machine-theoretic basis, and to
formalize the notions of path sensitizing and node sensitizing in a
network so that networks can be designed with "built-in" diagnostic
capabilities.
	 Further studies in these areas are expected to bring
about better diagnostic techniques and a set of diagnosable design
criteria.
Sequential machines are classified in this study according to
•	 machine-theoretic properties pertinent to the design of fault detecting
z,
experiments.	 Since the existence of a distinguishing sequence and
g
i
its length determine the design complexity and length of test sequence
respectively, they have been chosen as the basis of classification. 	 A {
machine is diagnosable if it has a distinguishing sequence and is
definitely diagnosable if, for some k, every input sequence of length k'
is a distinguishing sequence. 	 lomable machines and definitely homable
machines have been similarly defined. 	 It has been found that definitely t
I
diagnosable machines can be characterized as convergence-free,
definitely homable machines.
	
A general upper-bound for the length
of a distinguishing sequence in an n- state diagnosable machine is
_
i
I^^i
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n i(n--1), but this upper--bound for a definitely diagnosable machine or a
diagnosable definitely hoinable machine is (n2
	 Thus machine classes
with short distinguishing sequences can be easily identified from the
hierarchy obtained. Further classification, taking into account
synchronizing sequences and other properties is also possible.
Definite diagnosability is shown to be an unnecessarily restrictive
condition for the existence of short fault detecting expE.,,r .ments, Usually
all that is required is a short distinguishing sequence and it has been
shown that if a single-input submachine of an n - state machine is
reduced then it has a distinguishing sequence of length no greater
than n-1.
The test output augmentation problem can be briefly stated as
follows: Given a machine M (I, O, Q, b , w), construct a machine
M' = (I ) O X O', Q ) 81 , w t ) such that M' "contains" M and MI is
diagnosable (where O' is called the augmenting output set).
Similarly the control input augmention problem can be stated as:
Given a machine M, construct MI (Ixl',O, Q, b', w') so that M'
"contains" M and MI is diagnosable (where I' is *called the augmenting
inpui: set) . It has been shown that there is an optimally diagnosable
single-input machine with n states and p outputs where n andp are
powers of 2.
Since single-input submachines share many common properties
s.
r+
with the whole machine, it is natural to independently study the class
of single-input machines which are also known as sequence generators.
Ir
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The length of the minimal distinguishing sequence in a reduced sequence
generator 1111 can be determined by the least integer i such that Iii = II i+1
where 11i is the -equivalence partition on the state set of M Thus
optimally diagnosable sequence generators can be characterized in
terms of such partitions. The class of reduced linear machines has
been found to have some common diagnostic properties with the class
of reduced sequence generators. first, if a linear machine has a
I
distinguishing sequence of length i, then every input sequence of
length i is a distinguishing sequence. Thus, the length of a minimal
distinguishing sequence can be determined by the least integer i such
that IIi = 11 i+1 Equivalently, the length of a minimal distinguishing
sequence can be determined from the least i such that the rank of an
associated matrix is equal to the dimension of the state" space. Thus
a reduced 2n-state linear machine is definitely diagnosable of order
no greater than n.
The problem of network diagnosis has also been studied from the
network structure viewpoint. The _motivation of this effort is to
identify the classes of networks that are easily tested and diagnosed.
The construction of a network graph appropriate for the analysis of
stuck-at faults in combinational networks has been introduced. Based
on this graphical model,' the notions of path sensitizing and node
sensitizing are formally defined. With these definitions, precise
statements of some known results are possible. It has been shown
that if a node can be both 1-sensitized and 0-sensitized and the
r
-I
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sensitized multipath is simply connected then there is a sensitized
path passing through this node. It has also been established that if
no constant node exists in a combinational network graph, then every
stuck-at fault is T--detectable for some subset of nodes T in the network.
During the next year, we will continue study of network diagnosis
from both the machine-theoretic and network structure viewpoints.
It is expected that a combination of these two tee-hniques will produce
a better solution to the problem of diagnosis in sequential networks
than now exists.
In the sequential machine area, further properties of linear
machines which are pertinent to diagnosis will be explored.	 Tile
decomposition of a sequential machine into linear machines so that
either test point addition or control input addition can be made to
facilitate testing or diagnosis will also be studied.
	
Since there are
canonical realizations of a linear machine, it may be meaningful to
study fault location in the canonical realizing networks when a
machine table description is given,
In the network structure area	 exploration of the possibility of
applying the "sensitizing" technique to dia gnosis of redundant
combinational networks will be continued. 	 Problems, such as test
viL L allocation and addition UL UUMEW inputs for path sensitizing
will also be studied.
IV. TECHNICAL PROGRESS REPORT
The following is a technical progress report on the research
activity of the past three quarters (A working bibliography and a
i
survey of recent work in the general reliability area appears in
'.I
QPR 1.) Investigations during this period were concerned with the
three problem areas summarized in Section 111: 1) permanent
memory faults, 2) faults in combinational networks, and
w 3) fault diagnosis.
This section is a comprehensive report on the year's research
efforts. It includes proofs of all theorems as well as a cohesive
.' discussion of concepts, results, motivation, and interpretation.
Examples are also included that illustrate key points. With the
exception of the material in QPR 1, this report is self contained.
r	 Vet 
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1. PERMANEN'T MEMOIRY FAULTS
The purpose of this investigation is to study permanent memory
faults in sequential switching 3gystems and in particular the relation
t^
ship between such faults and the resulting system behavior. It has
If
been shown [12] that the result of a permanent
.
 fault in memory can
be formulated in terms of a sequential machine M that represents
the fault-free sequential switching system and a function 11 on the
states of M that represents the fault. The result of the fault is then
represented by a second machine MA appropriately determined from
M and A. Given this representation, it is possible to investigate
how the .behavior of Mµ relates to the behavior of M. Of particular
interest is when a fault is tolerated (masked) in the sense that the
resulting behavior relates in some specified way to the original
behavior. Various types of fault masking are investigated from
this point of view including a notion of R-masking, where R is a
subset of the state set Q. A special class of stable faults is also
considered, the latter being of interest since it contains all faults
that represent combinations of stuck-at faults in the individual mem-
ory cells of a physical system.
One of the primary goals of the above investigation is its appli-
cation to the synthesis of fault tolerant sequential switching networks.
Several important results have been obtained in this -regard and it
appears that .further investigation of the subject is warrented. Another
^C	
^' ' Yfundamental question is whether certain types of sequential behavior
fr
i
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are inherently less susceptible to memory faults if the measure of
susceptibility is the minimum amount of redundant memory required
to inask a specified class of faults. This question has yet to be dealt
with in detail and remains an important topic of future investigation.
We begin with a review of several basic concepts of sequential
h 	 thd t r	 1	 t bl ° 1 th t	 1	 dmac one	 gory In or _er o p eclse y es a	 is i	 e ermino ogy all
notation used throughout the discussion.
Definition 1. l
A Mealy sequential machine is a system M = (I, Q, O, b , W)
where
i)	 I is a finite set of input symbols,
ii) Q is a finite set of states,
iii)	 O is ,a finite set of output symbols,
iv)	 b is a function from Q x I into Q the transition function
of M, ;.i
v) w is a function from Q x I into 0, the output function i
of M.
A Moore sequential machine is as above except that
V I) W is a function from Q into O:
To describe the behavior of a sequential machine M, let A be
_
r
any finite set, A* the set of all sequences (words, strin gs) over A
(A* includes the null sequence A ), and if x E A* let°
1g(x)
.
7
t
r?3
denote the length of x (the number of symbols in the sequence x).
Then for each nonnegative integer k, we define the set
Ak 	{x l x E A* and lg(x) k}
which is simply the set of all sequences over .A, of length k. Note
that, in terms of the sets Ak,
00
A* V Ak.
k=a
If we let Al denote all sequences except the null sequence then
U kA = 
	
A
^X	 k=1
Using this notation we extend the transition and output functions
of a sequential machine as follows:
Definition 1.2
if MI O b w is a sequential  machine its extended ^
- (^ Q^	 ) d d
w
transition function b and extended output function w are d e-
fined as follows:	 a;
Transition fcn.	 Output fcn.	 Output fcn.
(Mealy)	 (Moose)	 }
b: Q x 1i Q
	
w: Q x it - '0
 w Q x 1*' O
where	 xa
j	
l
fi
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Transition Output fen. Output fen.
fen. (Mealy) (Moore)
i) x e 10 { Al, 6(q, x) = q undef ined w(q, x) = w(q)
x E I1
 = I,	 9(q, x) _ b(q , x) W(q, x) = w(q , x) w(q, x)=c# (q , x))
x E Ik, a E I, 5 (q, xa) = b (b (q, x), a) W(q , xa)=w(b (q, x)', a) W(q, xa)-=w(b(q, xa))(k> 1)
(Note that given values of S, w for all ^^	 4x E 1-cc) (iii) defines values
Of b, w for all y E Tk+1.)
In terms of these extended functions, the behavior of M relative to
some fixed state q E Q is defined as follows.
a.
Definition 1.3
If M = (I, Q, O, b , w) is a sequential machine and q E Q, the
behavior of M for initial state q is a function ^q defined as
follows
Mealy
p q . It -- Ot
j
Moore
a I* —0q
where
z
i), x E I0  f Al undefined^q(x) = w (q)
ii) x E I1 I,	 (x)=w (q, x)	 (x) = u^(q)w(b (q, x))
q	 q
r-iii) x E	 a E I, pq(xa)=pq
	
^i(x)w (q, xa)	 q(xa)=P kA)w(q, xa)
(k > 1)
Note that if M is a Mealy machine then
r	 1
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it..	 i e., an input sequence of length k produces an output sequence of
length k. On the other hand, if M is a Moore machine then
•	 lg(pq(X)) = lg(X) + 1
since an output symbol is associated with the initial state q.
Definition 1.4
The behavior of a sequential machine M with states Q is the
set
BM	 {aq I q E Q} .
In other words, the behavior of M is the collection of input-output
transformations such that each transformation in the collection can
be realized with an appropriate choice of initial state. Note that
distinct states of M need not give rise to distinct behaviors, i. e. ,
it may be the case that -L r and et	 q -^	 y 0q = ar. This observation leads
to the following fundamental concept of machine theory.
m,	 Definition 1 5
If M = (I,QM,-O b M, c) and N = (1, f1N, O, b_ N, wN) are
sequential machines (of the same type), q E QM, and
r e Q  then g ris equivalent to r (q r) if 
Rq 
fir.
_In words, state q of machine M is equivalent to state r of N if M
when started in q has the same input-output behavior as N when -
started in r. It should be obvious that in the special case where
M = N, = is an equivalence relation on QM. One also notes that
	
`	 state equivalence can be characterized in terms of the extended
output functions as follows
A
1
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q r iff u^M(q ) x) = w-N(r, x)	 (1.1)
for all x E I t (Mealy case) or for all x E I* (Moore case). (Phis
characterization is the one most often used as the definition of
state equivalence.)
Extending the notion of state equivalence to machines we
have
Definition 1.6
If M and N are sequential machines (having the same input
alphabet I and output alphabet 0) then M is equivalent to N
(M N) if BM = BN.
In other words, equivalent machines are identical when viewed ex-
ternally. If we let '/11, (I, 0) denote the set of all sequential machines
with input symbols I and output symbols 0 then is clearly an
equivalence relation on %IZ(I, tiJ) In comparing the behavior of
machines, it is convenient to introduce a second notion that is some-
what weaker than machine equivalence, namely
Definition 1. 7
a
If M, N E M (I, 0) then M includes N (M > N) if B M BN.
Thus if M includes N, each state of N is equivalent to some state of
M but there may be states of M not equivalent to any state of N.
Paraphrasing the notion, M includes N if M, can do anything that
+	 N does. From the definitions it is obvious that M and N are equiva-
lent if and only if M includes N and N includes M. Accordingly, the
i
}
^ . R_ Via+=-Y^e__,._ . _.
	
^	
_ .___ ...,w+..-s...,r.^r.'.^IRAI!!5.*+^'' ►^ -^`x ^f^_^'° fR^4^	 .._ _	 ^^Aake^ .xsTS 	_ _	 f:a	 a e.	
_	 __	
_ i
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notion of "includes" determines a partial ordering of the set of all
equivalence classes of machines in 6ITL(I, 0).
In terms of these basic notions of machine structure and be-
havior, suppose now that in some physical system represented by a
sequential machine M, there is a permanent fault which permanently
=x
alters the structure of the system but results in a configuration which	 1
is still machine-representable. In this case one can represent the
result of the fault as a second machine:
M'	 =	 (I, Q , 016',W')
where the states Q1, transition function b ', and output function w'
of the faulty	 related in some	 to the original ma-machine are	 way
chine M.
	
A more precise statement of this relationship depends, of
course, on more detailed knowledge of the fault.
In what follows we restrict our attention to faults that occur
in the memory portion of the physical system.
	
This restriction is
f
motivated by the fact that it is memory which distinguishes nontrivial
sequential switching systems from purely combinational systems. f
The restriction also has the advantage that the function of memory_
is the same, from machine to machine, that is, to store the informa-..	 _
tion presented at the memory input.
In a sequential machine the transition function represents both
s
decision and memory processes in that we interprete b (q, a) to be the
"next"	 "present"	 ^	 "Present"input	 state given that the 	 state is q an^i^.he present 
	 is u 
a.	 To -distinguish the functions of memory and decision let 6 = W X 3
r
ii
i
fC 
l :#S:!i! f' ;40A VC-_	 It
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(the functional composition of X anti µ, first applying X) where X(q, a)
is the memory input and represents a purely combinational process,
and µ is the memory function representing the storage of ?L(q, a). In
case the memory operates properly, µ is simply the identity function
on the states Q. Hence,
b	 X.	 (1-2)
Suppose, now, that there is some permanent fault in memory that
causes certain of the memory inputs to be stored improperly. `then
the function g representing faulty memory operation is no longer the
identity function and the transition function of the faulty machine is
given by
_	 b 	 µ•Vi.'	 (1.3)
Assuming that there are no faults in the combinational processing,
we have
r29
Definition l_. 8
If M is a sequential machine, a (memory) fault of M is a
function on the states of M. If M = (I, Q, Q, 8 , w) is a sequential
machine and µ; Q Q is a fault of M, the result of µ is the
sequential machine
Mµ
 = (I, Qµ, Q, b µ w
where
i) Qµ = p(Q) (the range of µ)
ii) b µ- µ• 8 restricted to Qµ
 x I
Qµ x I (Mealy)
k iii) wA = w restricted to
rtT QA (Moore)
Note that, by definition, the identity function (on Q) is regarded as
p=§
fz
a fault even though, under the intended interpreation, it represents
fault-free operation.	 Thus the identity function is .referred to as an
improper fault, all other faults being proper. 	 In defining the result,
Ytk'
Mµ of a fault µ;, QA is taken to be the range of µ since, under the inter-
pretation, these are the only states accessible from the memory
input.	 The definition of the faulty transition function 8 µ follows
directly from (1.2)-(1.4). 	 Since the fault occurs in memory, the
output function 	 is essentially the same as w.	 This, then, is the
;.. basic model of permanent memory error upon which the following
investigation is based.
Before discussing the effects of faults on bek v or, we note
r	 ' that a fault g can represent either some single physical fault in the	 j
art
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corresponding switching system or the culmination of a series of many
physical faults. For this reason we should snake precise what is meant
by one fault "following" another. We note first of all that if M is a
sequential machine, µ is a fault of M and y is afault of Mµ then
(M^y = MyIO11	 (1.5)
This follows by Definition 1.8 and says that the result of successive
faults µ of M and y of Mµ can be regarded as the result of the single
fault y• g, the composition of µ and y (with the codomain of y• µ ex-
tended to Q) .
Given µ and y as above, one can also regard y as a fault of the
original machine M provided the following condition is satisfied. If
ji Q — Q and R c Q, let µl R denote the restriction of µ to R. Then
Definition 1. '9
If µ, y are faults of M then y can follow µ if y 1 Qµ is a fault
Of Mµ.
r	 interpretation	 +..Although the definition eflects the ante  t  of the notion can
I1follow a more convenient characterization is given by the follow-
ing theorem. If we let Q(µ) denote the range of a function µ 	 t
r
(i. e. 6(µ) µ(Q) if /j,:  Q ~ Q) then	 r
j:
Theorem 1.1
a.
If µ, y are faults of M then y can follow t. if and only if 3.
.w
(Y I^) C	 (µ) •	 ^^
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Proof
By definition y can follow 1 if and only if
(*) a (Y IQ) c Qµ•
Suppose (*) holds and q e 0\,(y• p). Then there is a state r E Q
such that q y(µ(r)) and so q e 9 (y IQ'). Hence q E Q'j- = 6^(1)
thereby proving that ?,(y• µ) c, a(tL). Conversely, suppose that
R (y• µ) C 9 (µ) and let q E PL(y I QP). Then for some r, q y(p(r))
or, equivalently, q E 62N (ye p) which implies q e R(µ) Q'1, thereby
proving (').
The above is easily generalized to allow fora succession
of more than two faults.
e
Definition 1.10
r
If µl , 92, ... µn are faults of M (n > 2) then (Pi µ2' 	 Vin)
is a succession of faults of M if
pi+1 can follow pie µi
_1
for 1= 1, 2, .
	
n-1.
Theorem 1.1 can then he generalized as follows
Theo em 1.2
If µ1 , µ2, ... , µn are faults of M" (n > 2) then (µi, p2 , • • • , µn)
1
is a succession of faults of M if and only if
j
fjt (µi+1 " Pi .. µl ) C ^?'GL 	 µi-1 '	 pi i.
e
for i= 1 2....,n-1.
i
rX_k1!!!±^_ _,x:..,.
	 _	
..^.....rt i^.. ^^:	 -e..a+•__S^"`±	 fi :.	 ^.^' ^!'. a. x::;	 r. '#!k_at!xa
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Proof
By induction on n.
Basis : if n=2, Theorem 1.2 reduces to Theorem 1.1.
Inciaction step: Suppose the theorem holds for n=k and let n k+1.
Then, by the induction hypothesis it suffices to show that µk+l can
follow µkd µk-1 .. µl if and only if
a(pk+l * N ... Pd C ',(Pk • µk-1 t , . µl).
Letting ,y µk+1 and µ = µk • µk_l .. pl , the Latter holds by
Theorem 1. 1, thereby proving Theorem 1.2.
As a corollary of Theorem 1. 2, if equation (1. 5) is extended.
to a succession of n faults, we haver
Corollary 1.2.1
The result of a succession of faults (µ 1 , µ2, ... ) µn) of M is
the machine
Mµn ' µn-1	 N'1
In other words, the result of a succession of faults of M can be re-
garded as the result of a single fault µ of M where µ is just the com
position of all the faults in the succession (taken in the order with
which they occur). Thus multiple physical faults can be analyzed in
terms of a single ,machine fauitand, more generally, the various
effects of any prescribed set of physical faults can be analyzed by
studying the individual effect of each fault in some appropriately
determined set of machine faults.
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Fault Masking
Let us now consider the fundamental problem of relating faulty
structure to desired behavior. Informally we can say that a machine
M has "failed" under some fault µ if MlJ no longer exhibits the desired
behavior. On the other hand, if the desired behavior is preserved
under g then, adopting a term used quite frequently in this context,
the fault µ is "masked. " The precise sense in which a fault is masked
depends, of course, on what is meant by "desired behavior, "" In
what follows, we propose several types of masking which we feel
have meaningful interpretation.
Perhaps the most natural choice of desired behavior for the
faulty machine is a behavior equal to that of the fault-free machine.
In this case we say that
-;
Definition 1.11
A fault µ of M is e-masked if MA = M.
If we require only that the faulty machine be able to do everything
the original machine did then
Definition 1.1 L
A fault µ of M is i- masked if Mµ > M.
—	 t
• Clearly, if a fault is e-masked it is i-masked.
is
i
.	 1
Wow
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Example 1.1
Consider the modulo 3 counter (Mealy type) having the following
transition-output table:
-I
@µ3
0 1
0 0/1 2/0
2 2/0 5/1
5 5/0 0/1
M 113
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M Al M A2
0
0 0/1 4/0
4 4/0 5/0
5 5/0 0/1
Q 2 0 1
0 0/1 1/0
1 1/0 2/0
2 2/0 0/1
4 4/0 4/0
In the- machine M, P O = (3 3 , 01 = 0 41 P2 = IP56 If we let P
11 denote the
 q
behavior of MA for initial state q then, by inspection of M 4, we have:
9	 Pop 9	 Ply a5
	 P2
0	 4	 5
and so Ar,	 M, 1. e. p, is e-masked.
92Regarding M
92'	 92	 "92
=	 1)	 = 0
	
,
0	 P-O' P 1	
0	
0 2	 2	
i
Ijbut 0 24	 p q for all q c Q. Hence g2 is i-masked but not e-masked.
-L3 113As for M	 we see that no state of M is equivalent to any
state of M and consequently A, is not i-masked.
ri
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By definition, a fault µ is e-masked if the faulty machine MI'
has the same terminal behavior as the fault-free machine M. In
physical terms, this says that the faulty circuit or system repre-
sented by MA can do the same thing as the original system repre-
sented by M. This is not to say, however, that every state µ(q) E Q A
behaves in MA as state q does in M, L e. it may be the case that
µ	 This is illustrated in Example 1.1 where Al _ AlAN) ^ aq^	 p	 a.µ1(2) _ a0 /02'
Accordingly, if we were to attempt to reset the faulty system (repre-
sented by M 1 ) to state 2 it would actually reset to state µl (2) = 0
and consequently exhibit a different behavior than expected after re-
set. Since the ability to reset to some known behavior is desirable
in certain applications, we introduce the following notion.
Definition 1.13: x,
sIf M is a machine with states Q and R c Q then a fault µ
is R-masked if
(3µ r)	 fi r ,	 for all r e R
µ	 #
(where	 as earlier, is the behavior of M4 for initial s
q
state q) •
I'
Thus if is R-masked then MA is resetable to every state r e R in	 ^.
the-sense that the behavior of M for initial state r is the same as
D
the behavior of MA for initial state µ(r) Referring to Example 1.1
one can easily verify that µl is {0, 1 2 4, 5} -masked and µ2 is
:
q 	_
.	 i
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{0, 1, 2, 31-.;—n asked.	 µ3 is not R-masked if R , 	 {c being the
empty set note that every fault is 4)-masked).
Relating R-masking to e-masking and i-masking we note the
following facts.
'theorem 1.3
If M is a machine with states Q and a fault µ is Q-masked
then µ is e-masked.
Proof:
If is Q-masked then a	 9^	 for all q E Q, and so	 +q	 µ(q)
B c B	 Since R (µ) = Qµ we have B = B	 andM — Mµ 	 M Mµ
therefore µ is e-masked.
That the converse of Theorem 1.3 fails to hold is illustrated
	
i
by fault µl of Example 1.1 Indeed one can construct a machine M
along with a fault µ such that µ is e-masked and yet R 	 implies µ t
is not R-masked.
If M is a machine with states Q and behavior B M let us say
that a subset R of Q is complete if
{ or r E RI	 BM.
Then
Theorem 1.4
If M is a machine with states Q, R is complete (R c Q) and
4
µ is R-masked then µ is i-masked.
	 ^
IAL
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r	 Proof
If g is R--masked then
{(3 rI 
r 
E RI 
= 
fog(r) I r E R}.
But R is complete and so
µ(
µ	 µBM	 {3 IA I r E R} c^ q) I q E QJ	 B µ •M
In other words MI-' > M and hence g is i-masked.
To illustrate Theorem 1. 4, consider the fault p2 of Example 1.1 ^i
along with the subset R = {4, i t 2 31.	 Then R is complete and, as
noted earlier, µ2 is-R-masked.	 Hence µ2 must be i-masked and
..	 , we observed in Example 1.1 that this was the case. 	 The converse
of Theorem 1.4 does not hold, that is, a fault µ can be i-masked and
x yet there is no complete subset R such that p is R-masked.
If we now look ahead to the synthesis problem—that is, given
isome behavior B s ec.fied say b a reduced machine M
	
such that	 n	 Y Y	
BM , = B, design a machine M that realizes M' and relative to some q
specified set of faults
	 ...	 }	 i is	 0-masked
	 1p	 {µle µ2^	 µk	 µ•	 ^^-- > 2 ...	 k)
where C1
	
denotes one of the specific types of masking just discussed. z^
it
Solutions to this problem require a greater understanding of how a-
fault µ must relate to a machine M in- order that it be 	 p-masked. 1
In particular, it would be convenient to relate g directly to M without
having; to completely determine the nature of the fealty machine Mµ
The following results are so motivated. 31
r 4,
.t
k:
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We begin by establishing two lemmas that are used to support
later arguments.
e' m'' 	 1. 1
If µ is a fault of M = (I, Q, O, S ,w), R c Q and S (/a, (R) x I) c R	 P
then
a' ( q,x) E A(R), for all g E tL (R) , x E I *.
(bµ is the extended transition function of M A; see Def. 1.2. )
Proof
4If a (µ (R) x I) c R then µ . 6 (µ (R) x I) c µ (R) or, equivalently,
s
bµ (^, (R) x I) c µ (R) where b ['is the transition function of Mµ. As	 I
_	
t
if
R is closed under b µ M µ restricted to the state set R is
a submachine of M µ . This implies that
aµ ( q ,x) E µ(R), for all q E µ(R), x E I
3
thereby proving the lemma.
If in addition to S (µ (R) x I) c R, each state r E R fails to an
equivalent state (when regarded as a state of M) , we have:
Lemma 1. 2
If is a fault ofµ'	 M and R c Q such that
i) 6 ( µ (R) x I) c R, and
ii) µ(r) = ` r, for all r E R
,r
i
then
6 (r , x) = 6 (µ(r),x), for all r e R, x E I *.
,r
T»I
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Proof
The proof is by induction on the length lg(x) of an input sequence x.
Basis; If lg(x) = 0, x = A and if r e R we have 6 (r, A) = r 1i (r)
P(µ(r) , A) .
Induction step: Suppose true for all y e I  and let r E B,, x E +1.
Then x= ya for some y e Ik , a c I and
6 (r , x) = 6 (r , Ya) 6 ( 6 (r , Y) , a)
By the induction hypothesis,
br-s	 aY)
and by the substitution property of =,
b(a(r,Y)a)'= b(bµ(µ(1')^Y),a). 	 (1.6)
If we let s = F 11 (µ ( r) , y) , then by condition i) and Lem ma 1. 1, s e 11(R).
Applying condition i) once more, 6 (s, a) e R and by condition ii) we have;
	
b ( s, a)	 µ . b(s, a)	 6 µ (s, a) .	 (1.7)
Replacing s by 6 µ (µ (r), y) and combining equivalences (1. 6) and (1. 7) ;
	
b(a(r,Y),a)	 bµ (b (µ(r),Y),a) •	 ,
As x ya, this implies that
6 ( r , x) = 6 µ(µ(r),x)
thereby completing the induction step and proving the lemma.
I
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Applying Lemma 1. 2, it follows that conditions i) and ii) are
sufficient for ji to be R-masked, that is:
Theorem 1. 5
If p is a fault of M and R C Q such that
i) 6(g(r)xI) SR I, and
ii) tL(r) =- r, for all r e R
then is R-masked.
Proof
Suppose conditions i) and ii) hold and r c- R. Then, by Lemma 1. 2,
6(r,x)	 b11 (ji(r),x), for all x c I*
which implies
w(6(rA,a) wA C6 A (ji(r),x),a), for all x cI*, a  I.
But, by definition this says that
Pr (xa) P r) (xa), for all xeI * , ar:I
or, equivalently
(r)	
y(y) fo r allP (Y) =r	 IL 
As r is an arbitrary state in R, it follows that ji is R-masked,
thereby proving the theorem.
As corollaries to Theorem 1.5 we observe
-I
^_. .:: a -tart s. }!_'Se'.•e 'Opt ..
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kt	 Corollary 1. 5,1
If conditions i) and ii) of Theorem 1.5 hold and R is complete
then µ is i--ibasked.
Corollary 1. 5.2
If p(q) = q, for all q c Q, then g is Q-masked ( and hence
e -masked) .
Proof
If R =Q, condition i) of the theorem is automatically satisfied
and thus condition ii) suffices for Q-masking.
Theorem 1 5 gives sufficient conditions for R-masking a fault
p in terms of g, the state-equivalence relation for M, and the
transition function of M. The conditions, however, are not necessary
and to date we have been unable to discover necessary and sufficient
conditions for R-masking that can be easily stated in terms of
properties of M and µ . The hest characterization obtained so far is
stated in terms of a relation µR defined as follows:
R
s^
D of iniiaon 1. 14
If M is a machine with states Q and R c Q then, for all q, q' E Q,
q µR q' if there is some r E R and some x E I* such that
b (r, x) = q and b µ (j (r) , X).. q'
x
If further we let = 1 denote the relation of 1-equivalence on the
states of M (i.e. q = 1 q' if 	 (a) ^3 q,  for all a E 1) then:	 s
j
t
♦iTSe _.,wsy^.
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Theorem 1.6
If M is a Mealy machine and µ is a fault of M then
µ is R-masked iff µR
 =1.
Proof: Necessity
Suppose µ is R-masked and q µR q' Them there is some state
r E R and some x E I * such that
s (r, x) q and 
-6 11 (4 
 (r), X) = q'	 (1.8)
Since(3
	 µ' , j r(xa) = ^µ 1, (xa), for all a E I and thereforer	 r l)
	 1^ ( )
co) ( 6 (r x), a) = wt'(bt(µ(r),x), a) , for all ae1.
But wil w Qµx I and substituting according to (1.8) we have
w(q, a) = w(q', a), for all a E I,
that is, q =1 q1 . Thus AR c =1
Suff iciency:
Suppose gR c , r E R and x E It . Then x = ya, for some y E I1
and a E L. and
44
W(b(r,y):a) =
	
W('µ(µ(r)?y))crt) 'r
W	 (A(r),y),a)
W µ (µ(r) ,ya) a
Combining. (1.9) and (1.10), W(r,x) = W µ (µ(r) 	 for all x e f ,	 By the,x)
definition of behavior it follows that
µr	 Qµ(r)
thereby proving sufficiency.
An analogous statement for Moore machines involves 0-equivalence
(i.e. q=oq` if
 W( q) - W(q'))
Theorem'* 1' 6'
If M is a Moore machine and µ is a fault of M then
µ is R-masked iff µR c =66
Proof
Similar to the proof of Theorem 1.6.
In many applications, a sequential switching system will have a i
distinguished "reset state" where only the behavior of interest is
the input-output function that results when the system is initially in a
r'
the reset state.	 If such a system is represented by a machine M and
the reset state by some distinguished "initial state' of M, say q 0 , r-
,,
it
i
. 1
_?k 4i-v. .f.L..._:..
	
•	 r^^	 a `^	
c
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then the fault masking of i.ntexest is a special case of R-Masking
where
R = {q01.
In this case we will say that µ is q0-masked (rather than {q0}-masked)
and write µq instead of µ {q l (Definition 1.14) . Moreover, the0	 0
relation µR can be described somewhat more simply when R {q01)
that is
µq = {(b( go,x), 6A(A(go),X)) IxE I * 1. 	 (1. 11)
0
Using this characterization of µ q and applying Theorem 1.6 it
0
follows that:
Theorem 1.7
If M is a Mealy machine and µ is a fault of M then
µ is q0-masked iff b (q0' x) l 6 µ(µ (q 0), x) I for all x E I*.
Proof
If µ is q0-masked then, by (1.11) 6 (q0,x) µb µ( ii (gd x)^q0
for all x e I*. By Theorem 1 6, with R = {q 0^, it follows that
b (q0 , x)' = 1 b ( µ (q 0) , x) , for all x E I * . Conversely, if the latter
holds then p,q c , 1 and, by Theorem 1. 6, µ is q0-masked.
•0
dThe corresponding statement for Moore machines is given by:
	 Y
K
r
.	 i
..t> s^..aa..' e^:^++!wT9k±!r'^l`.^'_^lk+i"Ak^l^^'^+-ENR^^^'^#^', +fit,. ` .?T; 's"	 r ':'k" A > v . e	 _ _.
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Theorem 1.7'
If M is a Moore machine and µ is a fault of M then
µ is q6-- mashed iff b (q05 x) _0 6µ(µ(q0) , x) , for all x E I*.
The importance of Theorems 1.6 and 1.7 is their application to the
design of fault tolerant sequential switching networks. Before
discussing such applications, however, we wish to investigate the
effects of imposing certain physically motivated constraints on the
class of memory faults.
Stable Faults
If M is a machine and p: Q -- Q is a fault of M, we may interpret
p(q) as the state stored when the memory input is q and in case A(q)
q, q is stored erroneously. In general, if we now attempt to store
µ ( q) , it too may be stored erroneously, i. e it may be the case
that ji (µ (q)) / µ (q). Borrowing some terminology from the theory
of asynchronous machines we say that µ(q), in this case, is unstable.
On the r,Aher hand ifthen
	 is stable. Extendingµ(µ(q)) - µ( q)	 µ(q) •	 g	 .
this notion to a fault itself we have:
Definition 1.15' a
If µ: Q-- Q is a fault of M then µ is stable if µ • µ = µ (i.e.
µ (µ ( q))	 µ (q) , f or all q E Q)
In other words, µ is stable if every state of M is stable.
Stable faults are of interest since many types of physical memory
faults may be represented by a machine fault of this type. In
particular, as is shown in the next subsection, a combination of
"stuck at 0" and "stuck at V faults in one or more two-state memory
cells is represented by a stable fault of the corresponding sequential
C
machine
In mathematical. terms, µ is stable if and only if it is an idempotent
element of the semigroup of functions on Q. if !u: Q-. Q is a fault
of M, let denote the equivalence relation (on Q) induced by µ , that is-
q µ r if 1L (q)	 µ (r) .	 (1.12)
then the notion of a stable fault can be alternatively characterized as
follows:
Ask	 Theorem 1.8
If p: Q Q is a fault of M then the following statements are
equivalent: i
i) µ is stable
ii) µ(r) r, for all r Et,{µ)
iii) A(q)	 for allµ q, 	 q E Q.	 F
Proof
i) -iii) Suppose µ is stable and r E Oq (µ)• Then, for
some q E Q^ r g(q) which implie
µ(r) _ µ(µ(q))	 µ(q) , r•	
i .
If
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iii.): Suppose µ(r) = r, for all re `' (µ), and q E Q.
Then µ (q) E dL (p) and therefore
A (µ (q)) = A (q)
or, by (1.12),
µ (q) µ q•
iii) =-==>i): If µ(q) q ) for all q  Qthen µ(p(q)) = µ(q), for all
q £ Q, and hence p is stable.
As we wish to investigate the structure of the set of stable faults
of a machine M with states Q, in the discussion that follows, let
S(Q) {µ I p is a stable fault of MI.
Our first observation regards the size of S(Q), namely:
Theorem 1, g nIf IQ I n then I S(Q) ) = E (k)kn kk=1
Proof
Given some nonempty subset R c Q where (R k, there are
	 }
kn-k	 i
-different stable .faults µ such that PL (µ)  R. This is because the k 
elements of R are fixed under µ (see Theorem 1. 8, part ii)) , leaving
n-k elements, each of which can be assigned one of the k elements
eve
of R. Since there are r
i
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m _	 n!
k	 k (n-k)
k-element subsets of Q (1 < k < n), the desired result follows.
Thus, for example, of the 10 billion possible faults of a machine
with-10 states, 2,137, 921 are stable faults.
When (Q ( > 3, it is known that S(Q) is not closed under composition,
that is, there are stable faults A and y such that y g is not stable.
Talus for example, if Q= 10 1 ) 21 t g - (0 1 0, 2) and	 (011) 1) we
have y µ - (0, 0,1) which is not stable. A necessary and sufficient
condition for the composition of stable faults to be stable is given by
the following theorem.
tk
	
Theorem
.	 1
If µ ^ Y e S(Q) then
y • µ e S(Q) iff q = ji (q), for ail q e f (Y µ)	 (µ)Y
( y is the equivalence relation induced by Y)
Proof: Nece ssit 	 r
-	 (YSuppose Y ^ µE S(Q) and q-E A(Y v µ) ^(µ) . Then q E ^ ^ µ)
which implies V IA(q) ) _ q (since y µ is stable) . But q E ( (y a µ)
also implies q e ^(y) and so y(q) q, Combining these two equations,
V(p (q)) _ y(q) or, equivalently,
µ(q) = q•
Y	
.^	 ,
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Suff iciency:
Suppose !^ (q) Y q, for all q E^ 1_ (y µ)-^ (µ) . To prove that
y• µ e S(Q) we will show that q  ?(41(,y, µ) implies ya µ(q) q (cf. Theorem
8, part ii) ) . We suppose then that q E (y e µ) and consider two cases.
Case i): q Em(µ) . Then µ(q) q which implies y( tj,(q)) y(q) . But
q e ,^ .(ye µ) implies q e (1(y) and so y(q) = q • Hence y ' µ(q) = y(µ(q)) = q.
Case ii) : q ^ F' (µ). Then q e ^ (yo µ) - (µ) and, by hypothesis
µ(q) q. Thus y(p(q)) y(q) and since y(q) = q (see case i) ), we have
Y
y • µ (q) = y(µ (q)) = q
As a corollary of Theorem 1. 10, we note that if one stable fault
can follow a r}other (cf. Def. 1.9) then the composite fault is always
stable, that is,
Cor' ollary 1;10..1	 1
If µ, ye S(Q) and y can follow µ then ye µ E S(Q)
Proof
If y can follow µ then, by Theorem 1. 1, Al(V • µ) c	 (µ)
Therefore	 (yn µ)	 {µ) _ and the condition of Theorem 1.10 is
vacuously satisfied.
Generalizing Corollary 1.10 1 it follows that ifg	 y	 (p,µ21.,.,µ1z)
is a succession of stable faults then µn• µn-1' °' µ1 is--stable.
The set S(Q) of stable faults of a machine M can be further investi
	
r
v gated in.termsof a natural partial ordering * of S(Q)defined as follows ( 8 ]:
*x .,	 A relation R on a set A is a partial ordering of A if R is	 !:
reflexive, antisymmetric, and transitive,
i	
_t
}F,
Definition 1.1 F
r	If	 E S	 then A is under	 <	 if y a	 •
In general, if E is a set of idempotents, the partial ordering
defined above is referred to as the natural partial ordering of E. Its
the case of stable faults, the ordering has a much more revealing
characterization.
Theorem 1:11
If µ, y E S(Q) then µ < y if and only if
i) (µ) G1(Y) and
ii) c=.
y — µ
Pr-66f: Necessity:
-Suppose µ y. When, by definition, y. µ _ µ • y - µ and
consequently i
µ) and µ • Y	 µ	 Y`
But, for any pair of functions µ and y on Q, we have
e(y*A)c  P(Y) and = C
Y µ y
and therefore
i)	 (µ) c	 (y) and .ii)	 cy _' µ
	
II
Sufficiency:
Suppose µ, y E S(Q) and condition i) and ii) hold If "q E Q,
.I
µ (q) E (p) and, by i)  µ (q) E	 (Y) , BY part ii) o3 Theorem 1. 8f.
j
1I
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A
	
	
x (! (q)) M(q) .	 (1.13)
!also, by part iii) of Theorem 1. 8, V(q) Y q and it follows by condition
ii) that y(q) q, or, equicralently,
j (Y(q))	 µ (q) .	 (1.14)
Combining (1, 13) and (1.14) with the fact that q is an arbitrary element
of Q, we have
that is, µ < Y.
The following example illustrates the partial ordering 15 and the
characterization given by Theorem 1.11.
Example 1.2
Let Q {0,'1, 21 and denote a stable fault µ e S(Q) as the triple
(lu (0), g(l) , µ (2)) .
'If further we let 7T denote the partition of Q corresponding to the
'	
µt
equivalence relation µ then, for each µ E S({0,1, 21), „/Z, (µ) and 7rµ
are given by the following table. A
OIL
r
F
1
I
F
ar
• y
l^ r L(fix) 1r
(0 ) i,2) {0,11,2}
( 0 ) 1, Q) 10) I} { ,Q2}
(00., 1) {0) 11 {U, f..2}
(0 ) 0,2) {0,2}
(0 1 2 ) 2) {0, 21
MIA 2,1
(0 ) 0, 0) {0} {Oi2}
(1 ) 1, ?) { 1} 161-21
(2 ) 2) 2) { 2} { 012}
Accordingly, the partially ordered set (S(Q), < ) has tre following
'CTo4oco rliaerram-
i:•	
*,
t . 	 _._ _	 P!^::.*...-
.r.:..	 _..	 •	 ...	 ss.x........,,a. zti. .^..-:s:s llEl..°' 3. r.^.l2. x^: 	 a'm^4 . frlx -•
 ..':±""S
	 -	 -	 :....,,..*._..	 _...
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Investigating the structure of the partially ordered set
(S(Q), < ) in more detail, one observes first of all that (SO O ,	 is a
lattice only in the trivial case when (Q ( = 1. Moreover, (a(O?) , < is an
upper semilattice only if 1 Q 1 < 2 If I Q > 2, then S(Q) is neither
0
an upper nor a lower semilattice. Nevertheless, the greatest lower t
bound (meet) and least upper bound (join) do exist for many pairs
fiµ,y} and the following case is important to our development.. To
t simplify notation, if µ and y are faults of M we will henceforth let
yµ denote the composition of µ and y, i. e.
VA = Y• µ	 (1.15)
and we will let
lip µ _ the least (positive) power of µ that is stable. 	 (1.16)
Thus, if e S(Q) then µ = t and if 1i ! S(Q) then ti An 4,4 _ g (n
times) where ri is such that µn E S(Q) and µ -	 S(Q). (Such an
integer n exists since some power of every element of a finite semi-
group is idempotent [ 3 ].) A sufficient condition, Linder which the meet
of {µ) y} (denoted µ A y) exists and is easily expressed, is given by
the following theorem.
Theorem 1.12
If µ, -y c S(Q) and TtL = icy them
µ n Y = VA-
Moreover,
	
f
t
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and
ii) µ nY =	 + Y •
(+ denotes =join in the lattice of equivalence relations on Q).
Proof. i
Let X y = µy and let m and n be the integers such that
Yµ = (Y p) and Bey	 (uy) 11. We note first that X is a lower 'wound
of {µ, yJ since
'XIµ (Y 10mµ = (Y 1,) m -1Y µ = (Y µ)m-1Y µ = (Y On' = X
and pA = µ(AV)n -= P2 (,,)n-1 _ MAO 	 = (AV)n X. Thus,
Xg = PX _ X and by definition,
&
	
	
X <
By a similar argument
t.
rF
<r
and so X is a lower bound of {µ, yf .	 To prove X is the greatest lower
bound, suppose	 is a lower bound of {µ, y}, i. e.
and Oy = Yo _ 0.
t
Then
Ox
m
_ O(YO
	
=
m-1	 m-1	 m-1(009(70
	
_ O1't(M 	= 0Yµ)
and if this process is continued until all the µ and y terms are
absorbed,
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By a, similar argument,
and therefore OX - X0 _ 0 or, equivalently,	 X. Hence X is the
greatest lower bound of {1j" y}, that is,
µ AV
	 X-
To prove i), since < p and X < y, by Theorem 1. 11,
(X)	 and ^ L,(X) n
x i
and therefore
C(x) c Vi(µ)O•
Moreover, equality must hold for suppose q e T . (g)	 (y). Then
m	 m-1
X(q) = (VA) (q)	 (YPI)	 v µ(q)
(Y 
µ)m-1 
Y(q), since u E S(Q)
;^)m 1(q), since y e S(Q)•
Continuing in this manner, X(q) q which implies q E a(X). There-
fore
Al (X) = ^L (IA) n 6t- (Y)
To prove ii), since X < µ and X < y, by 'theorem 1. 11, i
c	
and y c	 tt
rj	 r
1
M
i
,
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_	 and therefore
C —
	
µ + Y	 .
Here again equality must hold for suppose q r. Since µ, y c S(Q)
we have
q , µ(q) y Y µ(q) µ ... y (y p-) n(q) -()
and so q( + y)X(q). Similarly, r(µ -N y ) X(r) and as q r
means X(q) = X(r), we have
Thus	 _ µ + Y thereby completing the proof of the theorem.
(	 A useful corollary of Theorem 1.11 is the special case where
yµ = µy, that is
Corollary 1. 12.1
^a
If µ, Y E S(Q) and yµ = µy then
µ n Y = Y µ•
Moreover,
i) L (Y µ) _ r^- (µ)	 ( '(Y)
and
ii) =+_ .yµ 	 µ y
I
Proof
If µ, y E S(Q) and y i = py then
(Y W (Y !-')	 Y(1j Y) µ	 Y(Y µ) ji. = ?V AA = Y µ
Thus yµ e S(Q) and as µy = Y jj^ lj'Y E S(Q). In other words,
y µ = y µ and µy = y µ from which the corollary fellows by Theorem
1.12.
It will become obvious in the development that follows, that the
facts established by Theorem 1. 12 underlie the inherent difficulty
in Q-masking stable faults. Before doing this, however, the
theorem can be applied to obtain one of several alternative charac-
terizations of stable faults that commute (relative to the operation
of composition) .
Theorem 1. 13
If µ, y E S(Q) then the following statements are equivalent;
y µ = µ y
ii) Y µ^ µY E S(Q) and Y µ= µ n 7•
iii) Y µ^ µY c S(Q) and Y µ < p,T.
iv) 'Y µ, µY = S(Q) and µY µ Y µY•
V)
	 f (Y Ft) C	 (lj,), 6?, (µY) C_ 6j', ('Y) Y C Y , and	 cµ	 µ	 117
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Proof 
ii): If y p = µy then, as in the proof of Corollary 1.12.1,
Y1j,l 11 y c S(Q). By Corollary 1. 12. 1., the meet A A y is equal to y 1j.
ii) _:...._> ii) : If ii) holds, then by by moth s is, y µ, u y E S (Q) .
Since. Y µ is th^ greatest lower bound of f lj, y} it is ths3' ^ ore a
lower bound, i.e. 	 < µ and y g < y.
iii) > iv): If iii) holds, then he r «ssuiznption, y lj,, gy e S(Q),
Since y ji, < I-L we have µ(y µ) = y 1-L and ss y 1j < y, y ji, (y µ)y.
Combining these identities, µy g = y µy.
iv) > v) : If iv) holds then
	
nL = (Y EJ) 2 = (,YpY)µ = (µYµ) ti = (µY )ii, 2	 (1-ty)µ
V1 ,us
1)	 Ok (Y µ) = A (µy A) c A (P).
By a similar argument, beginning with µy,
6' 0
Regarding the induced equivalence relations,
r A
	
(Y 1-1 ) 2 	 Y (w' Y 11) - Y (Y AY) = Y 2(/J r) = (Y 14)Y-
Thus
3) Y C (Y µ)Y _ Yµ
By the same argument, beginning with µy,
4) µ c (µY) it	 µY
v) => i.) : Suppose v) holds. By the first two conditions, µ and y
can follow each other and thus, by Corollary 1.10.1, both y µ and
py are stable. Applying Theorem 1. 11, by the first condition and
the fact that µ c Yµ we have y p < A. By the fourth condition and
the fact that	 ( jj?,, ) c	 (µ) we have µy < A. Thus
Y µ = µ(Y µ) = (µY)µ = µY
completing the proof of the theorem.
Although some of the characterizations of Theorem 1.13 are
useful only in deriving further properties of stable faults, the equiv-
alence of statements i) and iii) has a more direct interpretation.
In general, if 0 and ^ are stable faults of M and < ^ then 0 dom-
inates	 in the sense that the result of either the succession Q, 0)
(see Def. 1.10) or the succession (0, P) is the machine M O . Accord-
ingly, the equivalence of i) and iii) says that the order in which stable
faults A and y occur is irrelevant if and only if	 the combined
I'	
a-a
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faults y ji. and 11 y are stable and fl) the combination y p. "dcij'n--
inates" both ji and y.
Having investigated the structure of stable faults (more precisely,
the structure of the partially ordered set (S(Q), < ) , we now wish to
examine the effect of the stability restriction on fault masking. In
general, if E is a relation on a set Q and R c-- Q we will let
EIR
denote the restriction of E to R, that is, E I R = E n (R x R) . In case
µ is stable, sufficient conditions for R.-mashing can be weakened as
follows (compare with Theorem 1. 5)
Theorem 1
If )U
i)
ii)
then µ
.14
stable fault of M and R C Q such that
8 (µ (R) x I) c R, and
I (R U tL(R)) C	 J (R U µ(R) )µ
is R-masked.
Proof
By Theorem 1. 5 it suffices to show that condition ii) implies
µ ( r) r, for all r E R. Suppose then that r E R. Since p is stable
p ( r)	 r (cf. . Theorem 1.8) and as r E R, p (r) E p (R) , by condition
ii) , h ( r)	 r
As with Theorem 1. 5, the following results follow as
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Corollary 1.14.1
If. conditions i) and ii) of Theorem 1. 14 hold and R is complete
then a stable fault µ is i- masked.
Corolj^a 1.14. 2
If µ is stable and c =- then µ is Q-masked (and hence e mashed).
P roof
If R = Cpl, condition i) is automatically satisfied and the equivalence
relations of condition ii) are no longer properly restricted.
In other words, Corollary 1.14.2 says that if, whenever two
states q and r fail to the same state in the faulty machine ( i. e. ,
µ (q) = µ (r)) they are equivalent in the fault-f ree machine (i. e.,
q = r) , then µ will be Q-masked. A rather surprising fact is that
this condition is necessary as well, that is
Theorem 1.15
If µ is a stable fault of M then µ is Q-masked if and only if
C
µ
Proof
Sufficiency is given by Corollary 1.14.2. To prove necessity
suppose µ is Q- masked and q, r E Q such that q r. Then g(q) = g(r)
µ
d tl	 fan sere of e
Qµ	 a^'
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But since 1-t is Q-masked P.q
 _ Pt^(q) and p  = €? µ (r). Combining1,
these identities,
Pq ° Pr
or, by definition,
q = r.
Thus, q = r implies q =- r, that is
µ
µ
In ease M is a reduced machine, becomes = and as the only
fault with = as its induced equivalence relation is the identity function
we have
Corollary 1.1 5. 1
If M is a reduced machine them no proper stable fault of N can
be Q-masked.
This corollary is not disturbing for one would expect that a fault
tolerant machine should have redundant states. However, the
restrictive nature of Q-masking becomes visible in the light of
Theorem 1.1 3 for it says that a stable fault is Q-masked if and only
if states failin to the sable state are in uivalent in the fault-fx-eeg	 q
machine This fact, along with the knowledge of the structure of
developed earlier, enables us to establish the following
important result.
7777	 77`777' 77
.^.
K
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Theorem 1. 16
if M is a 111'achine with states Q and r-4	 Iy)	 S
such that each fault iii is Q-masked and each pair of faults
in F commute, then the combined fault ^- • - yp, is Q-masked.
Proof
Suppose F is a. set of stable faults of M satisfying the conditions
of the hypothesis. Since each pair of faults in F commute, by
repeated application of Corollary 1,. 12. 1 we have
go I# b. F = 1J, A )/ A , # a A ^ = ^- 6 - ylJ,
where if we let X = ^ ... yA then
+	 (1.17)
As each fault in F is Q-niasked, by the previous theorem
1  Y	
<=
that is, state equivalence is an upper bound (in the lattice of equivalence
relations on Q) of each of the induced relations. But by (1. 17),
	 is
the least upper bound and so
C
Applying Theorem 1.15 once more, X
	 ... yp must be Q-masked,
.hereby establishing the desired result.
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Paraphrasing Theorem 1.16 if F is a set of stable, Q--mashed
faults such that whon combined, the order in which they occur is
Iirrel,'nant, Q.1on'the combitiation of all the faults in F must also
be Q-masked. Moreover, any other combint-Lion of faults in F
must also be Q-m,9,,c, kod since the conditions of the hypothesis hold
for any nonempty subset of F. Thus, from a synthesis point of view,
whenever each fault in a set of stable, commuting faults is to be
Q-masked, all combinations of those faults must also be Q-masked.
This poses a severe design constraint and, as is shown later in the
development, it is impossible to Q-mask even reasonably small sets of
faults.
Stuck *- atlaults
Let us now focus our attention on the problem of designing fault
tolerant sequential switching networlts which, for the purposes of
the following investigation, can be represented as "state-assigned"
sequential machines, that is,
Definition 1.17
A sequential machine M = (I, Q, 0, 6, w) is state-assignedgne  if
Q = 10,11 (11) where n is a positive integer called the dimension
of *M.
In other words, M is state -aizusigned of dimension n if its state
set is the set of all n-tuples of O's and 1 1 s. State-assigned machines
are a direct representation of sequential networks. Dimension
.-0	 rx=_*V9" MV	 F.7	 mot
'AW
f
xz
M:
x
(Y	 , y)1	 2
0 1
00 00/1 01/1
01 10/0 00/0
10 10/0 11/0
11 00/1 10/1
GG
corresponds to the number of flip-flops (which we assume to be
delay flip-flops with output voltage levels V O and Vl) and n
particular a-tuple (b l , b2 , ... , bn) has the interpretation
1 if: the ith flip--flop output is Vl
bi 
	 th0 if the i flip-Slop output is V0,
i	 1,2 1 . ..,1,
Example 1.3
If N is the sequential network
then N is represented by a state assigned machine M having transition
output table;
0/1
M'
0/0
and transition graph:
6'7
1/1
1/0
A sequential network memory fault which consists of various
flip-flops "stuck-at 0" and "stuck-at 1" tail be represented as
follows in the corresponding state-assigned machine, Let
S(10,11) = JaW al , x}
denote the three stable faults of a machine with states {0,1 } where
q	 a0(q)	 Ql (a) i oX(q)
0	 0	 1	 0`
1	 0	 1	 1
f
then
r	 y	 _ A 
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Definition 1.18
If M is a state-assigned machine of dimension n and µ is a
fault of M then µ is a stuck _at fault if, for all (b l , b2) ... , b11) c Q,
µ can be expressed as
l
A (b1, b2,. . . ) bn)	 (µ1()1) ,µ2(b2), ... )An(bn))
where µ i c Tor 0'1 , crx.^, i = 1, ^, . , . , n. If µi = Q0 the ith
coordinate is stuck-at 0 (sa 0); if µ. = a the ith coordinate
is stuck-at 1 (sat). The degree d(A) of µ is the number of
coordinates which are sa 0 or sa 1, i. e.
d(µ) = l {i I µi c {a0 , al li
If M is an n dimensional state-assigned machine, let
Sn = {µ µ is a stuck-at fault of M^.
Then there is obviously a 1-1 correspondence between S  and
the set SQ0,1}) (11)
 of all n-tuples of stable faults of a 2-state machine.
Thus a stuck-at fault µ will sometimes be written
µ (AV AV ... , µn) where Ai c S({0;1}),
=1)2)...,n.
	 (1.18)
From the definition it follows immediately that
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Theuorem 1. 17
If µ' Y E SIl	 A = (11 1 , .... , A and y 
= (Y1 ^ VP) .. , yn) then
Y11 = (Y111 11 y2 µ 2) ... , Ynl'n) .
Corollary "1.'
Every stuck--at fault is stable.	 Z.
Proof
If 11 E Sal , 1111.= (11 1 11 1' 1J 2 11 2' ' ` " , µ nµ 11) and since each µ i is
stable, ILA
 = (11 1 ,11 2 , ... ,11 11) = µ ,
Corollary 1.17.2
S11 is closed under co mposition, i. e. , µ, y E Sn implies
yµ E Sn.
Proof
Since S({0,1 }) is closed under composition, viz.
a'
a0
a0
011
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x
170aQ
al or0' . a1 al
vX a 0 or aX
a' a
(1.19)
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The system (S21 , 0) of all stuck-at faults of an n-dimensional
state assigned ms chine along with the operation of composition is,
therefore, a semigroul^. Moreo^Tez^, since very element of Sly is
stable (idempotent), (SW 0) is a band r 3	 (Nate that S({0, 1}) i
also a band.)
A stuck--.t fault of degree k can also be regarded as a projection
of the n--cube Q = TO, 11 (n) onto s ome (n-k)-subcube of Q. Moreover,
the subcube	 ( ) uniquely determines ji , To be more precise,
let a E {0, 1, x} and let
TO ^ if a 0
Ba =	 {1^ifa=1
{C,1 } if a =X.
Then, following the cubical notation of [ 15] , we let the sequence
al a2 ... an (al E {0, 1, x })
denote the subcube C = Bal x Ba2 x ... x Ban The ith coordinate
 of C
is free if ai x and the dimension of C is the number of free coordinates.
Theorem 1.18
If µ e Sn then
µ = (o j u , ... , 6 ) if and only if R(µ) a a ... a
al a2	 an	 1 2	 n
r
r^
Ki
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Proof
By def initi on of a O, 91 , and ax,
(ad = {01 = BO
(a1 ) = 111 _ B1 , and
(or X)= {0, 1 1=BX.
Thus
Q= ea, f(a)= Ba
and as
aa	 a
RLI	
x	 x
 a	 a	 a1 2	 n	 1	 2	 n
the desired result follows.
Corollary 1. 18 1
The function given by µ : µ e,19(µ) is a 1-1 correspondence
between S  and the set of all subcubes of the n-cube.
Corollary *
 1. 18. 2
µ has degree k if and only if(g) has dimension n-k•1
Corollary .1..18.3
If M has dimension n then there are ( n ) 2k stuck-at faultsk
ofMofdegreek(0<k<n).
eAk-
A
P
1.
7?
,F
	
	
Since stuck-at faults are uniquely determined by their range,
we will sometimes denote a stuck-at fault µ by the subcube /^ OJO,
e. g. if
P- - (a'x, °
`0' x 0'1)
we would write
µ xOxl
In cubical notation, the composition of two stuck at faults µ = a I a2 . , , an
and y = b1 b2 .. , b  is the fault yg = c 1 c2 .. , c ,1 where ci is given by
the following table:
P_
b.
0
0 1
1
x
00
1 0 1 1
0 1 X
(1.20)
C.
1
Let us now consider the structure of the partially ordered set
(S n) < ) of stuck-at faults relative to the natural partial ordering
< . As one might expect, the structure of (S n9 <) enjoys more
properties than does (S(Q), < ) .
The properties of (S n' < ) are primarily determined by the
structure of the partially ordered set (S (f 0,1}) , < ) of stable
{	 faults of a two-state machine. We note first that (S(f 0, 1}) <)
has the following Hasse diagram.
X-Or,
a 0 a1 X
a0 a0 a a
or ax
a
aX
ax ax X OIX
(1.21)
Cr
X
° 	 al0
Thus S({0, 1}) is an upper semilattice where if g, or' c- S({O,1-1),
the join aVa' (least upper bound of f a )
 a t} is given by the following
table
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a v a'
Although S({0, 1}) is not a lower senlilattice (and hence not a s
lattice), the meet a n a', whenever it exists, is given by the
following table:
W	 -	 - 	 -	 -_. ...:
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a ' ° p c'1 x
0 0 0
crl -- al	 ^ ^1
crx 10 11 Ix
U n at
(1.22)
Since S  is essentially the n-fold cartesian product of S(f 0,1}),
it is immediate, by Theorem 1. 17, that the natural partial ordering
< of S  can be expressed in terms of the partial ordering of
S(f 0,1 , ) as follows:
Theore m 1.19
If µ = (µ 1) µ2, ... , µn) and Y = ('YI) V21... , yn) then
A< y iff µi ^5. yi , i = 1,2,, ..,n.
Accordingly, all the properties just observed for (S(f Q,1}, <. )
transport to (Sn , <) and are st^mmarized in the following theorem.
Theo rem 1. 20
(Sn , < ) , is an upper semilattice where if = (µ 1' µ 2' .. •' µn)
and Y = (YI 1 Y2 1 ... , yn) then
µ Y (^ lv Y1  µ 2 v Y21 .. , µnv ?'n).
µ Ay exists iff µ i ./\ yi exists (1 < i < n), and if µ ,n y exists then
PA y = (I1 1 n yl , µ2 
-"\ 
Y21 . • I "rL A Yn)
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Having already investi o-atod properties of the ordering < for
the more gene -1-al class of stable faults, let us consider their
specialization to stuck-at faults. First of all, the characterization
of Theorem 1, 11 reduces to
Theorern' 1. 21
If /j,	 c- S then
	
Ii < ? if and only if	 V-^' ( ,Y)L
Proof
Since stuck-at faults p and -y are uniquely determined by their
ranges (Theorem 1. 18), so must be the ordering <. Therefore, the
necessary condition V^ (g) C JPJ(y), given by Theorem 1. 11, must
also be sufficient.
Thus if g and -y are stuck-at faults then g dominates y if and
only if the range of tL is contained in the range of y or, in terms of
the machines MA and My, if and only if every state of M 11 is a
state of M )/ . This fact is illustrated in the following example.
Example 1. 4
Consider the partially ordered set (S2
, 
< ) of all stuck-at faults
of a 2-dimensional state assi aned machine. Then by Definition 1. 18
'S2
	 (Orx a.) ( Xt Oro) (X, 	 (goy (YX) (071 , O`x)
(UO' Oro, (go, Orl ) (al ) a0, (Orl , or,)
sit.
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where the function tables of those liffict stuck-at faults are as follows:
U ) (ax, UO) (ax , UI) (UO : IX) (,I , I' X) (1w 0,0) (aw (av (70) (a, p CrI)
(0 3 0) (0 1 0) (0 1 0) (0 1 1) (0 ) 0) (120) (0 1 0) (0 2 1) (1, 0) (151)
(0, 1) (0 1 1) (1 , 1 ) (0, 1) (1 1 0) (1, 1)(0 1 1 ) (o , l ) (OA (0 1 0)
(1 ^ 0) (1 ) 0) (1 ; 0) (1	 1) (0
,
 0) (110) (0 1 0) (0 ) 1) (1	 0) (111)
(0 1 1)(0, 0) (1 0) (111)
tt (q)
By the function tables (or applying Theorem 1.18) , we have
e,	 (( ax , ar
x)) _ {(0, 0), (0 1 1 )) (11 0) xx
((ax , UO)) (0, 0)	 (1 1; 0) XO
((Orx
	
,)) (01 1) Xi
(( Oro) or ))X = {(o, o), (00W OX
((al , or X)) = 1(1. 0 0), (1,1)
J^^ ((Oro p or 
0
)) = {(0,  0) 00
((Or
0 
, a 0 = fw, 1) 01
((r, , Oro)) = {(1 ,'0) 10
1)) =
7
( ao) a )
x
Ov a 0)
(Cr, , UO (Ul I Y (Uo, or,)
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Accordingly, by Theorem 1. 21, (52) ^ ) has the following
Hasse diagram.-
(o,, ax)
1
We have already observed that stuck-at faults are closed under
composition (Corollary 1. 17. 2). Given this fact, coupled with the
properties of < given by the last three theorems, it is relatively
easy to show that several different concepts (introduced earlier
for faults and stable faults) become equivalent when restricted to
stuck-at faults.
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Theorem 1, 2.2
	If {j^, y
	 c S 	 the follots.ing statements are equivalent:
	
i)	 Y can follow 1j (i. e. ,	 , (YIJ•)	 () ))
(y) r1	 (M•) r'•
	
iii.)	 µ n -y exists
iv) µ nY=µY
V) n t = /j y
	
vi)	 Y1j < f-t
Proof
i) =- =p ia); Suppose	 c L'I (µ). Since, for any faults
g and i/ 	 (Yµ) c ^^^ ('y) we have ,7 L (Yp,) c-	 (µ ) ms X11 (Y) . As
t (y1-t )	 S^^ ii) holds.
ii) :viii): Suppose 4 (Y) n ►
 (^)
	
and let 
	
(µ µ , •	 !^ )
	
1 2
	
n
Y (Y1 Y ... , _) . Then	 ` (µ •) n 4 ( ,yi)	 (1 < i < n) which2	 yn
implies (since p i , yi E S({0, 1 }) thatp i < yi or yi < µ i (1 < i < n).
Bence µ in yi exists (1 < i < n) and by Theorem 1. 20, µ A y
exists.
iii) _ ./iv): Suppose µ n y exists. Then, by Theorem 1, 20
µi n yi exists (1 < i` < .i) and comparing; Table (1.22) with (1. 19), it
f011OWS thatn
	
1 < i < n . Thus b Theore m 1. 20µ i	 'yi = Yi l^ i (	 )	 , Y	 ,
µ ^ y = (Y1tL1 1V2µ 21... ,YnAn)
and by Theorem 1. 17 we have µ ny VA
	 `#
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.v}	 Suppose A n y = ylJ. Since S 1 is closed under
composition, both ylj and p y are stable and applying Theorem 1.13
	
(ii) - i)) y lj•	 µy•
v)......._^v .): Suppose y1j. = gy. Then, by Theorem 1.13 (.) > Hi.)),
«Ve have yµ < I.L.
vi) If If i. <	 then b,. i4eorem 1.21c ^ 1 (µ'
	
y )	 YI	 µ ^	 y	 Avo 	 )
i.e. , y can follow A.
Most interesting is the equivalence of statements i), iii), and v),
i. e. , "y can follow µ", "meet of µ and y exists", and "y commutes With
all mean the same tYl.rong in the case of stuck-at faults. On the other
hand, no two of the statements of Theorem 1.22 are equivalent relative
to the more general class of stable faults.
Fault--Tolerant State-Assigned Machines
Let us now consider the application of the above results to the	 A
design, of fault-tolerant sequential networks or, what is the same for
our purposes, the design of fault-tolerant state-assigned machines.
(The latter representation suffices since the faults under consideration
are memory faults.) In general, the design problem can be stated as
follows;
Given some sequential-machine-realizable behavior B
specified, say, by a reduced machine M' such that
BM, B (cf. Definition 1. 4), design a state assigned
rG
a,
r
	
	
V.;^	 ,T	 w
z
a	 $ 	 it :r
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machhio IV that realizes $,- M1 and relative to some specified
	
set of faults F of M, /I is	 -mashed for all A e F (^^
denotes the specific type of fault masking desired, (e, g.
e-, i--, or R-masking).
In what follows we consider first the problem of designing
machines which Q-mask faults (i, e. , R-mask where R = Q) and will
restrict our attention to stuck-at faults. In this case we obtal:J.
surprising negative result, namely, if M is an ii-dimensional realization
of a machine M' with at least two nonequivalent states then it is
impossible to Q-mask certain sets of degree 1 stuck-at faults with
as few as n members. More precisely, if we let Sn and S 1 denoten
the set of all degree 1 faults stuck-at zero and stuck-at one,
respectively, that is:
1 and
	
Sn0 ^- i^C € Sn I d(p )
	
µ i E {off, Xj,
and
S1 =n	 {µ	 n	 ieS Id(g) = 1 and tL e fu1 ,a x ^ 2 i=1,2,...,nj
then
* "Realizes" is defined in the sense of Hartmanis and Stearns
8] , p. 28, Def. . 1.15.
...
_	 -4	 ;^-n ^	 r 
.+^a 	 tea•	 :, -;A`
w
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Theorem 1.23
If M' is a machine with at least two nonequivalent states then, for
all n, there does not exist a state-assigned machine M of
dimension n (i.e. Q {0, I ^ (n) ) such that M realizes M' and
µ is Q-masked, for all IL E S 0 (alternatively, for all µ e Sn).
P roof
We will prove the theorem for degree 1 stuck-at 0 faults
(the argument for the stuck-at 1 case being the same) and suppose
to the contrary, i.e. , for some n there is a state-assigned machine
M that realizes M' and, for all µ E S 0 , µ is Q-masked. Using cubicaln
notation to denote the range of a stuck-at fault, if µ, y E Sn , then
j(u) nR(y) = a a .. , a1 2
	
n
where
0ifgi= aooryi=QO
a.
1	 x otherwise.
	
Thus P^ (A) n (y) t6 and by Theorem 1.22 (ii) 	 iv) yµ = µy, i. e.
every pair of faults in S 0 commute. By assumption, every fault inn
Sn is Q-masked and therefore the important fact established in the
previous subsection (Theorem 1.16) can be applied to conclude that
the combined fault
i	 fir .0 O
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is also Q-masked. But by the composition rules for stuck-at faults
(Theorem 1.17 and Table (1. 19)),
(90 , 070 , ... ^ a'0)
that is,
X(q)	 (0,0, ... ,0), for all qEQ.
Thus all states are equivalent under the e-relation induced by h, i, e.
=QXQ.
As X is Q-inasked, by Theorem '1.15,
- c
and therefore it must be the case that
= QX Q
that is, all states of the realization M are behaviorally equivalent.'
This contradicts the assumption that M realizes a machine
M' with at least two nonequivalent states, thereby proving the theorem.
Since, in most applications, we would hope to be able to mask at
least the set of all stuck-at faults of degree 1, Theorem 1. 23 says
that Q- masking is too restrictive as a practical fault-tolerance
constraint. At first glance, this theorem seems to contradict the
theory of von Neumann r 20] since by triplicating a network that
r	
`
realizes M' and then voting, it would appear that all., single stuck-a t
w
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faults in the delay flip-flops could be Q-masked. This is not the
case, however, since the voting scheme assumes that the networks
are "synchronized" thereby restricting the number of states in the
composite network that can be used as initial states. If we call
this restricted. set R, then, as is established in the discussion that
follows, all single stuck-at faults can be R-masked. However,
R C Q and by Theorein 1. 23 all these faults cannot be Q-masked.
Let us consider, then, the problem of R.-masking stuck-at
faults where we allow R to be a proper subset of Q but require that
R be complete (cf. Theorem 1.4) . In order to simplify the dis-
cussion that follows it is convenient to introduce the following
notation with regard to stuck-at faults and the states of a state
assigned machine. If µ E 511 let X(µ) 0(µ) , 1(µ) , and C(µ) denote
the index sets of the free coordinates, stuck-at 0 coordinates,
stuck-at 1 coordinates, and stuck-at coordinates, respectively,
that is, if µ 
:z 	1j'2' ..' µn) (see (1. 18) ) then
X( /1,)	 {i I Ai = UX},
0 (A) = { i l µi cr a '
(1.23)IOJ) = { i I µi = Q1.,
gg
owl
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Similarly if q =. (b 1 , 1)2, . . , bn) c 0, :11 (n)
 , let
0 (q)	 filbi-.0L
1(q)
	 f i I b  = 11,
	
(1.24)
If % q' e f 0 , 11 (n) , we will let 11(q, q') denote the set of coordinate
indices for which the coordinates of q and q' differ, that is
H(% q ') = 1 (q) 6 1 (q ')	 (1.25)
where +(' denotes symmetric difference. Thus, if q, q'
	 0, I} (n) ,
the 1-lamming distance [ 14] h(q, q') is given by
h(q, q ') = H(q, q')	 (1.26)
Note also that
x(% q") = x(q, q ') U H(q ', q") ,	 (1.27)
a relationship that is quite useful in computing distances.,
The following observations relate the index sets of a state q
to those of the "faulty" state µ(q) where, in general, if
A, B c Nn
 = { 1, 2, .. , n} we will .let AB denote A n B and let
A N - A.n
Lemma 1.3
If µ E Sn and q E {0, 1} (n) then
i) 0 (µ(q))	 0 (µ) U X (l-,) 0 (q)
ii) 1 (!-,(q))	1 (E-L) U X(µ) 1(q)
E5
Proof
If q -= (bl , 1)2 , . , . , b) then	 (lj,1(bl) ) A2 (b2) , ... , µn(bll))
Since lji(bi) = 0 if and only if either 14 ; a 0 or lji = Qx and bi = 0,
i) holds by the definitions given above. The proof of ii) is similar.
Le mma 1.4
If Ii, E S1, and q c 10, 1} (n) , the n
H(% Ij(q) ) = i(q) 0 (1j) U 0 (q) i(lj)
Proof
By (1. 25),
H(% µ(q)) = 1(q) D x(µ(q) )
and substituting according to the previous theorem
H(q, lj(q) )	 1 (q) O ( I (W u X(I-L) i(q) )
1(q)	 u 1(q)-)) U 1^ 1(g)
1 (q) ( 1(1j) x(u)) U 1 (q) 1(1j)
i(q) ( 1 (^ u X(µ)) u 1(q) 1(p)
1 (q) 0 (I-L) u 0 (q) 1(µ)
Since the Hamming distance h(q, µ(q) ) is given by I H(q, / -t(q) ) `2
Lemma 1.4 can be applied to obtain the followhig properties of
distance relative to a stuck-at fault µ.
alt-
t
.	 . ^
	
, ...,	 ._._ ,.e,... _ 
Pw
	
-	 4 —	 =i-:	 s	 y .s, 3.	 ^J~-	 v L'	 t	
Lys,•' "t"	 a
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EF Theorem 1. 24
If 1j. e S11, d(p) = k, and q, r e 103 } (n) then
) h(q., jj.(q)) < k
ii) h(q, A(q) ) = 0 <--'j 1(q) 0 (Ij.)	 and 0 (q) 1(I-t)
iii) h(% !j (q) ) a k ^ j 1(q) C 0 ('j) and 0 (q) C 1(!j})
iv) µ(q) = µ(r) `°= > h(q, r) < k
Proof
i) Since H(q, µ(q) ) C 0 (µ) U 1(lj,) , by Lemma 1. 4,
and
0	 U 1(A) ^ C(A)
r['
we have I H(q, u (q)) I < C ({j) I, or by def inition
h(q, !-,(q)) < k.
ii) h(q, I-t(q) ) = 0 Ems'` H(q) µ(q)	 froin which ii)
follows by Lemma 1.4.
iii) h(q, A(q) ) = kl^ H(q, µ(q)) = 0 (A) U 1(p) from
which iii) follows by Lemma 1.4.
OIL-
8'7
Thus
H(q, r) C 1(q) 0 (r1) u 0 (lj,) I(tj) u x(r) 0 (rj) U 0 (r) I(ij)
and so
H(q, r) C C(µ) which iznplie s h(q ., r) < k.
In what follows we wish to consider the problem of masking all
stuck-at faults of i) a given degree or ii) less than or equal to some
given degree. To distinguish these cases let
Sn(k) = {ji E S  I d(µ) = k},	 (1.28)
and
i 6 	 Sn[t] = {µ e Sn I d(tL) < t} .	 (1.29)
thus
t
Sn[t] = U Sn(k) .
k= 0
Given any integer t > 0 and any finite-state realizable behavior
specified by some machine M', the following important result guarantees
the existence of an n-dimensional realization of M' such that relative
to a. complete subset R, all faults of degree < t are R-masked.
More precisely
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r;
Theorem 1. 25
If M' is a niachi:ne and t is a nonnegat:ive, integer then
there exists a state assigned machine M of dimension n
and a complete ,subset R of the states of M such that
M realizes M' and Ej, is R-masked, for all ji, e Snit].
Proof
Given a machine M' T (i t , Q', Q', b', w') and a nonnegat ive integer
t, without loss of generality we can assume M' is reduced (for if M'
is not reduced, any realization of a reduced machine M", where
M'' = M', is a realization of M I ). If I 0,' I = m, let n be any integer
such that there is a subset R, of 10, 11 (11) with the following two
properties;
IRI m
	 (1.30)
and
min{h(r, s) Ir, s e R, r ^ sh > 2t + 1	 (1.31)
In other words, R is an m-word error correcting code having minimum
distance 2t + 1 and therefore exists for any specified m and t [ 14].
We now want to construct a machine M with state set Q = 10, 11(11)
having the desired properties. To do this, let K_t(ci) denote the solid
sphere of radius t and center % i. e.
Kt(q) _ r I h( q, r) < th	 (1.32)
and let -q be any function from Q onto Q' satisfying the following
•
LL 	 conditions:
-. 
iT
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i1 restricted to R is 1-1 and. onto, 	 (1.33)
and
For all r e 111L, q E Xf(r)<_> ?1(q) = q (r) .	 (1. 34)
Dote that such a function 71 always exists for by (1.30) , I R I	 ^Q,
and by (1.3 1) , each q c Q is contained in at most one solid sphere
Xt(r) . Consider now a machine M = (f', t?, 4', 6, w) wJ"th 6 and w
defined as follows for each q e Q, a E Z'
6(q, a) = the unique r such that
r E 1_ 1 ( 61 ( 71(q) a a)) and r E R	 (1.35)
w(% a) = w' ( 77 (q) I a)	 (1.3 6)
Claim 1) : M realizes M'.
By (1.3 5) we have
n(6 (q, a) ) = n(r) = 6 1 (71(q), a)
and this coupled with (1.36) implies that 77 is a state homomorphism
from M to M' (cf. [ 8 ], page 21) Thus M not only realizes M' but
is in fact a homomorphic realization.
Claim 2) : µ is R mashed, for all µ E Sn[t].
If µ E Sll[t], by The ore m 1. 14, it suffices to show that
i) 6(µ(R) x I) C R.
and
ii) = I'R U µ(R) C= I R U µ(R)
µ
__ _ .._ mo ll 01 
_..r
r„
V,,
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Conditi.oa i) holds; for by Definition of 6 (1, 35), 6(Q x 1) C R. To
prove ii) , suppu se r, s c R U µ(R) ant r = s, i. e . µ(r) ° 1J '(s) . In
,la
case both r e	 and s e	 since Ii. is stable, r = pt(r) = µ(s) == s
and therefore r -- s Suppose then that either r ^- g(R) or s l.'(1^)
If r f: µ(R) them r c R and, by Theorem 1. 24 (part iv) , if d(li) = k then
h(r, s) < k.
But µ e S11[t] insplies k < t and therefore
s E Kt(r) .
Recalling the definition of q, by (1. 34),
(r)	 (s) .	 (1.37)
By the same argument, (1. 37) holds if s ^- µ(R) and as n is a state
homomorphisin, r =S.
Claim 3) : R is a complete subset of Q.
By definition of 71, (1.33) implies each equivalence class of con-
tains a state r e R. Since 7 is a state homomorphism and MI is
reduced,
and therefore each equivalence class of contains a state r E R,
i. e. R is complete. As the three claims just proved are those
made in the statement of the theorem, the proof is complete.
_r
fi
n..' ,x,..1d:.	 -L"^:'
I.._
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Not only does Theorem 1. 25 establish the existence of fault
tolerant realizations but the construction used in the proof provides
the following synthesa s algorithm for fault tolerant segliiential
networks.
Algorithm 1. 1
Given some finite-state-realizable behavior B, to design
a sequential network N that tolerates, for some specified
integer t, all combinations of t or fewe-r stuck-at faults
at flip-flop outputs:
1) Determine a reduced machine M' = (z', Q', 0', b', Co')
such that BM' = B.
2) Let m = IQ' I and determine an m•- word, r -bit
error correctin-g code R having minimum dis-
tance 2t + 1.
3) Determine a function rl: 10, 1} (n) --^ Q' such that
i) q I R is 1-1 and onto,
ii) for all r e R, q c Kt(r)	 77(q) = 71(r)
4) Design an n-dimensional state-assigned machine
M W, Q, 0', s, co) where
i) 6(q, a) = the unique code word in
rl 1 ( 61 ( 71(q), a)),
ii) ct(q, a) = W'(n(q) , a)
5) Design a sequential network N that is gepre sented by
the state-assigned machine M (cf. Exam ple 1.3) .
1 /1
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Note that certain choices can be made in the al gorithm which
influence the comploxAy of the resulting network. In particular, the.
choice of R in step 2) , and the choice of 77 in step 3) comprise the
"state assignment problem" that remains after the R-masking con
straint is imposed. The following example should help to illustrate
the algorithm just described.
Example 1. 5
Suppose that the required behavior is the periodic generation of
the sequence 1011 and we wish to design a fault tolerant realization.
that will R-masked all single stick-at faults (i. e. t = 1) Beginning
with step 1) of Algorithm 1. 1;
1) A reduced (autonomous) machine
M ' = (111, f qo, q 1 , q2, q3}, { o,1}, 6, >
that realizes the specified behavior is given by
1 /1
V 3
2) Since. m= 4 and t= 1, we must find a 4-word, n-bit
error correctilig code R havin g
 minimum; distance 3.
A 5-bit code having these properties is given by (we
let strings denote 5 - tuples, e.g. 011.01 denotes
( 0 ) 1 1 1 ) 0, 1)):
R {01101, 00000, 10110 1
 11 0111.
3) Let n: {0, 1}(5^	 {qo, q l , q2, q3} where
q  if q c K 1(01101) u {00111, 011101
q  if q c K 1(00000) a {00011, 100011
n(q) =
q2 if q E K1(10110) u { 10101, 111001
q3 if q c K1(11011) u {01010, 110001.
Thus, by inspection, 71 satisfies conditions i) and ii) of
step 3)
4) The machine M = ({ 1}, { 0 , 11  ( ` 
r
^) , { 0 1}, b, w) designed
according to step 4) has the following transition graph.
11000
01010
11010
11001
11111
10011
01011
10000
01000
00100
00010
00001
00011
10001
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11101
00101
01001
01111
olloo
00111
01110
n1 It AI
11100
a95
5) A sequential network N which corresponds to machine
M (and therefore R- masks all single stuck- at 0 or
stuck--at 1 faults at the delay outputs) is shown in
schematic forum on the following page. The Boolean
forms F representing switching functions f i (1 < i <4)
are as follows:
F72 Y3(Y 2 + Y4 Y5	 P) + Y2 Y 5 + Yl(Y3 Y 5 + ST 3 + Y4 ) )
F2
 = - -(Y3 + 74 Y5) +T3 (Y4 + Y 5) ) +
Y 1 ( Y 2(Y3 + Y4 Y5) + Y3(Y4 + Y 5) )
F3
 = Y2 Y 3 (Y 1 + Y4) + Y2 Y 3 ( Y1 + Y4 Y 5) -r Y 1 (Y2 Y5 + Y4)
F4 Y 1 (Y2 + Y3 + Y4) + (Y2 + Y3) (Y4 + Y5)
elk- x
P
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Network N (Step 5), Example 1. 5)
rT
9 `7
In the above example we note that a state-assigned machine
of dimension 5 (alternatively a network with 5 delay flip-flops)
sufficed to realize a 4 ,state machine and yet R-mask all degree 1
stuck-at faults. Comparing this realization with one obtained
by realizing M' with a network N' and then triplicating N' and
noting, the latter scheme would require 6 flip-flops.
To establish a more general relationship between realizations
obtained using Algorithm 1.1 and those obtained by replication and
voting, we note first that the latter realizations will also R-mask
faults.
Definition 1.19
If M' is a machine and M" is a state assigned realization
of M' , then a machine M is a (2t + 1) -plicated realization
of M' (t > 0) if M is the parallel composition of 2t+1 copies
of M" with output determined by a t-out-of-2t+1 vote of the
outputs of the components M".
Then, restating a well-known result in the terminology of the
present discussion, we have
Theorem 1.26
If Mt' is a machinewith lo w(	 ( e2 ^Q ^^ =), M is a (2t+1)
-plicated realization of M I , and R C Q = 10 1
 1l ^ (Zt + 1) where
R= {(r,r,. .,r)jrE{0,1}^}
then µ is R-masked, for all I- E an[t],
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Note that the set R specified in the theorem is not, in general, a
complete subset of Q• It is, however, relatively complete ill
the sense that
SAM, c^ { ^r I r c R^ .	 (1.38)
To compare the amount
 redundant memory required by the
realization of the two previous theorems, let us refer to the integer
t in the statement of each theorem as the to ter.-once of M. Then, in
the case of replication
Theorem 1. 27
If M' is a •educed machine with m states and M is a d-plicated
realization of M' having tolerance t and dimension n, then
n > f log2 m 1 (2t +1)
Proof
If M is a d-plicated realization of M', the component machines
M" must have dimension at least f"og2 m 1. Moreover, if M has
tolerance t it must be at least 2t + 1-plicated or otherwise a stuck-at
fault µ of degree t could produce a majority of faulty component
outputs and hence not be R.--masked. Since dim M (dim M") d,
n > f log2 mI (2t+1).
That the-bound given by ;Theorem 1. 27 can always, be attained
is given by
r.
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Theorem x..23
If M' is a maehine with In states thon there exists a d -plicated
realization M of M' having tolerance t and dimension
Il = rlog2m 1 (2t+1) .
Proof
Immediate by Theorem 1.26.
Similar bounds can be obtained for the machines designed using
Theorei-n 1. 25 which we will henceforth refer to as A--realizations.
Theorem 1.29
If M' is a reduced machine with m states and M is an A-realization
of M' having tolerance t and dimension n, then n must satisfy the
inequality t
n > log,)	 M( E (k))
k=0
Proof
If M is an A-realization of M', then by (1. 30) and (1. 31) ,
Q contains an m-word error correcting code having minimum
distance 2t + 1, i, e, , Q contains m disjoint solid spheres of radius t.
If Q {0,1 ^ (n) and q E Q,
t
(Kt[q] I	 Z ( k)1 k=0
from which the inequality (sometimes called the Hamming bound)
follows.
x
t r-	 IL	 s
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To ,obtain a lower bound on the dinionsion for which a real ivation
will alwtys exist, we have
Theorem 1. 30
If Y1 1 is a machine vAtli m. st-a:Les then there exists an A-realization
M of M' having tolerance t and dimension a if a satisfies the
inequality
2t-
n > rlog,m I
+ loe;2 (1	 kk=O
Proof
By the Varsharmov-Gilbert Bound r 19 there exists an n-bit
code of minimum distance d having r pairity check bits if
d-2
2 1  > I + Z ( n-1)
k=O k
or equivalently,
d-2
r > log 2 (1+ z (n-1) kM
Since a distance of d = 2t+1 suffices for tolerance t and as r check
bits give n-r information bits,
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Thus given the number of states of the machine M' to be realized
and given the tolerance t, Theorem 1.30 yields a dimension that is
sufficient for A-realization. In order to evaluate the relative
complexity of A-realizations, it is desirable to know, given m and t
the least possible dimension n for which there might exist a realization
which will R-mask (R complete) all stuck-at faults of degree < t.
Such a bound is given by the following theorem.
Theorem 1.31
If 'M' is a reduced machine with m states and M is a state-
assigned realization of M' of dimension n such that, for some
complete subset R (R c Q) and some tolerance t, µ is R-masked
for all µ F Sn [t] , then
n > log2m + t.
Proof
	
, x
If M is an n-dimensional realization of M' which R-masks all
faults of degree < t, and d(µ) 	 t then the result Mµ
must realize M'. Thus IQ' I = m implies ( g (Q) I > m, or by
Corollary 1.20.2, 2n-t > m. Taking the logarithm,
n - t > 1og2m,
n > log2n + t.
P_
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In network terms, the bound given by Theorem 1.31 says that
at least t redundant flip-flops must be added if a realization is to
have tolerance t. At present, we doubt that there exist realizations
satisfying Theorem 1.31 for which equality holds (assuming t > 1).
In other words, we feel that there is a greater lower bound for
complete R-masking with tolerance t.
In order to compare the memory required for d-plicated
realizations versus A-realizations, the bounds given by Theorems
1.27 through 1.31 are tablulated in Table 1.1 for t = 1 and certain
values of 1092m from 1 to 1000. These bounds are plotted in
Figure 1.1. Figure 1.2 and 1.3 are graphs of similar tabulations
Art,
	 for t 2 and t = 31 respectively. Note that the least machine
dimension required for A-realization approaches the theoretical
minimum as the number of states of the realized machine becomes
large. This is not the case, however, with conventional "replicate
and vote realizations.
It is also interesting to compare the relative increase in
redundant memory. More precisely, H m is a class of machines let
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P t(m) = lo__nmm	 (1.39)4 	 g2
where
M E 0 and M realizes an
n min dim M m- stale reduced machine
with tolerance t
denote the redundancy required by class M machines with tolerance t.
Thus 
pId1
 t(m) is the ratio of the least amount of memory (in bits)
required by a realization in j jof tolerance t to the memory (in bits)
required by them-state machine being realized. For the case where
a= all A-realizations
6V = all d-plicated realizations,
the Figures 1.4 - 1.6 display the graphs of p 64 t and p^ t for
„^
t = I t 2, 3. In the case of 2t+1-plicated realizations we have
P	 t'(m) = 2t+1, . Vm > 2
while for A-realizations
lim p^ t(m) = 1.
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Initial State fault Masking
Initial state fault masking, or q0 - masking (cf. Theorem 1. 7) is a
special case of R-masking (R {q0}) and is of interest since in many
applications only the behavior of some initial or "next" state need be
preserved. The investigation begins by relating fault degree and
machine dimension and then reveals some properties of the interaction
between transitions and the fault set. The problem of qo-masking
autonomous machines is then considered, resulting in a synthesis
procedure which, given a periodic sequence of period p, yields an
autonomous machine that realizes the sequence and initial state masks
all faults of degree 1. The complexity of these machines is compared
with that of machines which R-mask (with R complete) all degree 1
stuck-at faults. Finally, bounds are given on the maximal length of
sequences which can be realized by machines that initial state mask
all faults of degree k.
To mask stuck-at faults from an initial state we begin by specifying
the fault set. As earlier, let Sn(k) denote the set of all degree k
faults in Sn. Then the following theorem provides an upper bound on
the degree of a fault which is q0-masked.
F__
Theorem 1.32
If M is a state-assigned machine of dimension n, qO e Q,
the .number of nonequivalent states reachable from qO is
p, andµ is qp-masked, for all µ e Sn(k), then
k < n- 1092p.
 e
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Proof
If u E Sn(k) and µ is q-masked, then	 which_ ^q  implies0)
that the number of nonequivalent states reachable from u(q 0) in Mu
must equal p. Hence
I u (Q)I = Ie(II)I > p
and as d(u) = k,
2n-k >
*- p
(cf. . Corollary 1.20.2). Thus
log 2p < n-k
that is
k < n- 1092p
completing the proof.
Throughout this spetion we concentrate on the set of faults Sn(k)
and frequently the case k = 1. The cardinality of S n(k) , given by
Corollary 1.20.3, is
I sn(k) I 	
(k )2 k
For q e Q {0,1 }(n) , let
Sn(k; q) = {u a Sn (k) I u (q) = q
The cardinality of Sn(k; q) is given by Corollary 1 34.2.
s.
r T 	 T
s.
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A description of the effect of the k-degree faults on H(q, q'), the
set of coordinates for which q differs from q', is our next objective.
For reasons of simplicity we restrict the set of faults under consideration
to Sn(k; q) . The following theorem is used to prove some results
about state and fault distributions; from these sons properties may be
derived relating transitions and the set of faults to be masked.
Theorem .1.33
If q, q' E Q and µ e Sn(k; q) then
H (q , µ(q ')) = H (q, q')n X(A)
P-,
Proof
H ( q, u (q')) = H (q , q ') O H (q ',µ (q'))
H(q ,
 q ' )H (q', µ(q ')) U H( q H (q', A(q'))
The second set is empty since
H(q q ') 1(q) 1 (q ') U 0(q)0(q'),
H (q '2 µ(q ')) = 1 (q ')0 (u) U 0 (q')1 (u)
and by ii) of Theorem 1.24
1(q)Q(g)	 and 0 (q) 1 (u) = S^•
Hence
H(q, q ')H(gl , u(q'))
11 4
H( q ,µ(q ')) =H(q, q') H(q' ,u(q'))
= [1,(q)O(q')U O (q) 1 (q')]
 
[ 1 (q ' ) 1 (g ) UO(q')O(u)UX(µ)]
i(q)O(q')X(u)U O(q)1(q')X(µ)
H(q,q') nX(µ)
concluding the proof.
The effect on the state pair distance h(q, q') is obtained from the
Corollary 1.33.1
If q, q` E Q and A e Sn(k q) then
,h(q , µ(q ')) < h(q,q')
Proof
h(%' A(q '.)) = JH(q ^ A(q ')) I
= I H (q , q ' ) nX(A) I
< IH(q , q') I h(%q')
^, , f
which concludes the proof.
The following diagram is useful for considering some state and fault
riictrihutinnc
T (q, q'; y , z)	 (qr) ( LA(q , q')nX(µ) I = z, g e sn(k; q)
1
3
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For q, q' a Q, let
h(% q') = y	 ( 1 y < n)
and if z is an integer such that
max (0, y-k) ^ z< y
let
T(q, q'; y , z) _ {µ(q') I h (q , A(q')) = z , A e Sn(k; q)^
For r e T(q, q'; y, z), let
F (q , q', r ; y, z) _ {µ J u (q') = r, µ e Sn (k; q)
pit
The cardinality of these sets is given by the
Theorem 1.34
For T (q, q'; y, z) and F ( q, q', r; y, z) defined above,
T (q, q '; y , z) I = (Z )
I F (q, q', r; y , z) I _ ( n-n--y )
Proof
By Theorem 1.33
h (q, g (q`)) = IH(q , A(q ')) I I H(q , q ' )n X(µ) I
1116
The number of fault states of q' -z-distant from q is then the number
of ways z coordinates from X(g) can be among the y coordinates in
H (q , q'). Thus
I T(%q';y,z) I = (Z)
Similarly,
F (q , q' , r; Y, z) _ {µ 1 1 (g) a 1 (q') = H(q ' , r) , E Sn (k; q) }
and
H (q ' , r) = H (q ' P q) -9 H (q , r) H ( q ' , q) n Ti (q, r)
so that
F (q , q ' , r Y, z) _ { µ(1(A) ® 1 (q ') = H (q ' 0 q) n :iii (q , r) , ^ e Sn(k; q)
	
It 	 Since
IH(q', q)n 13(q , r)I = y- z LH(q.', q) n C(ji) t =y-z
n C(µ) I k-(y-z)
the number of µ e Sn(k q) with r in the range is the number of ways
k - (y ;) coordinates from C (g) can be among the n-y coordinates
in H (q , q ') . Thus
I F(q , q', r; y, z) I = (k_n y z ) ( n-y
_	 (Y )
	
n (+)
which completes the proof.
a
Two special cases follow immediately,
t
Corollary ,1.34;1
k
	
_.	
IF(% q% q; Y) 0)  = ( n-y ) _ (n-y)n-k
	 k-y
	
_	 ♦ 
r
.k	 o^.sss^'c u
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Corollary 1.34.2
IF(%q,q; 0,0) I = (n)
Corollary 1.34.2 gives the cardinality of S n(k; q) since
I Sn (k; q) I	 I {ji E Sn(k) I u (q) = q^ I
= If ji  I' u (q) = q, u E Sn(k; q) } I
I F (q , q) q 02 0) I = ( n)
From
Z ( n-y	 ) ( y ) = (n)
z
it is evident that Theorem 1.34 accounts for all (k) faults in Sn(k; q);
the ( y ) states z-distant from q are each in the range of n Yz	 g	 ( n 
- (k+z))
faults.
If we consider the initial states to be
{q I u (qo) q , µ E Sn (k)
then this set is the solid sphere Kk (g0). The set of initial states
y-distant from q0 describes ahollow sphere with cardinality
I{ u (q0) I h (qO i u (q0)) y , u E Sn(k) ^=( n
y
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we see that Corollary 1.34.1 accounts for all (n) 2 k
 faults of Sn(k).
With q' = q0
F (q , q0 , q; Y, 0) f g I µ (q0) = q, ,4 E Sn (k; q) I
{g I g (q0) =q, µ E Sn(k)l
since q e,4 (Q) implies µ E Sn(k;q). Each of the (y) initial states
y-distant from q0 is thereby in the range of ( k_ y ) faults. ThisY
distribution of initial states and faults constitute the initial conditions
for q0-masking.
With the substitutions q = q 0 and q' = b (q0) a) for a E I, Theorem
1.34 may be used to obtain two restrictions on h(q 0 , b (q0 , a)) for
q0
-masking. The first theorem gives necessary and sufficient
conditions for a nontrivial transition 6 µ a	 S k •(I^ (g0), ) ^ l^ (g0)^ ^ l^ E n( ^ g0) •
(We write 0 for	 0	 A n( ; q )g	 µ (g ) since E S	 0k	 .,	
,.
Theorem 1.35
For q0 the initial state,
h(g0 Y b (q0 v a)) > k <---"--;,- & A ( g0 , a) ^ q0 , V µ E Sn(k; g0)
Proof
By Theorem 1.34
h(g0 ) b (g0 , a)) => y > k 3 z5 max (0, y-k) > O P V µ E Sn(k;;g0)
--y h(q0 , sA (g0 , a)) = z > 0 ) V u e sn(k; q0)
r
^ 6 (q ^ a) q0 VAESn (k; q0)0 
which concludes the proof.
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The second ;restriction on h(q0 , 6 (q0 , a)) is imposed by the output
assignment.
Theorem 1.36
If M = {I, Q, O, S,w^ is a machine such that
i) For some a E I, w(6(go) a)) ^ w(qO)
ii) For all µ E Sn(k), µ is q0-masked
then
h(q0) 6 (q0 , a)) > 2k
Proof
A is q0-masked, V µ E Sn(k)
and
	
==4w(q) = w (g0) , V q E Kk (q0)
W ( 69 (g0 , a)) ^ w (q0) , V A E Sn (k qo)
6t (g0 7 a)	 k(qo) , V li E Sn(k, q0)
= h( 0 , ^)A(q0, a)) > k , V 11 E Sn(k, q0)
wvhic
I
By Theorem L.3
h(qO , 6 11 (g0, a)) z > max (0, y -k) >k, V g E Sn(k; q )0	 }
y > 2k
^Y = h(qo, b (q0 2 a)) > 2k
h was to be proved.
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Autonomous Machines
To summarize briefly, we have obtained:
1) the effect of the faults S (k; q) on q' as a function of
h (q , q') •
2) the effect of the faults *Sn(k) on the initial state, qO,
and
3) restrictions on h(q0' b (q0' a)
It would now be desirable to develop relationships between
transition functions and the set of all k-faults. This is very difficult
to accomplish for the number of transition functions for a n-dimensional
machine is unmanageably large. To reduce this number we may con-
sider restricted forms of machines or machines which realize specific
behaviors.
Autonomous machines or one-input sequence generators con-
stitute a suitable class of machines for study. The restriction to
one input leads to a simple and well defined structure. An autonomous
machine with initial state consists of a loop and a tail segment that
connects the initial state and loop. We shall consider machines with
tails of any length, but with an output sequence which is periodic from
the initial state.
;u
.........	 ... w
Via..
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Definition 1. 20
x is a:n output sequence with period p if x is a sequence over
{ 0, 11 (i. e. x e .[ 0, 11 *) , the length lg(x) of x is p, and for no
y e {0, 11 * such that lg(y) < lg(x) , do we have y k X.
To realize the behavior of an autonomous machine and mask all
faults of degree k, the transition function and fault set must interact
to yield the tail plus loop structure with the same output sequence for
every fault in the set. A path of fault states that has the tail plus
loop structure, is called a A-trajectory.
Definition 1. 21
If M is a sequential machine with initial state q 0
 and µ is
a fault of M, the µ-trajectory of MA is the sequence of states
t = (µ(g 000 µb (A(g )) (µb) 2(µ(8 )) , ... , (µb )r(µ(q )) , ... (µ	 0b ) s(A(q )) )D
where,
i) s is the least integer such that for some j < s,
( 6 !1) I (A(go)) = (b A) s(µ(go) )
ii) r is the unique integer < s such that
(bµ) r(µ(8 0)) _ ( 61 ) s(µ(8 0) )
L t is s ii-trajectory as defined above, then s - r is the
psr iod of t and r is the index of t
8122
Example
t= 0101101111011110111 ...
has period 5 and index 3.
Let p  be the period of an output sequence corresponding to a
µ-trajectory with period pf . Then po I pf, but pf need not divide po.
Synthesis Procedure for Autonomous Machines
The introduction of µ-trajectories shifts our attention from the
interaction between transition function and fault set to the competition
for states between trajectories. The design criterion a µ-trajectory
with the same output sequence for every fault - transforms tl^e problem
of finding a suitable transition function to packing enough trajectories
in the state space.
One procedure that satisfies the design criterion consists of
organizing the state space to accommodate all A-trajectories. The
procedure efficiently allocates states to the µ-trajectories and
thereby partitions the state space. The partition permits any out-
put sequence with period pf or less, dependent on machine dimension,
to be realized with initial state fault masking.
The procedure is presented as an algorithm for synthesizing
n-dimensional autonomous machines (n > 2) that can realize any
sequence of some period pf or less and initial state mask all
stuck-at faults of degree 1. The statement of the algorithm is
followed by a simple example.
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f
Synthesis Algorithm
Begin by listing n distinct subcubes of dimension n-2 - each
with one 1 and one 0 - in canonical form:
1	 0	 x	 x	 ...	 x x
x	 1	 o	 x	 ...	 x x
x	 x	 x	 x	 ...	 1 0
0	 x	 x	 x	 ...	 x 1
Let m be the largest integer such that 2m < n.	 Rearrange the
subcubes into m 1 groups such that no two subcubes in a group2
are disjoint.	 In two groups place exactly 2m-1 subcubes; the third
has n-2m
 subcube(s) .
	 For example:
1	 0	 x	 x	 x	 x	 ...
2m-1x	 x	 1	 0	 x	 x	 ... subcubes
x	 x	 x	 x	 1 A
	 ...
.
x	 1	 0	 x	 x	 ...
2m-1 subcubesX	 x	 x	 1	 0	 x	 ...
n-2m subcubes
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Merge successive pairs of rows to form a new block of 
--I i	 r I!-]
subcubes of dimension n-4. Repeat this operation until the last
block has m_ 1 subcubes of dimension not less than n-2 
M.
2
List the blocks (right to left) .
Example n = 5
1 0 1 0 x
x 1 0 1 0I
'1 0 x x x 11r
--1 0 x x x
-x x 1 0 x
-x 1 0 x x
' x x x 1 0
-0 x x x 1
Fault trajectories are now obtained by assigning states to the
subcubes. Each of the fixed coordinates of a subcube represents
a stuck-at fault of degree 1. ` Therefore the set of states represented
by the subcube is in the range of the fault. In particular the subcube
is in the range of all faults represented by fined coordinates. To
obtain the longest possible trajectories, states are assigned to
the smallest subcubes first since they mask more faults.
Each state is assigned to only one subcube although there are
several subcubes to which it might be assigned. The number of
states assigned to each subcube in a block is the largest number s
such that s states can be assigned to every subcube without
duplication. Therefore states from the available set are distri-
buted evenly over the subcubes of a block. The remaining states
are then available for the next (larger) block.
Ja_	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
w
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Although many different assignments are possible, the
procedure is well defined and could easily be programmed for
large n. The arrangement of subeubes insures disjointness
among the smaller subcubes and therefore efficient utilization of
the state space.
Two states (0, 0 . . , 0) and (1, 1, ... , 1) cannot be assigned
to any subeube, for every subeube contains at least two coordinates
stuck at opposite values. These states are q0 and 6(q0) respectively,
and since h(q0, 6(q0)) n > 2k 2 the restrictions imposed by
Theorems 1.35 and 1.36 are satisfied. By Corollary 1..34. 1 q0
is the initial state for n-y = (nn) = n faults, that is n A-trajectories.
 (,)
There are (y) = nn1 	 1) = n successor states of q0 one for each
µ-trajectory, from Theorem 1.34. Each of these states arises
from one coordinate remaining stuck at zero; they can only be
assigned to the block of subcubes of dimension n-2.
The remaining initial states are the (n) = 1
	
n cases of
Y
all coordinates 0 except one stuck at 1. These states also can only
be assigned to the block of subcubes of dimension n-2. The successor
states of each of these initial states is bhoser to be one of then
states of all coordinates 1 except one stuck at 0. No two initial
states with stuck-at-1 coordinates have the same successor state.
There is an important reason for this assignment: µ-trajectories
are necessary for each fault to be masked, but Yong trajectories can
only arise from merging trajectories wherever possible.
^.'4	 ^1C@^%1m11LT7^9CG'ii I{^I"X^•"r•'^i 	 IIiI11R	 ._^' ^	 .uK
a	
a
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{	 The number of states which tit ^.sk the k 2' 211 fault drops
from n+1 to n after the initial state. The n-2 dimensional subcubes
represent a coupling of two faults - one stuck at 0 and the other stuck
at 1 - to mask all faults with n states at a time. For n > 4 these cubes
overlap, but this represents an opportunity to mask all faults with
fewer than n states. Each successive block reduces the number, of
states required to mask all faults by a factor of 2. By assigning states
to the smaller subeubes first, they are used most effectively to
lengthen the sequence to be q0-masked.
The loops of all µ-trajectories are closed by returning to the
initial states. One state from each of the n-2 m dimensional subeubes
	
s,I
has (0 ;
 0, ... , 0) as the next state. All stuck-at 0 faults cause a return
to (0 1 0, . . . ) 0); the stuck-at 1 faults cause a return to one of the other
initial states. The index is zero for all µ-trajectories.
The stat a trajectory for the fault-f ree case proceeds f rcm (0, 0, ... , 0)
to (1 ) 1,	 ,1). The transition from (1, 1, ... ,1) can affect a merger
with one of the µ- trajectories, since the remainder of the trajectory
is unbroken in the absence of faults until the loop is closed at (0 20,	 , 0).
The fault free case follows the stuck-at 0 fault at this point.
The organization of blocksand the procedure for assigning states
partition the state space. An equivalence class is defined by the set
of states necessary to mask all faults at some point. The initial
stat es form an equivalence class; all states with only one 0 coordinate
and (1 , 1,	 ,1=) are in the same equivalence class. The se two
raw- -^-	 --R-
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equivalence classes each have n+1 states. Other equivalence classes
with states assigned to subcubes of dimension n-2^, 1 < j < m, have
n	 states.2j_
If a is the number of equivalence classes, the partition permits
any output sequence of length c or less to be realized with q0-masking.
To calculate c, we sum the number of equivalence classes in each
block, over all blocks. The number of equivalence classes in blocks
with small subcubes is obtained easily since the subcubes are disjoint.
The number of equivalence classes in the block with n-2 dimensional
subcubes is also easily calculated: it is the I.ateger value of the
number of available states divided by n. Since blocks in between
these cases may contain subcubes which are not disjoint, an expression
for c in terms of n remains under investigation. Values of c for
3 < n < 10 and n = 12 are tabulated as part
,
 of a comparison of
R-masking (R complete) and q0-masking.
Example: Application of Algorithm for n = 5
The blocks of subcubes are:
1 0 x x x
1	 0	 1	 0	 x	 x x 1 0 x
x	 1	 0	 1	 0	 x 1 0 x x
0	 x	 x	 x	 1	 x x x 1 0
0 x x x 1
R
v^
^. -:	 . x^^^TrrW ^_.	 i''s3_="#`fl^f. ^^i b	 ^'	 ^•^	 Al ^ SSs.eu8tT92^^lam!nb3!^ic'^Yh19^6
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11
The three subcubes in the first block are disjoint, so
1010 x = {20, 21
X1010 = {10, 26
Oxxx 1
	
fX p
 3, a, ... }
State 1 is an initial state and therefore part of the next block. Only
states 3 and 5 are assigned to this s0cube in this block because
only 2 states can be assigned to the other subcubes.
The 3 dimensional subcubes are not disjoint; we eliminate states
already assigned with a slash (n.
l O x x x= {16 7 17 7 18,19,24 p 2A 22, 23^
xxl Ox = {4„$,12,13,241 2A,28,29}
x 1 Oxx = {8, 9 ; lx, 11, 24 1 25 1 2, ,r27^
xxix 10 = {2, 6,1A,14,18, 22, P/6, 30}
Oxxxl _ {1,,,x,7,9,11,13,15}
Six of the 2 5 - 2 = 30 states have been assigned. This leaves [24/5 _ 4
states which can be assigned to each of the 3-cubes. Eliminating
duplicates with a slash and surplus states with a circle, we have:
10 x x x {16217218, P, 2,9, 23}
xx1Ox = {4,12,13,@,29.^
x 1 Oxx = {8, 9 1^, 24E 2
 @, 27^
xxx10 {2, 6 1 14, op @, 30}
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Grouping states into equivalence classes (columns) yields:
	16	 17	 18	 23
20	 21
	
4	 12	 13	 29
	
8	 9	 24	 27
10	 26
2	 6	 14	 30
1	 3	 5	 7	 11	 15
0	 31
Allowing the fault-free case to use the µ-trajectory 1,15,11, ..
the transition f unction is given by:
q 5(q)^ q 6(q) q 6(q) q 6(q)
4	 0 31 8 27 16 23 24 9
1 15 9 26 17 21 25 —
2 30 10 0 18 17 26 10
3 0 11 7 -19 — 27 24
4 29 12 21 20 0 28 —
5 3 13 12 21 20 29 13
6 26	 ' 14 6 22 — 30 14
7 5 15 11 23 18 31 11
The µ-trajectories for each of the stuck-at faults_ and the
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stuck-at 0 faults
0, 30, 14, 6, 2E, 10, 0
0 . 0, 29, 13, 12, 21, 20, 0
^ 0]	 0, 27, 24, 9 1 26, 10, 0
7,71	 0, 23 , 18, 17, 21, 20, 0
0	 -^	 0, 15, 11, 7, 5, 3, 0
stuck-at 1 faults
i 1,	 15, il l 7, 5 1 3 1	
2,	 30 1 14, E, 26, 10,	 2
1	 f 4,	 29, 13, 12, 21 1 20,	 4
^^ 1 I ` _,^ 8,	 27 1 24, 9, 26 1 10,	 3
1 16,	 23, 18, 17, 21, 20, 16
fault-free case
1	 I II _0,.31, 11, 7, 5 1 3,	 0	 -
The algorithm thus synthesizes a five dimensional autonomous
machine that can realize any sequence of period 6 or less and mask
all stuck-at faults of degree 1. Note that the machine can also mask
5 of the	 (5) 22 =2 40 stuck -at faults of degree 2.
}
r	 -:rt
	 •	 a	 +y-a x.	 ..	 s
sl
«
•
.
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Bounds on the Effectiveness of q0- masking
for Sequence Generation
In as much as a0 E R (R complete) we should expect q0-masking
to be more efficient than R-masking for some applications. Therefore,
R-masking represents a lower bound on the effectiveness of q0-masking.
The next two theorems represent upper bounds on q0-masking in
autonoftlous machines, and therefore on its effectiveness. The first
bound is the maximum period for which all sequences can be realized;
the second is the period of the longest sequence than can be realized.
Both bounds are optimistic, but are obtained easily.
Theorem 1.37
There exists no output sequence of period
PO 
> 2n-k
such that an n-dimensional machine M realizes the sequence and
q0-masks all stuck-at faults of degree k.
Proof
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Theorem 1. 38
For all sequences of period p o , such that
'	 n-k k
	
n-k
po>	
-Z ( I )
k=1
there does not exist a n-dimensional machine M that realizes the
sequence and q0 -masks all faults of degree k.
Proof
The solid sphere around q0 of radius k constitutes the set of
initial states, and all are assigned the same output. If µ is a k-fault`,
such that
^O(A) (
	
k
then
l g(Q) n L (q )) = n-k	 (0 < k< k)
	
k 0
	
—
and
k
A (Q) n K (q0) 1 +' Nk )k 
The summation begins with I = 1 to exclude q0; the maximum number
of states whose outputs may be assigned independently is
2
	
n-k 
k	
n-k
=1
so that
^	 v.
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n-k _ k	 n-1{
Po < 2	
.Q
which completes the proof.
The following table compares the maximum periods for which
any sequence can be realized with R-masking (R complete) and
q0
-masking (algorithm) faults of degree 1. The last two columns are
the upper bounds. .
Maximum Period, po , for n Dimensional Autonomous Machine
	 (k =1)
k
kn A-realization .Algorithm 2n-k -	 ( n-k) 2n-k
=1
3 2 2 2 4
4 4 4 5 8
5 4 6 12 16
6 8 12 27 32
7 16 58 64
8 32 40 121 128
9 32 71 248 256
10 64 135 503 512
12 256 473 2037 2048
2. FAULTS IN COMBINATIONAL NETWORKSWO
Before any interesting questions about faults can be explored, a
model must be developed that can be used efficiently to determine
characterizing properties of networks with redundancy. The ideas
of fault and failure should arise naturally in the model.
A Combinational Network Model
To be useful in the analysis and design of fault tolerant data
systems, a model must not only describe the fault-free behavior of
the system but also the effects of internal faults on the system
behavior. since a degree of detection and location is usually desirable,
the model also needs to reflect the organization of the system to within
the detection and location constraints.
Although most data systems currently employ binary signal sets
in digital control and data manipulation subsystems, future designs
may expand their basic signal sets. [21 ] In addition, certain kinds
of faults produce signals other than the basic data signals of the
system. [5,10] To allowfor advancements in this direction, our model
also includes information on signal sets that appear in the system.
The organization of a system is represented to the desired degree
of sophistication by a directed graph.
Definition 2.1
An (n, m , k, f) -graph is a directed graph (digraph) with n+m+k
labeled points and k labeled lines that is connected, and has
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no direct: d cycles. I-xactly I: of the points, called input terminals
or inputs, have judegree 0. lines incident with input terminals
are in )ut lines. (Multiple lines incident with a single input
tc , rnAnal all have the same Label and count as one line in d"..'ter-
milling the hararaoter f .) Exactly m of the points, called
output terminals or just outputs, hive outdogrec 0 and inde ' r ree 1 .
Lines iI1CidCI1t With output terminalb are output lines. The
remaining k poi ►► ts are called nodes.
The nodes of an ( n, :n ) k, ( )-graph have both indegive and outdegree
greater than or equal to 1. In gene 0 , node i has indegree n  and
outdegree m v. ,here n i and ni arcL
	 integers.
L.
	
	 In Figure 2. 1, digraph D is	 I, I	 9)-graph. Ttie 3 input
terminals are labeled x l , x 2 , x 3
 and the output terminal is labeled yl.
The G nodes are labeled with the integers 1 ) 2 1 ... ) 6. It will usually
We convenient to use this convention when labelin g
 points in the
diagraph. The input lines of l) are L l , L 21 L 3
 v.hile the single  output
line is L9 . T ►1e node indegrees and outdeg'rees are as follows:
Il l
 =11 2 = 11 4 =11 5 =116 =2
I1 3 = 3
III =111 2 = m,, =111 4 -In- =111 6 - 1
When interpreting the model in a physical sense, n is tho number
I
	 Of input"' , III is the Ili m'her of o11.t,,_-'Its, k i s the number of intern.-1
nodes, and f is the numb: r of interconnecting lines. A node may
Xx2
x3
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Yi
Digraph D
S (B3 B, B3 Bi B, B)
Li
 B {o, q, 1< i< 9
F=E
c
b = (OR, AND, XOR, AND, OIL, ,RAND)
Figure 2. 1
(continued on next page)
Example of a Combinational Network C =. (D, S, F, b)
y
13'7
^'1
0
X2
0
x3
0
y1
0
hl
0,
x2
0
x3
0
i	 Y1
1
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
1 0 1 1 1 0 1, 1
1 ] 0 1 1 1 0 1
1 1 1 t 1 1 1 0
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be a simplo logic gate or a complex. sub-system. Hence, if desired,
a complex systom may be decomposed into several sub-systems for
ease of analysis. The model can be applied to the decomposition by
allowing each sub-systet-n to be considered  as a node. Than ; the
model maybe applied separately to each sub-system. Analysis of
a modular structure at any level of complexity is possible.
The signals that may appear in a system are represented by a
signal vector, S. The signal vector of an (n, in, k ) k) -graph is an
PQ --tuple of sets. When interpreting the model, the set of signals that
are possible oar the 1 t line in the system is the set appearing as the
ith coordinate of the f -tuple S. Each line leaving the sane input node
must have the same signal set; otherwise, it is permissible for each
of the sets to be different. The label of line j i in an (n, m, k, , ) -graph
is the name of the signal set applicable to line j i . In digraph D of
Figure 2. 1, L 5 is the signal set on the line directed from node 4 to
node 5. As indicated it is the binary set B = {0,1 ^ .	 In the usual
switching circuit interpretation, each coordinate of S will be this same
binary set.
Definition 2. 2
In an (n, n) k,	 graph the input space associated with node i,
called I i , is defined as the cartesian product of the signal sets
specified by S for the input lines to node i. The coordinate sets
i	 for• the input space shall be taken in the order of ascending line
labels, for consistency,
I F-7
i
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Definition 2. 3
In an (n, m I k ' k) -Pgr"I'l)h the output space associated with node i,
called Oa , is dof inod as the cartosian product of the signral sets
on the output lines, of node i, again taken in order of ascending
line Labels for convenience.
Definition 2. 4
In an (n, m, k, .Q) graph) E	 (g!". ?, 2 1	 P gig) I gi is a mapping
from I into 0 for I < i < k^ .
In the usual switching circuit interpretation, gi in the above
definition is a mapping from  B 1 into B	 The set E represents
all theoretically possible combinations of nodal actions in the network.
In many applications, only a small fraction of these will occur. For
example, in the digraph of
	 2. 1, 1	 1	 L XL	 ]B
1	 2	 1	 2
1 3 L I XL 2 XL 3 = B 
(3) 
$ 0 5_ L $_ B ) 0 6_ 9 B, etc.
E and are mappings from B(2)1(91 ^ 92 	 P 96) 191 P 92 194) 95	 g6	 C^
into B and g,, is a mapping from B(3) into B 1. The cardinality of E
in this graph, 228 , 
 
indicates that this set is very large even for small
networks.
We are now ready to formally define the concept of a combinational
network with more than one possible structure, i.e. , a combinational
.network subject to faulty operation.
M	 7-- '; x ^`--, 7.I Z- 3w - LL
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Definit oq 2.5
An (n, m, k, f )--combinational netwo rk, is a 4-tuple
C = (D, S, F, b)
where D is an (n, M)k, k)-- graph, called the graph of C.
S is an L -tuple of sets, called the signal vector of C.
F c }" c
 is called the fault set of C or simply the fault set.
(Ec is defined as in Definition 2. 4.)
b c F is called the 0-fault of C or simply the 0-fault.
Definition 2.6
A proper fault of the combinational network C = (D, S, F, b) is
an element of the set F- fbj.
In Figure 2. 1, D is the graph of a (3, 1, 6, 9)-combinational
network C. Each coordinate of the signal hector is the binary set
B f 0,1}. The fault set of C is the whole set E c . Each coordinate of
the 0-fault of C is a common switching function. The element (OR, AND,
XOR, NAND, NOR, AND) is a proper fault of C.
We now relate the elements in our formal definition to the require-
ments discussed in the introduction. The graph of C describes the
organization of the system. Each module of interest appears as one
of the k nodes of the graph. Each input terminal of the system is
represented by one of the n inputs of the graph; likewise, each system
te r,.	 output is represented by one of the m outputs of the graph. The lines
of the graph describe the modular interconnection structure of the -
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system. Each electrically isolated -wire in the fault-free system and
each wire segment that may become isolated by a proper system fault
is represented by one of the P_ labeled lines of the graph. Wire
segments that can never become electrically separated may be
represented by several lines of the graph if necessai ,- with the same
label. A collection of lanes with the same label are treated as one
line in determining the parameter .0 .
In applications, b represents the fault-free structure of the
system The 1 t coordinate of the vector b represents the mapping
performed by the ith module "of the system when the system is fault_
free. The fault set, F, is the set of all allowed system structures.
f°	 Since the fault-free structure is an allowed structure, b r- F. A system
structure different from the fault-free structure is called a proper
fault of C. By two structures f 1 and ,f2 being "different" we mean
that at least one coordinate of f 1
	
is a different mapping than thetb
corresponding coordinate of f 2 . In a system application, a proper
fault structure is one in which at least one module is performing a
mapping different from the mapping it performs in the fault-free
structure. System disturbances that do not change the system
structure are not considered proper faults of the system.
4
'.a	
f...
-fix	-....
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Definition 2. 7
The input space., 1, for combinational network. C = (D, S, F )
 b), is
defined as the cartesian product of the :signal sets on
the input lines of D (talzen in order of increasing no-de label) .
There is one coordin-,,Ue in the input space for each input terminal;
fence, the input space is an n--dimensional space. In the usual
switching then?y interpretation, I = B(n).
Definition 2.8
The output space, O, fob• combinational network C = (D, S, F, b)
is defined as the cartesian product of the signal sets appearing
on the output lines of D (taken in order of increasing node
labels)
There is one coordinate for each output terminal; hence, the
output space is an m-- dimensional space. In the usual switching
circuit interpretation, O = B (m) . In the combinational network of
Figure 2.1, I = B(3) and O = B.
Definition 2. S
In a combinational network C = ( D, S, F, b)
T 	 {g I g is a mapping from I into O}
The graph of C in a combinational network C (D ) S, F, b) induces
a mappin.a, called the net mapping, from F into T c where a(f) is the
(combinational) function realized by C under the fault f.
I	 i
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Definition 2. 10
The function of the network C is the el,einent t = a(b)
Definition 2.11
The function set of network C is the set T = a(F) .
Definition 2.12
A malfunction of C is an element of the set T _ 1q.
Definition 2. 13
The malfunction set of the network C is the set T - {tj.
The behavior of the system at a given time refers to the I - ►O
mapping that the system is performing at that tine. Thus two
different system structures may produce different system behaviors
or they may produce the same system behavior. The function of
the system is the behavior of the system when it is fault-free The
function set is the set of all possible behaviors that can result from
faults in the network. A malfunction is some behavior different from
the fault-free behavior.
In the combinational network C of Figure 2.1., the function of C
is as displayed in Truth Table A. For this network, t a(b) a(OR, AND,
XOR, AND, OR., AND) = (x3 (x 1 +x2) +xl x2) (x1O+ x2 C x3}. Truth
Table B displays a malfunction of C, t' = «(OR, AND; XOR, AND, 1, AND)
=X e x2 e+ x3. This malfunction results from ,a SA-1 fault at node 5.
(SA-1 means "stuck at 111.)
e
e, .
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ierarcl y of Fault Diagnosis Concepts
Consider the combinational network.
C s (D ) S, F, b)
Recall that b = (bl) b2 , ... , bk) is the fault-free structure of the network.
Definition 2. 14
V f = (f 1 , f2 , ... , fk) E F, let Kf = f i l 1 < i< k, fi ^ bj
Note that X  = ^. This is to be expected since Kf is ir,1. a sense
a list of the "faulty" nodes under the fault f.
Definition 2.15 Fault Diagnosis Concepts
(a) f c F is masked iff a(f) _ t
(b) f c F is detectable iff a(f) r t
(c) f e F is locatable iff (f' E F, o,; -= a.(f') --	 Kf = ICf,)
(d) f E F is completely diagnosable iff (f' E F, a(f) = a(f') -=...^^, f = f')
A detectable fault of C will often be called a failure of C.
In the usual interpretation, a masked fault represents a system
structure that produces the same system behavior as the fault-free
structure. A proper masked fault is a system structure different from
the fault-free structure that produces the same system behavior as the
fault-free structure. A detectable fault represents a system structure
that produces a system behavior different from the fault-free behavior.
Iii a typical application , the set I f represents the set of "faulty"
nodes of the system structure represented by the fault f. In other
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words, i c. K if and only if node i lxerf orms a mal)JAM 0Y in the system
structure f different from the mappin g porlormcd by node i in the
fault-free structure,
When troubleshooting a system, it is convenient to be able to0
determine which modules are "faulty" by taking measurements at the
system terminals. The "faulty" modules may then b- replaced by good
ones and repaired at leisure. This reduces down time for repair. A
locatable fault represents a. system structure whose "faulty" nodes
may be identified by terminal measurements alone. A completely
diagnosable fault represents a system structure identifiable by
terminal measurements alone, i. e. , the whole structure can be
determined from terminal measurements.
Some Elementary Observations
The previous discussion suggests the following lemmas whose00	 0
proofs are immediate or trivial. Their inclusion here is justified
by frequent reference in the formal proofs of later sections.
Lemma 2. 1. 1
in any combinational network C = (D, S, F, b) the 0-fault is
masked.
Proof Immediate
a(b) t by Definition 2.10 and b is masked by Definition 2.15(a).
1  0
In any combinational network C = (D, S, F ) b), f c- F is maslzed
iff f is not detectable,
Proof
Immediate from Definition 2.15(a) and 2. 15(b).	 . M
Lemma 2. 'J. ,, 3
In any combinational network C = (D I S, F^ b), no ma-sked proper
fault is locatable.
Proof
Let f be any masked proper fault of C. Since f is proper, f / b
and K f	 Kb, but since f is masked a(f) = a(b) and f is not
locatable (Definition 2.15c) proving the lenims..
Lemma 2.1. 4
In any combinational network C = (D, S, F, b) I f c- F and f
completely diagnosable =-^f is locatable.
Proof
Let f be completely diagnosable and let f' b%-, any element of F0
such that a(f) = a(P), then f = f' (Def inition 2. 1 5)(d)), Kf = Kf I and
f is locatable (Definition 2. 15(c)) .
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Theorem 2.1
In any combimAional network C ^ (D, S, F, 13) , the following
statements are equivalent.
(1) All proper faults of C are detectable,
(2) b is completely diagnosable.
(3) b is locatable.
I	
`Y
Proof
Let (1) hold and assume that b is not completely diagnosable then
3 f c F )-a(f) = a(b) = t and yet f /- b. Thus f is proper but not deteetaht-,
contradicting the hypothesis.
(2) . ----- (3) 1minedi.ate fr ont Le inl7la 2 1.4.
(3) (1)
Let f be any proper fault of C, then f b (Definition 2.6) .
Since f is proper, Kf / Kb -
	 As b is locatable by hypothesis,
a(l) / a(b) t (Definition 2.15(c)), and f is detectable (Definition 2. 15(b)).
Single Fault Analysis
The masking of single faults in a combinational network is often
of extreme importance because the probability of a single fault is
usually much greater than the probability- of a multiple fault. For
this reason, it is frequently desirable to protect the circuit against
the occurrence of certain single faults
}
v	 r
r
	
	 >v
e
r
e _ • ,^-rd :..... _.	 ,.	 •_ .,csxrl.a ^;^:e. .r ate$. -.
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Definition 2+ 16
A fault f z: (f, )
 f 2I
	
I fly) in an (n, n , k, k)- combine .tionc l network
i s called a single fault at node i, if K
.............^......^......^......d...r71,.
	
f
No' ^i that all single faul>tS are by definition proper faults.
The General Two Node System with Single Faults
The analysis begin, by considerin g a general taro-node co mbinationalCO
network. This special, type of network is easier to work with than more
general types, and the results obtained can be applied to general
networks.
Def inition 2. 17
.A general two node system with single faults is an (n, m, 2, tc
combinational network
C = (D, S F, b)
where D is an (n, m, 2 1 .Q) graph as shown in Figure 2.2
S is an arbitrary f -tuple of sets
b (bl , b2) is an arbitrary element of E 
F {(fl ,f2) I (f i ,f2) e Ec , and either fi - b  or f2 b2
E is as defined in Definition 24.C
The line labels are omitted from the graph of C because there
are an unspecified number'of lines. The degree constraints for the
graph of C are: 	 3
REV ^.
W Yx
x1
b_b-
Yl
x2 Y2
x
n Ym
Z 49
Figure 2.2
Graph of a General Two-node Svstem
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nI n
n2 mI
m 2 = m
The input space of C is X and the output space of C is Y. The output
space associated with node 1 is W, and by construction, W i% <Llso
the LAput space associated with node 2.
From the graph of C, it can be seen that if f = (f l ,f2) c F, then
a(fI ,f2) = f 2 f I where f 2 f I de notesthe composition f2 • fI , first
applying f I . In particular, for the net function, t = b 2
 b1.
Since b2 is a mapping from W into Y, b 2 induces an equivalence
relation, , on the set W defined as follows:
b2
Definition 2.18
In a general two node system {
W1 b 2 
w2 iff bZ (WI ) = b? (w2)
The set of equivalence classes of = are the blocks of a partition
	
1b2
of W called orb
2
Study c;f Node 1
Masked single faults at node 1 are characterized as follows:
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Theorem 2. 2
In the general two node systenn with single faults, a single fault
at node 1, f = (f 1 , b2), is masked if and only if
V  EX, f 1 (x) - b1(x)
b2
Proof
f1(x) = b1 (x), VxeX <-==> b2 f 1 (x) = b2b1(x)VxEX
b2	 (Definition 2.18)
b2 f1 = b2 b1
b2f1 = t
->a(f) = t
-	 Due to the exclusive character of masked faults and detectable
faults (Lemma 2.1. 2) the following statement characterizing
detectable faults at node 1 is an immediate corollary of Theorem 2. 2.
Corollary 2. 2.1
In the general two node system with single faults, a, single
fault at node 1, f = ( f1 ) b2), is detectable iff
3 x E X such that f1 (x) t b1(x)
b2
We will now use our set-theoretic characterization of masked
faults to count the number of single faults at node 1 that are masked.
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Definition 2.1 J
For every yf
 c b2 bl (X) in the general two node system, define
ci = 1b2 I (yi) I
and
di = I (b2 b1 ) -1 (yi) j
Note that each c  is the cardinality of one of the blocks of partition
nb defined in Definition 2.18. Similarly, each d i is the cardinality of2
one of the blocks of 7r
b2b1 
the natural partition on X induced by the
mapping b2b1 from X into Y.
Definition 2. 20
it In an (n, m, k, k)-combinational network C = (D ) S, F, b), for every
i, 1< i < k, define
Fi {f if e 1T5,1 f is a single masked fault at node it
Theorem 2. 3
In the general two node system with single faults, let
b2 b1 (X) = {yi , y2 , . ) yq1, then
q di
J F1I = -1 + R ci
M
Proof
Our task is to count the number of single faults at node 1 that
,-
	
	 satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2. 2. Our network allows any
snapping f1 X-- W(except bl ) to appear as the first coordinate of a
?..,r.,d.2`_s^	 '^'
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single fault at node 1. For P, momont, we will not concern ourselves
with b1 but will	 it into account later. Let Xi -. (b2 b1) 
-1 (yi) and
Wi = b 2 1 (yi) for every yi e b 2 1), (X) . The following illustration depicts
the relationship between X i and Wi and the mappings b 2 and b1.
X	 b1	 W	 Y
t,
C,
Figure 2. 3
Since Wi contains all elements in W that map onto y i under b2 , then
clearly bl (Xi) C Wi. Furthermore, since Theorem 2. 2 requires only
that f1 (x)  ER b1 (x)  for every x e X, we have f 1 (Xi)  c Wi. There are
d, b2
thus c 
i 
I possible subfunctions from X i into W i that satisfy Theorem 2.2.
Since X. and W are blocks of partitions on X and W respectively, we
have
q d
TT -
----- -----------
T7-
1 J4
possible functions f1 from X into W in which f1 Ix  is a subfunction from
Xi into W  for 1 < i < q, . This is the number of functions f 1 at nod, l
for which b2 fl
 b2 b 1 . Since b f is clearly one of those counted, the
number of Single faults at node 1 that are masked is given by
q d.
F IJ _ ' 1.^- 11 ci
proving the theoreyn.
Corollary 2. 3.1
In the general two node system with single faults, if b 2 bl (X.)
{y 1 , ... yq^, the nunlbcr of single faults at node 1 that are
detectable is given by
q d.ap - I cli
M
where
a= 1W
P = 1X
Proof
Since the total number of single faults- at node 1 is given by
-1 + a
the corollary follows immediately from Theorem 2.3 and Lemma 2.1. 2.
We might want to mask all single faults at node 1 so that a node
1 failure will not affect the desired system behavior. The possibility of
	 rr
achieving this condition seems remote and the next theorem shows
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E that it is possible only in a very restricted class of networks. Before
stating the theorem, the following supporting lemmas are stated and
proved.
Leninla 2.4.1
If, n is a positive integer > 2 and if 
xi 
and y i , l< i < n, are
positive integers, then
	
yl 
x 
y2 	 yn	 (yl + y2 + ... + Y11)(x 1) ( 2) ... (x n)< (XI + x2 +	 + xn)
Proof: Basis Step
1 < X1+x2	 y2 and (x ) yl < (x +x )y''
	
x	 1	 1 22
because xl , x2 , y1 , and y2 are positive integers. Multiplying. we get
Y 1	 X1 +x2	y2	 yl (x +X
=
	
x2)y2xyl
	
.
<	 -	 +x	 _	 -	 +x
	
(X 1 	 x) 	
x	 (1	 2)	 y `	 (l	 2)
	
2	 (X2)
and
yl - y 2	 yl +y2
(Xl) (X2) < (X1 +X2)
r
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c
ern--I
	
Y1.+. Y2 !i•... •+, Y11-l.
(XI) ... (xn-1I	 < (xl +'2+'  +gin-1)
From tie induction hypothesis, if x  and y  are positive integers
yI	 ,Yn-1	 Y1 +y2	 +Yn-l.
again
(a'
n ) Yn < (x1 +... +X11)
and multiplying, we get
Y 1	 Y 	 Y 1 	+ y(XI )	 ... (Xn) '1 <(xl +... +x ll) 1	 '1
proving the lemma.
	
In this section, ^(g) will denote the range of function g	 will
g
denote the equivalence relation induced by g on the domain of g
(D(g)) and if x is an element of D(g), [x] g will denote the equivalence
class of = that contains x.
g
Lemma 2.4.2
	In the general two node system, if l b2 bI (X) = q, then	 .
q
(1) di = JxJ
=1
and
. q
(2) ci < JWJ
.
1-1
t
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Proof
Each di is the cardinal.ity of a block of the partition, H la2 ,
induced on X by the mCLpping b 2 1) 1 . Since di is defined for every
element in the ranee of b2
 b1 , (1) follows directly from the definition
of a partition hiduced by a mapping.
Each c  is the cardin€tlity of a block of the partition rlb induced
2
on W by the mapping b 2 . However, c  may not be defined for every
q
element in the range of b2 , therefore; c  may be less than I W ( .
=1
However,
	
YO(i^2 b l ) C(1^Z), ci cannot be defined for any
yi not in the range of b 2 . If ei is defined for every element in the
q
range of b2 , then, C.
i=1
Theorem 2.4
In the general two node system with single faults, all single
faults at node 1 are masked iff b2 is a constant function,
Proof: Sufficiency
Let b2 be a constant function, then there is a single eletxient y
in the set b2 bl (X) , i.e. q = I. Moreover (b2 bi) 1 (y) X and
b2 1 (y) W so that c = JW J a and d	 X p. Then, from].	 1
Theorem 2.3
for every x E X
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Nece,-, sity
Let all single faults at node I ba masked, Then I r,
	
-I + all
because this is the tot.-,.I number of s i ngle faults at node 1. Let
q = lb 2 bl(X) 1 and let b2 b I (X) ___ {y1, Y21
	 yq	
If q > 2, thcn
applying Theorem 2. 3, Lemma 2.4. 1, and Lemma 2.4.2, we have
q
1
q d.	 q	 Lj 
d
+ IT 
ci s
 
< -1 + j^ c i	 <	 + ap
W( M
a contradiction of hypothesis. Thus q = 1. If b2
 
is not a constant
function, then II must have at least two blocks and c	 b- 1(y)b2
	
2
< I W	 a. Applying Theorem 2. 3, Lemma 2. 4.2 and this inequality
we have
i d 	 d1
	 P
rf	 rf C	 + cl 
<
M
a contradiction of hypothesis, and the theorem is proved.
If ease of maintenance is the primary goal, we may want to be
able to detect all single faults in a subsystem. Our next theorem
shows that this is possible in some types of networks.
Theorem 2.5
In the general two node system with single faults, all single
faults at node I are detectable iff
15
Proof: Suffiedoiley
Lot [1 I(x 1)
	
I for every x C X then the number of single)
faults at node I that are &.-teatable is given by Corollary 2, 3.1
q d.
ap - H C. Ii=1 I
Ou-►1 hypothesis implies that c 	I I < I < q^	 , and (i) becomes
ap - I
4
which is the total number of single faults at node 1, therefore, all must
be detectable.
Necessity
Let all single faults at node I be detectable, , then the number of
detectable faults is
ap - 1
Assume that [b, (x)[ > 2 for some x E X. Then I b2 
I (b2 b, (x)) > 2.]b 2 —	 1
Let b2 b1 (x) Y	 Then ej = lb - (yj) > 2 and Corollary 2. 3 0 1 statesY	 2
that the number of detectable single faults at node 1 is
q d
	
d.	 q d.
aP - 11 e	 aP - (c	 ri c	 < ap-
a contradiction of hypothesis. This concludes the proof of the theorem.
M s Z-%- 
	 ' Irt
1 G0
Corollary  2. a. 1
In the general two mode system with single faults, if b2 is a 1 - 1
function from w into Y, thon all single faults at node 1 are
li detectable.
Proof
Immediate from Theorem 2, a.
Corollary 2 4 5. 2
In the general two node syste m with single faults, if all single
faults at node 1 are detectable, then b 2 I 04L7 (b1) is a 1 -- 1 function
from UVL (1) 1) into Y.
The previous theorem and its corollaries in dicate that complete
delectability of single faults at node 1 is achievable in non-trivial
systems.
Maintenance would be easier if, in addition to detecting faults,
we could also determine their location in the system. Toward this
goal,, we include a study of fault location.
Theorem 2.6
In the general two node system with ,single faults, a single fault
at node 1, f = (fl ,
 b2), is locatable iff
3 x1 , x2 e X such that
(1} X1	 x21
and (2) 
	
x.	 YX)	 1 ( 1) b2)2
t.
—7`"	 a	 ,..
	 •. 	
-^ yr	 '^'
1 G
Proof: Sufficiency
XLet x1 , x2 
c, ex that satisfy (1) and (2). Let f	 (bl f 2) be
any fault; whose first component is b1.
(1) b, (x,) 1)1 (x^2)	 (x,) = f b, (x,)
(2) 1) 2! 1	 /(xi 	 b2f 1 (x2)
and we have b 2 f I /- f 2b1 1  Since f' was any fault that was not a single
fault at node 1, we have shown that ol (f') = a(f)	 Kf	 11
Hence f is locatablp, by Def inition 2. 1-3 (c).
Necessity (by contradictioii of hypothesis)
Let f = (f 1 ,
 
b.) be a locatable single fault at node I (Kf = 11j).
Assume any x,, x2 c- X satisfying (1) and (2). Define f2 : W-Y as
follows
(a) Vwc R(b1 ), f 2 (w) = b2f1 (x) for some x c b (w)
(b) V w
	
(b1), f2 (w) Is arbitrary
Consider the fault f	 (bJ) 2)	 1f' is either f 21 or	 In (a), the
mapping is well-defined because our assumption says that it is not
possible for two elements x and x, in. 	 (w) (i.e. x	
x) to1	 2^ ii
	
b	 2
have different images under b 2f 
r 
i. e.
f 1(X1)
	 f 1(X2)b2
Let x be any element of X. Since x -= x our definition of f2 forcesb
sc
1.62
f 2b I (x) = b2f I (x)
and we have
f 2 b I = b 2 f I
or
a(f') = a(f)
but
Kf / Kf,
a contradiction of hypothesis, concluding the proof.
It may be convenient at times to- have all single faults in a
subsystem locatable. However, as we shall see, this will be
virtually impossible in the general two-node system.
Theorem 2.7
In the general two node system with single faults, it is
impossible for all single faults at node 1 to be locatable
except in the degenerate case when I W I = 1.
Proof (by contradiction of hypothesis)
Assume all single faults at node 1 are locatable, and that
J W J > 2; then there exists two distinct elements of W, (w l and w2
and we can consider node faults f1 and f2 defined as follows:
f1_ X—> W
1 63
W2
	if x c 1) 1(W1)
f 1 (X) =
tbl (x) otherwise
and	 f2: W – Y
b2 (vi ) if w = ^'s'1
f 2 (w)
b2(w) otherwise
Consider now the faults f = (f 1 , b2) and f' _ (bl,f2).
If x E b I-1 (w 1)
	
b 2 f 1(x) b2(w2)
	 (Definition of f 1)
f2b 1 (x) = f 2(w 1) = b,(-v2)	 (Definition of f 2)
If x ^ b1-1(w1)	 b 2 f l (x) = b2b1(x)
	 (Definition of fl)
f 2b 1 (x) - b blW	 (Definition of f2)
The last equation follows from the definition of f2 and the fact that
(x ^ b1 1 (w 1) —^ b (x) w1 	 2 1) . It follows that b f = f 2 b 1 , or
a(f) = cy.(f'), but K:f , /- 11} Kf a contradiction of hypothesis.
Frequently we ma y
 wish to Trask as many faults as possible
within some cost or weight constraint while at the same time making
all unmasked fauli,s locatable fxonl the system terminals. Although
Theorein 2. 8
In tie general two node system with single faults, all detectable
single faults at node 1 are locatable iff b 2 is a constant function.
Proof: Sufficiency
If 1)2 is a coast%nt function, then all single faults at node x are
masked (Theorem 2. 4), and all detectable single faults at node i
are vacuously locatable.
Necessity
This part of the proof is almost identical to the necessity proof
for Theorem 2. 7. Only a brief summary will be given here. The
proof is again by contradiction of hypothesis. Let all detectable
faults at node 1 be locatable and assume that b 2 is not a constant
function; then :1 w, , w2 e W such that b2 (W2) / b2(wl ) . Def ine f 1 as
in the proof of Theorem 2. 7 and consider the single fault f (f l , b2)
at node 1. Let. x E b ^i (wi ), theni 
b2bf(x) = b2(wl)
and
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thus (fl) b2) is detectable (Definition 2.15 b). In the proof of
Theorem 2. 7, it is shown that (fl , b2) not locatable, a contradiction
of hypothesis, and the theorem is proven.
A Study of Node 2
A development of the prop,rties of single faults at node 2
parallels that given for single faults at node 1. ,
Theorem 2. 9
In the general two node system with sin gle faults, a single
fault at node 2, f = (bl) f.2) is masked iff
f2	 (bl) b2	 (b 1)
Proof:. Sufficiency
Let_ f 2 1 q (bl) = b2 I vq (bl) and let x be any element of X then by
hypothesis
b2bl (x) f2bl (x) V x E X
and b 2 b I = f 2 b I or a(b1,b2) = a(b l ,f2), and the fault f is masked
(Definition 2. 15 a.).
Necessity
Let f be masked, then a(f) = a(b) t. Let w be any element of
the range of b1. Theme must exist x e X such that bl (x) = w and we
have b2 (,%v) = b2b1 (x) = f2b, (x) = f2 (w). Sine  w was any element of the
.,	 range of b,, we have
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This concludes the proof of Theorem 2. 9.
Due to the ehcluSive character of masked faults and detectable
faults (Lemma 2.1.2) the following characterization of detectable
I I	 faults at node 2 follows immediately from Theorem 2. 9.
Corollary 2.9. 1
In the general two node system with single faults, a single
fault at node 2, f (b1) f2) , is detectable iff
f 21 ) (b1)- / b 2 PjtI (b1)
We now proceed to count the number of single faults at node 2
that are masked.
Theorem 2.10
In the general two node system with single faults
IF 2 1 =-1 +sr
I	 I
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Since f	 (bl) = b I P (bl) is also sufficient to insure that f is masked2 Ply
f 2(w) may be any element of Y when we [Z (bl). Since f 2(wl) is 'I' no
way dependent upon f2(w2)	 wwhon -1, w	 (;t-) there are s 
V independent2 C- ;
A,')
choices for f2 that sEAi	 2sfy f 'L (bl) = b /j(bl): however, one of these)
is the mapping b 2 . Therefore the number of single faults at node 2
that are masked is given by (-1 + s r), concluding the proof of
Theorm 2. 10.
The exclusive character of masked and detectable faults makes
it easy to count the number of detectable single faults at node 2.
Corollary 2.10. 1
In the general two node system with single faults, the number
of single faults at node 2 that are detectable is given by
IS 
a 
-s 
r 
= S r (,r
where
a= IWI
S= 1Y1
r	 (b I)
r	 fln, (b I)
Proof
The total numbe r of single faults at node 2 is given by
+sa
. ... ......
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Since all unmasked single faults are detectable (Lemma 2.1. 2) andt>
since a = r + 7 ) it follows immediately (Theorem 2. 10) tivett the
number of detectable single faults is
Sa	 s 
a - sr_
 - S 
r(sr
We now show that with the exception 
of 
one singular case theC>
condition of total f atilt msskin rr at node 2 is unattainable, but first a0	 7
supporting lemma is developed.
Lemma 2. 11. 1
The set of single faults at node 2 in a general two node system
is empty iff J  I = 1.
Proof:
Suff iciency is trivial. If Y = jy^, then the only mapping f2 : W—Y
is the constant mapping with f2 (w)  = y V w c- W. Hence for every fault
of the form f = (bl;f 2) , and for every W E
 W; f 2(w) = b 2 (w) = Y' It
follows (Definition 2. 16) that there are no single faults at node 2.
Let the set of single faults at node 2 be empty, and assume that
Y I > 2, then	 two distinct elements of Y, y, and y2.Also, 3
two distinct functions from W into Y, fl and f2; namely the two constant
functions that map all of W onto y, and 
Y2 respectively. Both of these
cannot be equal to b2 and hence either (b,,f,) or (bl,f 2) must be a.
single fault at node 2 (Definition 2. le), contradicting the hypothesis.
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It may now be observed that, in a general two node system with
Single faults 11aNing j 	= J, all single faults node 2 are maSlre-dr0	 tUltS at
detectable, locatable, and completely diagnosable because the Set of
single faults at node 2 is empty.
Theorem 2. 11
In a general two node system with single faults havingt^l	 1Y1 > Pl
there is at least one detectable single fault at node 2.
Proof
Since b, is a function from X into W, we must have
r	 (bl) > I and	 in (bl) < I W	 a. Since s	 Y I > 2
we must have
,a_ sr 
>
and the theorem follows directly from Corollary 2. 10. 1.
Although the condition of total fault masking at node 2 is unattainable
there are a large number of networks in which all single faults at node 2
are detectable.
Theorem 2.12
In a general two node system with single faults having JYJ > 2)
all single faults at node 2 are detectable if and only if b 
I 
is onto W.
Proof: Sufficiency
If b 
I 
is onto W, then (bl) = W and 1,4^(bl)j=	 0. The number
of single faults at node 2 that are detectable is given by Corollary 2._ 10. 1.
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sa - sr = sa - 1
Since this is the, total number of single faults at node 2, they must
all be detectable.
Necessity
If all single faults at node 2 are detectable, then sa - sr = --] + S 
or sr 1. Since s } 2, we must have
	 Q, and b  is onto W. The
theorem is proved.
Fault location at node 2 is characterized as follows-.
Theorem 2. 13
In the general two node system with. single faults, a single
fault at node 2, f (b 1 , f2), is locatable iff
3 w c (bl) -> f2 (w) ^ ( b2)
Proof: Sufficiency
Let w be an element of )P(bl) and let f2(w) c Pt(b2) Let
f 	 (f 1 , b2) be any fault with Kf , Kt _ {2^. Since the only proper
faults in the system are single faults (Definition 2.17) the second
coordinate of f' must be b 2 0 Obviously, V x e X, b2 1f (Y) c ^ (b2).
Since w c fZ (b]) ; 3 X' c 	 1such that b (') W and we have
f2b1 (x') = f2 (w)	 (b2). We have just seen that b 2 1f (x') e ^(b2), and
therefore b 
2 
f 1 /f2 b,. As f' was any fault with Kf, / Kf , it must follow
that Vii'" f' c- F a (f' = a. (f r
--^ I^f , Kf, a^1d I^f is locatable (Definition 2.15c).
u,N .
_	
T	 _
^,"IR
	 i,.^• .^	 -^.d	
^§," r=
.^
^:	 4
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Neco,,sity by core 't diction of hypothcsih>
Lot f = (bl , f2) be a locatable singlo fault at node 2. As SUMO
any WC k (iii) such that f 2 (v) ,; (U) . Lot x bo any el.e ont of X.
Lot w = 1), (x)  and y = f b. (h) ^ f (^y) . Since w c P(W.,  our assumption2 .t	 2
forces f2 ( w) c ,`Y (b2), and D w' c W with b2 (tiv') - f2 (w) . Since x was
any clement of X, we have shown that
V X c X, 3 V e W:-) b 2(w') = f2b 1 (x) .
Let f1 be any mapping from X into W such that Vx c X, b 2f 1 (x.) = f2b1(x).
The above discussion insures that at least one such mapping exists.
By Definition 2.17, V = (f j, b 2) c F ' (Kf , ^ { 2l =K,).  We have
shown that a(f') = a(f) , and we have a contradiction of the hypothesis
that f was locatable (Definition 2. 15c) . This concludes the proof of
the theorem.
We now show that no interesting two node networks have all single
faults at node: 2 locatable.
Theorem 2.14
In a general two node system with single faults having J Y J > 2,
all single faults at node 2 are locatable iff
(1) b1 is onto VV
and (2) b2 is a constant function„
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Proof: SufficioncyI
Let b bo onto W and let b be a mistant function. Lot f = (bj.) f2)
be any sin .,-);Ie fault; at node 2. S i nce b2 / f, (Df.finition 2. IC-), --I w  1.17
for which 1) (W) / f (w). Since b, is a constant function,
	 (IM2
(bl) bocauseJ))2(w) ^ and since f2(w) / b,(Nv), f2(w) 	 (b 2); but w c, .')
b1
 
is onto NV. By Yheorem 2. 13 ) f is	 Since f was any single
fault at node 2, all single faults at node 2 must be locatable.
Necessity by contradiction of hypothesis
Let all single faults at node 2 be locatable and assume that b1
is not onto W. Siuce I Y I > 2 and b1
 
is not onto W, there must
exist a single fault at node 2, f = (bl ) Y, that is masked (Theorem
2.12 and Lemma 2.1. 2). Since a(-f) = a(b) = t (Definition 2.15a)
and K, {2}	 K
W 
f is not locatable. This is a contradiction
of the hypothesis and b1
 
must be onto W.
Now, let all single faults at node 2 be locatable and assume
that 1) 
2 
is not a constant function then there must exist two distinct
elements of vol(b2), yj and y 2 Let w1 e b2- 
1 (y j) and w2 e b2"
 
1(y2 )
and consider the mapping f2 from  W into Y define d as follows
Y2	 if w = w
f2(w)
 ( b 2 (-vNT) otherwise
For the single f atilt f = (bj'. ,f 2) at node 2,
Kf = f2l	 KU
1110
l'; 73
p
If W,
	
(bl.), then f 21), v-. b 2b
I
 aid a(f) = a(b); but since
"i ;- fib,
f is not locatablie (Definition 2. 15 c). This is a contradiction of the
.	 - Ihypothesis. If W1 C 3 rt) (U), lot X I = b, (w,) . Consider the function,
fl ) from X il)to W defined to-ei follows
w2
	
if x C X)
b,(x) otlierwise
Let f (f b.). Let x be any elo ment of X. If x c Xp we have
F^-
b2 f 1(x) b2(w2) = Y2
and
f2
 b I (X) f 2(wl ) = Y2
If x ^ 
X1 , we have
b2 f IN = b 2 b 1 N
and
f 
2 b I 
(x) 
= b2 b I N
because
b 1 (x) / wl'
( Dof inition of f 1)
(Definition of Xj)
I
(Definition of f,)
(Definition of f 2)
In any case, we have V x 6 X, b2 f l (X)= f2 b I (x) and «(f) = a(f') but
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Theo ,4'enu 2. 15
In a general tWo node system with single faults all detectable
single faults at mode 2 are locatable if and only if b2 is a constant
function.
Proof:
To show sufficiency, let b 2 be a constant function (i. e.
l(1)2) {y •}) and let (b1 ,f2) be any detectable single fault at node 2,
then f 2 1 j l 	 2n(bl) / b 1 ^,(bl) (Corollary 2.9. 1). There must exist w E zJ (bl)
such that f (w) / b (w) = Y. Since -A(b2) = {y •}, f r (w) ^^ V(b2) and2	 2	 2
(b1 ,f2) is locatable (Theorem 2.13), but since (b1 ,f2) was any
detectable single fault at node 2, it must be true that all detectable
single faults at node 2 are locatable.
To show necessity, let all detectable single faults at node 2 be
locatable and assume that b2 is not a constant function. There must
exist two distinct elements, y and y , in ^^(b2). Let w be any1	 2	 1
element of b2. 1 (y1 ) and let w2 be any element of b2 1 (y 2), Since
y1 y23 we must have w1 / w2 . If neither w  nor w2 are in the
range of b , there must exist w E 1(bl) such that w / 
w31 3 1 3_ 2
because the range cannot be empty. Since y1 / y2' b2(w3) y3
must be different from one of them. Without loss of generality,
lety3 / y . Consider the function, f2 , from. W into *Y defined as
1'75
y l	 if W=W 3
f 2 (^r)
b2(w) othery"Se
Now f = ( b1 , f2) is a single fault at node 2 ()Definition 2. 17) and since
f 2(W3) = Y1 ^ y 3 b2 (W 3)
f is deter,-table ( Corollary 2. 9. 1). f< f- {21, Now, let X3 = b  l(w3)
and consider the function, f
	 X into W defined as follows
wl	 if x E X3
fl (x) _
b, (x) otherwise
Now, V - (f 1) b2) is a fault (Definition 2.17). Let x by any element
of X. If c X3 , we have
f2 bI (x) = f2 (w3) == YI
and
b2 f l (x) = b2 (wl) = yl
if x ^ X3 , we have bl (x) / w3 and
b2 fl (x)  = b 2 bl (x)	 (Def inition of f 1)
f 2 b (x) = b2 bl (x)	 (Def inition of , f 2)
In any case, b2 f 1(x) f 2 b1 (x) and we have b2 f 1 _ .f 2 b  or	 «(f')
but since T<f = {21 and 2 ^ Kf ,, we must have Kf ^ 'Kf ,. Therefore,
f is not locatable (Definition 2.15 c) and we have a contradiction of
_.	 _
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1 ^"
^,	 ^ •	 t	 Rjr4, ^
	
consider  	 Ax •the hypothesis. If wI c ^Oj (bl), 	the function f2 1 from W into
Y definod as follows:
Y2	 if w-wl
2
b2(w) otherwise
Now, g= (bl , f2 ') is a single fault at node 2 (Def inition 2. 1 7) and
since
f2'('I) y2 ^ yl =b 2(WI)
g is detectable (Corollary 2..9. 1), g = { 21. Now, let X I = b 1-1 (w 1)
and consider the function f I ' from X into W defined as follows
w2	 if x E Xl
fI'(x)
b  (x) otherwise
Nov g' = (f 1', b2) is a fault in the system (Definition 2.17) . Let x
be any element of X. If x E X1 , we have
b2 f 1'(x) b2(w2) _ y2
and
f2 bI (x) = f 2 (WI ) = y2
If x X1 , we have b1(x) wI and
b2 f I' i,x) _ b2 b, (X)	 (Definition of f 1')
f 2 b1(x) b2 bl (x)	 (Definition of f 2'}
:
_
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In any caso, We have b2f l ' (;) f 2 'b1 (x) . Thercf ore, b2f 1 ' = f2''o1
or a,	a=(g); but si iice i g - {2} and 2 / U-9 we have X9 / lrg,
and g is not locatable (Def inition 2.15 c). This is a contxadictioil of
our hypothesis. A similar development shows that w2
 e U-7(bl)  also
loads to a contradiction of hypothesis. Hence, the assumption is false
and b2 must be a constant function,.. This concluders the proof of
Theorem 2.15.
A System Study
In the previous sections, we have investi g ated each node in depth.
We now use these results to determine limiting conditions in the system
and to mare some observations about which part of the system is more
amenable to fault masking, fault detection and fault location. The total
number of single faults that are mashed will first be determined.
Theorem 2.16
In a general two node system with single faults, if
Y = {Y.1 , Y2 , ... , yq1, the number of single faults that
are masked is given by
q di	 rHc. +s-2
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Proof
Immediate from Theorems 2. 3 and 2. 10.
Theorem 2. 17
In a general two node system with single faults, all faults
are masked if and only if I Y I = I.
Proof
To show sufficiency, let 1Y I = 1 (i. e. Y = {y}) . Then all single
faults at node 2 are vacuously masked (Lemma 2.11.1). Since b2
must be a constant function. with 10-1 (M) = {y^, all single faults at
node 1 are masked (Theorem 2. Q. . The 0-fault is also mashed
( Lemma 2. 1.1) , concluding the sufficiency proof.
To show necessity, let all faults be masked, then certainly all
single faults at node 2 must be masked and Y
	
1 (Theorem 2.11).
This concludes the proof of the theorem.
In the limit, node 2 is more restrictive with respect to fault
masking than node 1, however neither limit can be reached in
circuits of practical value. Although these results are severely
restrictive for two node systems, they readily generalize for appli-
cation to larger systems. In the more general setting, we shall see
that networks of great importance possess the required properties
especially in sections not producing system outputs. However,
when analyzing the final output node, the general system form
( see neat section) .-educes to a t-%=jo node forin. This serves to
1.79
emphasize that in rcason p  gale circu -IV3 we caji never wask all faults
in the final output no do .
just how close this limit can be approached is a topic of
continuing investigation by the authors. For a completely specified
function g, the input space X, the output space Y, the range of g
and the partition induced on X by g are fixed. Some of the parameters
in the equations that count the number of mashed faults are fixed;
e.g. each di in Theorem 2. 3 and s in Theorem 2.10 are determined by
the function g. We can design for improved fault masking by choosing
appropriate values for the remaining parameters i. e. for each ci
in Thereom 2. 3 and for r in Theorem 2.10.
By increasing the value of each c i , we can increase the number
of single faults masked at node 1. But, in order to accomplish this,
we either reduce r, (thereby decreasing the number of single faults
masked at node 2) or increase the size of space W. The former is not
desirable because we improve node 1 at the expense of node 2. The
latter approach seems inviting until we note that in addition to
increasing the number of masked single faults at node 1, we also
increase the number of single faults at node 1. We will show later
that the number of single faults increases faster than the number of
masked faults but, for a given function g, a point exists where the
percentage of single faults at node 1 that are masked is maximum.
By increasing the value of r, we can increase the number of
single faults at rode 2 that are masked. Again,, in order to accomplish
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this, we must either decrIenase the value of some c i or increase, the
size of W. The first: alternative is not desirable because it decreases
the number of shirgle faults that are masked at node 1. The second
alto	 Uernative increases the total number of faults. The effect on
percentage of faults masked is not yet known.
This discussion serves to ornpli nasize that increased fault masking
can be achieved more "easily" in the design of some functions than
in others. For example, if the value of each di is large, a small increase
in the size of W will result in a larger increase in the number of single
faults that are masked at node I than in a, system for which the d
values are small. Also, in a system with a large output space, a
small increase in the size of W will result in a larger increase in the
number of single faults masked at node 2 than in a system with a
small output space. Systems that have both properties, will be easy
to fault mask at both nodes. The precise effect of these parameters
is the object of continuing research by the authors.
We now turn. 	 attention to detectable faults.
Theorem 2.18
In a genei.al two node system with single faults if Y IY1'Y2' ... )Yqb
the number of faults that are detectable is given by
q d.
a P r
	
s +a	 s	 cis
1=1
Aff
I	 f
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Proof
Immedif.'l- tc.,
 from Corollarlos, 2, 3. 1 and 2. 10. 1.
Theorem 2. 19
In a goincral two node system with single faults havinc.), I Y
	 2,
all single faults arc, detectable if and only if
(1) b i is onto W
and
(2) b2
 
is 1-1.
Proof
To show stiff iciency, let (1) and (2) be true. Since b is 1-1)
all single faults at node I are detectable (Corollary 2. 5. 1). Since
b1
 
is onto W, all single faults at node 2 are detectable (Theorena 2. 12) .
Necessity follows directly from Theorems 2. 12 and 2. 5.
The limiting conditions for complete single faults detecting at
node I and at node 2 are less restrictive than those for fault masking
in that systems of practical interest exhibit the necessary properties.
Even the requirements of Theorem 2. 19 for complete single fault
masking in the system are obtainable in useful networks.
Also, unlike the complete fault masking requirements, the
fundamental mapping theorem of algebra guarantees us that, for any
given function g, there always exists a general t Tvo noN	 ^ de system with
single faults in which all single faults are detectable and whose function
is g. This system is obtained by letting W be the set of equivalence
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classes of the vjtdvLtJc-n(,; relation 	 Then 1)
1 maps x into rx ]9
 for
.	 . 
every x c X land b maq)^; [xj into rr(x) for every rx] in W. This2	 9	 U	 9
is consist iit bc,.lcause, by definitloa of	 every clement. in Fxj
9	 9
maps orito the s ,24.mc cloment, in Y.
Even though systems with I -1 functions at node 2 are us'efill in
some applicad.wis, such use is not Nvidesproad. A I - I function can
at most perform a, roCoding 
of 
elements and may even be the identity
function itself. On the other hand, systems with onto functions at
node I are of universal application. We thus see that the requirements
for detecting all single faults at node I (Corollary 2. 5. 1) are much
more constraining in practical terms than are the requirements for
detecting all single faults at node 2 (Theorem 2.12).
Since the existence of a two node system with all single faults
detectable is answered by the fundamental mapping theorem
of algebra, the most pressing questions seem to be
(1) How many such systems exist, and
(2) Can they be classified in a meanin gful way.
These questions are currently being investigated.
Regarding location of all single faults, we have
Theorem 2.2Q
In a general two node system with single faults, all single
faults are locatable if and only if W
	I.
ON
1 X3
Proof
To show Sufficiency, let I W	 1. Then oloviously b I is onto W
0and b 2 is a constftnt function thus all single faults it node 2 are
locatable (Tricoreal 2.1 IT. and isomma 2, 11, 1.). All. single faults atCJ-
node  I are locatablo by 71-100rem 2. 7.
If all sin rrle faults are locatable then o 7oviously all -Single faults
at node I are locatable and J W J = I (Theorem 2. 7). This shows
necessity and concludes, the proof of Theorem 2. 20.
Thus, 2-node Systems Must have degenerate behavior if all single
faults are to be locatable. We note, however, that in the limit node
I is more restrictive than node 2 with respect to total fault location.
It will be interesting to see if this difference becomes more apparent
or less apparent as the fault location constraint is relaxed. The
parameters effecting fault location have yet to be identif ied.
Theorem 2.21
In a general two node system with single faults, all detectable
single faults are locatable if and only if b2 is a constant function.
Proof
To show sufficiency, let b2 be a constant function. Then, when
J Y J > 2 ) all detectable single faults at node 2 are locatable (Theorem
2.15). When I Y	 1, all single faults at node 2 are locatable
(Lemma 2.11. 1) and hence all detectable single faults at node 2 are
locatable. All detectable single faults at node I are locatable by
Theorem 2.8.
MEW
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To 
show 
necOss I ty ) lot all delect ,^ ble shiulr" fauls at node I Ix"t. 	 L	 I.,
locatable, flic.11 lag
 
is a constant function (Tho-orem 2. 8)
Althotigh the roquiroments for all detectable single faults to be
locatable in a system 
are 
less restrictive than those for all fl-Angle.0
faults to be locatable, no functional two node system can meet thei4i,
I This implies that tnorc nodes are needed to locate single faults. The
real value of this two node study will become evident when the results
One immediate consequence is thatare applied to multi-node systems.
single faults at the final system output cannot be located whon all
possible node behaviors are permitted. We note a phenomenon novel
to our discussion thus far; nainely, the requirements for all detectable
single faults at node I to be locatable are exactly the same as the
requirements for all detectable single faults at node 2 to be locatable.to
The parameters effecting detectable fault location remain unidentified
at this time.
Design Parameters
We observed in the previous section that by choosing certain
system parameters discreetly we could increase the number of single
faults that are masked, but by doing so we also increased the total
number of single faults. The desirability or undesirability of such a
process was not clear.
If we assume that all faults are equally likely, it is clear that
the most reliable design will be the one in which the percentage of
U
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fault's that are in rtshzed is gro-Cftest. Initially lot us restrict our
attention to sin( Ple faults at node 1 by requiring 
that 
1) be onto W.0	 1
T'his -assures us that all single faults at node 2 Nt,,111 be detectable
(Theorem 2.12).
The total numb , )r of faults in the system is simply the sum of the
number of single faults at node 1, the number of single faults at node
2 ) and the 0-fault. This is
(-I + ap) + (-I + sa) + I -_ al' + s a
From Theorem 2. 3 we concluOe that the percentage of faults masked,
M) is givon by
I
I
-
I , _* -,^, Aw,
q	 di
li c	 +
M
a P + s a 2 +1
For most systems, we can ignore the constant, 
-1, in the denominator.
q	 d j
rl	 C.
i=1
M =
	
	 (2-2)
+S
We now pose the followin g , problem. For a completely specified
function g, find a two-node system with single faults producing function
g for which m is as large as possible. The complete specification of
g fixes the values of p, s, and each di  in Equation 2. 2. In designing the
system, the only parameters we can vary are a and each c i, These
are not, however, independent. Since b is onto W every element
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in b	 bl). TiAs meansof W r.aust apjntl^ 	 (y) for some y in	 (b
that
q
IWI = a
	(2-3)
if we consider each c i to be an independent variable, then I W I is a
dependent variable. We can rewritn. Equation (2. 2) in terms of the
independent variables as follows:
q	 d.
ri C.
i=1
M =	 (2.4)
q	 p	 qki
c	 +	 Z Ci
M	 S( M
To determine the best choice of parameters for the system, we
take the partial derivative of the expression on the right side of
Equation 2.4 with respect to each independent variable, ci, and set
each equal to zero. Solvin g the resulting system of simultaneous
equations, we find that M is maximum when each c i is as follows.
d.
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T	 Table 2. 1
s
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cl1 /C^__ loOe S
4.85203
149 5.00395
256 5.54518
404 6.00141
512 6.23832
1024 6.93147
.1097 7.00033
2048 7.62462
2981 5.00001
s i	 cal/ci = loge s
2 G. 09315
3 1.09861
4 1 .38629
8 2.07944
16 2. 77259
20 2.99573
32 3. 46 574
5.3 4.00733
if	 64 4.15883
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c l --c2 -. c	 1
c 4
 = c 5 2
3cC, -c 7 ^--L
4c 8
Table 2. 2 displays the value of M for various system. designs. Lie 1
contains the greatest value of M as predicted by Equation 2. 5. Lines
2- 12 verify that a small perturbation in any design parameter reduces
the value of M as expected. Lines x3
-17 illustrate extreme designs
that satisfy the onto restriction for node 1. The values of M for these
designs are also less than that for line 1, as expected. Lines 18, 19, and
20 contain designs whose parameters are proportional to those in
line 1. In lines 18 and 19, M is indistinguishable from M in line 1 up
to six significant digits tit is slightly smaller, however)
	 In
line 20, M begins to drop off significantly. The parameters in
designs 19 and 20 require that b I not be onto W, but it is seen that
M is again s  alle r. In f act, if M we re the only param ete r to be
considered, Equation 2.5 would provide the best design parameters.
However, when b 1 is not onto `N, we must consider the faults at node
2 that are masked when evaluating the design. A study of this effect
is now in Progress.
..	 w	 ..w--	
_	
— —^.	 .
1.89
Table 2. 2
Lino No. c 1 c 2 c ^.3 c4 c-^ cF c 7 c 8 nix 1029c
1 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 1 3 o 290
2 1 1 1 2 2 3 3 5 1.11222
3 1 1 1 2 2 3 3 3 1.02467
4 1 1 1 2 2 3 3 2 0.35878
5 1 1 1 2 2 3 4 4 1.04814
6 1 1 1 2 2 3 2 4 0.89856
7 1 1 1 2 2 3 4 5 0.9941.8
8 1 1 1 2 2 3 2 5 0.68178
9 1 1 1 1 2 3 3 5 0.48-037
10 1 1 1 1 2 3 3 4 0.63970
11	 = 1 1 1 3 2 3 3 4 0.94466
12 1.: 2 2 2 3 3 4 0. 746 40
13 27 1 1 1 1. 1 1 1 6 .20 E- 21.^
14 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 0.05708	 t
15 1 1 1 27 1 1 1 1 4. 52 E-18*
1C 1 1 1 1 1 27 1 1 3.29 E-15*
17 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 27 2.40 E- 12
18 2 2 2 4 4 6 6 8 1.30290
19 3 3 3 6 6 9 9 12 1.30290
20 4 4 4 8 8 12 12 16 1.15578
* Standard FORTRAN E notation.
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A General System
To describe the j.'zoporties, of a, particular node in an arbitrary
combinational network, we first seek a general form into which anyt)
network may blD pv,-L* for analysis. &=1i a form is shown in Figure 2.4.
The particular node whose properties are sought is labeled 2. 1-hat
an arbitrary network can always be represented in this general form
with any node appearing in position 2 is apparent if we incorporate thetni
concepts of predecessor and successor nodes.
Definition 2. 21
In a directed graph with no directed cycles, node i is a
predecessor of node j if there is a directed path from node
Itr	 i to node j. If node i is a predecessor of node j, then
node j is a successor of node i. If node i is neither a
successor nor a predecessor of node j, then node i is a
cognate of node j.
In the combinational network of Figure 2. 5, nodes 1, 2, and 4 are
predecessors, node 6 is a successor, and node 3 is a cognate of node 5.
If we wish to obtain a general form, as shown in Figure 2.4, to
represent an arbitrary combinational network C with node i of C at
position 2, we must place all predecessors of node i in C in node I in
the general form and all successors of node i in C in node 3 in the general
form. Cognates of node i in C may be placed in either node 1 or node 3
xi
x2
xn
y1
Y2
Ym
a
191,
b2
Figure 2. 4
A General Form Graph for Determinin g the Properties
of a Single Node in an Arbitrary System
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in the general form su1)ject. ontly to tli ,'.'- following,
 stipulation, If a
cognate of no 3e i in C is pl-a.ced in node 3, the, 11 all  successors of the
cogn,ato i-nust, Calso be placed in node  3.
Figure 2. 6 contains two gencral form representations of the
combinational netv york of Figure 2. 5 each N:,,r ith node 5 in position 2,
In Figure 2. Ga, the cognate of node 5 is included in node I of the
general form whereas, in Figure 2, 6b, the cognate is included in
node 3.
It is "Apparent that space U may be empty in the general form
representation of some types 'of networks. In order to make our general
form universally applicable, we will, in such instances, introduce a
single line from node I to node 3 and make the node I mapping from
X into U a constant mapping. Then b3 (u, w) will be redefined as b3(w)
for every u c- U and for every W E W.
If we have no original circuit nodes to place at node 3 of the general
form, then b3
 will be the identity mapping. Similarly if there are no
original circuit nodes to place at node I of the general form, then both
U and V will be projected subspace c
 of X. With these conventions, any
combinational network C may be put in general form with an arbitrary
node of C appearing as node 2.
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Do-finit ion. 2.22
Tho gronior ral system form N1,1 th since la. faults is an (n, 111, 3, k)
combination,al network
C = (D, S, F 5 b)
where
,D is an (11 1, ml 3, k) -graph (Figare 2.4)
S is an arbitrary t-tuple of sets
b (b I , b2 ) b3 ) e E c (See Definition 2.4)
F	 If If . E Ec , I T-<f 1:5 1
We now de scribe some conventions that are to be applied to the
general. system form.
Definition 2. 23
In the general system form
I= I x	 b I x —>vx u
12 =V	 b 2 V----.>- W
02 W	 b3; W >11 U—> Y
0 V X U
1 3 W x U
03 =O=Y
It is often helpful to view the mapping b3 W X U _..>Y as a collection
of mappings from W into Y. This will be done in the following way.
A
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Dof in'ition P, 211
For etch olomont u of the space U in a general system, form,
define
h U : W--> Y
where
h u (w) =. b3 (NX.7' U) 	Vw C- W
^In the discussion that follows, we will let =_ denote the equivalence
u
relation	 induced on W by hu, that is
U
w	 w iff 11 (W1	 2	 U 1) "t, (w 2
In order to simplify notation, we will define two functions assoc-
iated with the general form.
Definition 2. 25
b 
IV 
: X—> V blur  X—>U
If b,(x) = (v l ,u l ), then blv'x) = v 1 and blu(x) = ul.
From the graph of C, we can infer that the net function, t, is
t(x) = b 3 (b 2 b IV, (x) , b IUM	 (2.6)
We will now use Figure 2.6a to illustrate these concepts. Recall
that this figure contains a general system form for the combinational
network of Figure 2.5. Table 2, 3 illustrates the mapping b1
 : X—>vx U.
Ref erring to Figure 2. 5, V is the space L x L and U, is the space L5	 6	 7'
PF7	 7-v-
Table 2.4
v	 b. (W) U) P3 (w) U)I
Table 2.5
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0 1 e o i i r "o - ')1,4" j i; t I i o sk i) a c o, 1 ,1
 
x L2 x L3 1 AS hi 11-lost applicati- Oils,
L	 L2 = L3 v. L4 
= L5 -- LG = L,7 n L8 = L9 = D v: -jr 0, 11.	 The
spa"Cial functions 1) IV and b lu are also containcxl bi T(a"Ac 2.3
Tablo 2, 3
X b	 (x) b Wlu
L L L1	 2	 3 L5 L6 L7
1 0	 0	 0 0	 0 1
0	 0	 1 0	 0 0
0	 1	 0 0	 0 0
0	 1	 1 1	 0 1
1	 0	 0 0	 0 0
1	 0	 1 1	 0 1
1	 1	 0 0	 1 1
1	 1	 1 1	 1 0
L5 L6
 
L 
8
L8 L7 L9
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 0 1 0
1 0 1 1 0 0
Tables 2.4 and 2.5 contain the mappings b. : V—> W and b3
	
W 	 If--> Y
respectively. Again referring to Figure 2.5,0, W is the space L	 and8
Y is the space L9.	 Note also that b2
	
95 and b. g 6'
Om
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Table 2. G contains the functions h0 and h l. (Recall that
U = L7 = B = 0, I' .) Note; that = is the relation EQUALITY on the
set W while is the relation of "belonging" on. the set W i, e.
0
w l = w 2 if and only if w l and w2 UL long to the set 	W.Q
Table 2. G
^^	 e
W h 0 (W)	 hl(w)
.^..	 _	 .!
Lg Lg	 Lg
1	 0	 1
We are now ready to investigate the properties of the general
system form with single faults.
Theorem 2. 22
In a general system form with single faults, a single fault
at node 2, f (b 1) f 2, b3 ) , is masked i.ff
Vx E X, b2 bIV(x)	 f 2 b1v(x)
blu(x)
Proof
To show sufficiency, let the above equivalence he true for every
element in the space X. Now let x be any element in X. r,pplying
Equation 2.6, we obtain
t(x) = b (b b (x) , b (x)) _	 (f b (x) , b (X))3	 3 2' lv	 lu
r
- f)a( (x)
_	
_x
_i
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IZonce t(x) = a(f) (x) for all x c X, i. e. a(f) -: t and the fault f is masted
(Def inition 2. 15 a) .
To show necessity, let f (b l, f 2, b3 )
 
be masked and assume that-
for some x e Y,
b2 bl.^rW	 z2 blv(x)
blu(x)
then applying Equation 2.6 we have
t(x) = b3 (n2 b Iv(x) ' blu(x)) ^ b3(f2 b lv(x) I blu(x)) = a(f) (x)
Thus, f is detectable (Definition 2. 15b) and hence not mashed (Lemma
2.) . 2) , contradicting the hypothesis. , This proves necessity and com-
pletes the proof of the theorem.
As usual, those is an immediate corollary characterizing detec-
table single faults at Mode 2.
Corollary 2. 22. l
In a general system form with single faults, a single fault
at node 2, f (b l , f21 b3) is detectable i:ff 3 x c X such that
b2 blv(x)	 f 2 bIV(x)blu(x)
Proof
Immediate from Theorem 2.22 and Lemma 2. 1.
Our next goal is to count the number of single faults at node 2
that are masked. Some preliminary definitions are required. r
;q
z
_ 
k	 to	 ^^.	 2 
	 ^^i	 '
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Definition 2. 26
For every v c c ' (b ^r(x)) in a ge^^:t;ral system foz^^^1, define
the equivale ice relation, RVI on W as follows:
WI Rv
 w2
 i.ff Vx c (b jar) l(v) , w T w
blu(x)
or equivalently
w1 v 2R w iff Vx c lv3(b ) ^ l(v) , b . (w l , b ^t.	 — PF1(x) ) b 	2, b 11, (x) )
or equivalently
R 	 - b1u(x)
x c (b IV) (v)
I	 u
u c b [(	 ) -l(v)lt^	 Iv
All three forms of this definition will be useful. The last form
i	 clearly indicates that
R
V 
c	 for every x c (b 1v) 1(v)
blu(x)
F, tl	 l f F • 	 2;	 b	 bl 2 3oa. 1B eXalllh e o	 a 6ui e 0 a, Ii e o Sea. VV (uo 1 16 a e 0 1
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Similarly,
b IV- 1(01) = f 1101
b	 11 10) = f 011, 10111V
b IV^ 1(11) = 11111
b lu [b IV- 1(01) ] = { 11
blu[bIV- (10) ] = {1}
blu[b IV- 1(11) ] = f 01
and
X01 - 10 _ ^ - EQUALITY
R 11 == 0, 1= W x w
0
Definition 2. 27
pm' PVPr'C7 v ic V in a aPnPrS1T ffiC7.QfP111 fnr11-k IlPfi1'1(Z the
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C IO
	
I[b2(10) IR 
10 1	 1 	 1R 10 
C
We are now ready to count the number of sin gle faults at node 20
that are masked.
Theorem 2. 23
In a general systern form with single faults, the number of
single faults at node 2 that are masked is computed as follows:
lit 21 -.- -I + rl C Vvc- V
Proof
The proof consists of verifyhig that the counting cons it"an'11--cv is
the number of distinct images that the element v can assume under a
mapping, f., at node 2 and still satisfy the requirements of Theorem
2. 22. First consider an element, v of V that is not in the range of
b IV' Theorem 2.22 places no restriction on the image of v under
f
2P 
therefore there are I W I possible choice s f or f2(v) that meet the
conditions of Theorem 2. 22. By Definition 2. 27, this number is c
V
Now consider an element v  V that is in the range of b IV* Theorem
2. 22 requires that f (v) be
	 equivalent to b,(v) for every x e Xb lu (x)
for which b
IV	
=(x) v. By Definition 2. 26 ) this means that f2 (v) and
b2(v) must be R V ecit) ivalent. We thus have I [b(v) ]R I choices for
V 
f (v) that meet the requireme-iits of Theorem 2. 22 and this number
4
7,
6
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is c
v
 (Definition 2. 27) Thus) we see that 
in 
any case, c
v 
is the
number of distinct imao*es for v under the mapping f 	 From0	 0 2'
fief 1 nition 2. 22 v7e know 
that 
f or any mapping, f 2, from V into V,",
(b li f2,1)3) is a fault in the general system form. This means that
Ithe choice of f,(v,) is completely independent of the choice 0" f2(v2)
when v, ^ v2 .  Since all the choices for f (v) are independent, we
deduce that the number of node 2 mappings that satisfy Theorem
2. 22 is given by
R c
VC-V v
We also know that b2
 
is one of the mappings counted but that (bli b2, b3)
is not a single fault at node 2 (Definition 2. 16). We then conclude that
the number of single faults at node 2 that are masked is
11 C
v
VE
proving the theorem.
Due to Len).ma 2. 1. 2, we have as an immediate corollary to
Theorem 2. 23 a means for computing the number of single faults at
node 2 that are detectable.
Corollary 2. 23. 1
In a general system form with single faults the number of
single faults at node 2 that are detectable is given by
IWI IVI	 1, c
v
VC: V
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I
For the 0,93'ample 01' 14 iguro P' . 6'a o we 11"rive
^ I 2 1 = 11 cv = coo 'X01 Cio C 11
vc- V
and the nwxibc.-r of detectable single faults at node 2 is
IW I IVI _ 11 c 
= 
24
2= 14
v
vc- V
Of course b is one of the single f atiltz at node 2 that is masked
(Lemma. 2. 1.1). The other is
f = (OR, AND, R-O—R, AND, XOR, AND)
See page 221 for a systematic procedure to determine the faults that
are masked.
We now investigate the limiting conditions for fault masking and
fault detection t t node 2 but first- a supporting leiyjma.
Lemma 2. 24. 1
In a general system form., the set of single faults at node 2
is empty if and only if I W 	1.
Proof
The proof is identical to the proof of Leiiima 2. 11. 1.
In a general system form with I W 	 1, all single faults at node
2 are masked, detectable, locatable, and completely diagnosable by
the fact that none exist. For this reason, some of the results that
follow will assume that the general system form is nontrivial.
R V =Wxw Vv C- V
20/.
Thoorom 2, 24
In a general systeni form 
with 
siqerje Driubts, all. sing le faults
ar t node 2, are mas,%ed iff
Nxu c /11) (b	 - unction.U I	 li is a constant fU
prop  
To show sufficiency, let hu be a
	
function for every
U r. t(b 
lu ), 
then we have
U r:Wx W
	
VU	 (b lxl^
and since
Rv
U C
	
[(b IV ) (v) I 
U
I	 we hav?
(I ^ -
ZU0
To Show DA".CesSity, r'1,1-0sunie that hu i-s not con tart for sortie
	
u 6 "fij ()lu - .'hen):-] distinct wp w, W for which)),(w,'u) ^- bc-	 3(w2, U)
	
This implie S that V4	 Nv	 -Sillce 11 C 111) (1)	 3 x c- X for which1 u	 IU
b W = vi and if we let v -z bIV (x), then wI is not R equiv'alont tolu	 V,
w 2 (Definition 2. 26), Therefore, [b2(v) I,-, cannot contain both
v
w I 
and W2 which implies that ev < Iw  I and therefore
11 C V < IWIM
VC V
i.e. not all single faults at node 2 are masked,
If we detect all single faults at node, 2, we must satisfy two
conditions.
Theorem 2. 25
	In a general system form with single faults and W	 2)
all single faults at node 2 are detectable iff
(1) b2 b IVW	 w	 b2 b IV (X) wI.VNbluk'%/
and
(2) b
IV 
is onto V.
Proof
To show sufficiency, let (1) and (2) be true. If v is in the range
of bIV1 by applying (1) we get
	
vx C (b 
IV) (v),	 b2(V)	 w	 b 2M W.blu(x)
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From Definition 2. K, we have
R W	 (V) , WC. 	(b	
(NVIIV	 V 2<-`> 'rx C- IV	 I b 
lu 
(X)
Combiningi,
 these two statements, we liavo
VV C (b 
IV 
b2(V)  11 V I ^1	 2(v) = W
or
17V a P'L1o)1V
	 I [b 2,(.v) IR v
	
ev
Since b	 , wis onto Ve have
IV	
(blv)	 and
VV C- VO C
v 
1.
The number of sino'le faults at node 2 that are detectable is given by
IWI I V ! - 11 c
V
 = IWI I V I - 1
ve V
Since this is the total number of single faults at node 2, all single
faults at node 2 inust be detectable.
To show necessity, let all single faults at node 2 be detectable,
tl^en by Corollary 2. 23. 1, we have
I vX7 I I V 1	 1_ 1 ,1771 I V I	 TT
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if v C	 then cv , W	 2 (Definition 2. 27) , contradicting (ii)
hence	 V)	 and )),V, is onto V. We must now have
VV e V) c V = 1[b 2(V) IRV I
since V = 'yvrl (b IV	 Statement (iii) implies that
VAT C- V, 1) 2(v) RV w	 b,(v) = w
Applying Definition 2.26, we have
V V C- V, V,, -A e (b	 (v) , b2(v)
	
w —> b2 (V) = wI'v	 b lu (x)
which implies (1) directly. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.25.
Unlike many limiting coaditions ill 	 two node general system,
the limiting conditions in a general system form are obtainable in
instances of practical value. For example, the triple modular redun-
dancy scheme satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2. 24.
Example 2, .1 Triple Modular Redundancy
The fault-masking properties of networks incorporating triple
modular redundancy are widely known. The analysis presented here
strengthens the observed properties of triply modular redundant
(TMR) systems and provides some new insight into the effects of the
voting element. Figure 2.7 contains a standard arrangement of a
TMR system.
The analysis begins with one of the three identical nodes that
arise as a result of the triplication process. Due to the symmetry
of the network, the.
 effect of each will be the same. Without loss of
..4
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^
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x n
	
W	
b3
	
3
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yl
yY	
`,.
V=U=X
b : X--Xxx
b lv = b lu = IDENTITY
b2 = ga
b3: WxX -- X
b3(w,x)
 gd(W , gb (x) ge(x))
Li _ {0, 1^ j l < i < f
F _ {(bp f2) b3) l f2 : N' >W} U Al
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generality, node a is se lected for computation. Figure 2. 8 contains all
appropriate general system form for 'he analysis of node a.
Since we are not currently 'inter%sted in the Behavior of nodes 1 and3
in the general form it is not necessary to explicitly compute the single
fault set for these nodes. Let x be a fixed bat arbitrary elemerit of X.
Let w 1 and w 2 be anv two eleme 7* s of W, then
hx(wl) = b3 (wl, x)
and
X(w2) = b3 (w 2, x)
By construction, gb(x) = gC(x) .
function then implies
gd(w i) gb(x) I gc(x
• gd(w 1 , gb(x) , gc(x) )
• gd(w21 gb(x ) I gc (x) )
The definition of MAJORITY
= gd(w 2, gb(x) ) gc(x) )
or
R
x (^^'i> - X (w2)
Since wl and w2
 were any two elements of w, hx
 is a constant function.
Since x was an arbitrary element of X, we have
X^` 1
x2
x
n
y1
b
1^
21.2
^r
i
Many treatments of TiVIR networks assume that the MAJO11I`x'Y
gate is perfect in order to eliminate complications resulting from
error-phone voters. Our techn:iquc+s can handle faults in the voter
with no more difficulty than that encountered in the analysis of the
triplicated section. The modified general form appropriate for voter
fault analysis appears in Figure 2.9. The number of single faults
at node 2 that are masked is given by Theorem 2.23
^ (blv t) I	 6	 ,,
^ F 2 I -1 + IY I	 = 1 + 2 = 63
Unlike the results of the analysis of a triplicated node, this information
about the voter is seldom, if at all,, mentioned in the literature. Two
implications are immediate.
First, although the network cannot mask all single faults in the
voter, fully 24.7% of the possible single faults are masked. If the
most probable voter faults are among those mashed, the voter may
indeed perform in a highly reliable manner.
The second important result is that 63 other functions could have
been placed at node 2 without changing the net function. We then have
more alternative designs for economical. circuits when reliability is
not an ,important factor.
We now turn our attention to fault locat-ion and introduce a more
general notion of locatability.
r:
Let K denote the set of nodes of an (n m, k, f.)-combinational
4
network and i.et [3, tai] denote a closed interval in the partially
,r
cs
ordered set of subsets of K, i. e. B, A C Ka B C A, and [B, A]
{XiBCXCAl.
Definition 2.28
In an (n, m, k ) k) -combinational network C = (D) S, F, b))
a fault f is [B, Al-locatable if, for all g E F,
a(g) a(f) ==> Kg E [B A ] •
In other words, if the behavior is a(f) , one can infer- that the
set of faulty nodes contains the set B and is contained in the set A.
Relating this to the much more strict notion of locatability, we have
Theorem 2.26
In an (n, m, k, Q) -combinational network C _ (D, S, F b) , a
single fault f is locatable if and only if it is [Kf, Kf] to .atable.
Proof
Immediate from Definitions 2.28 and 2.15c.
If one wishes only to locate the faulty nodes to within some subset
A c K (i. e. locate to within a "module" A) , then
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Some fundamental results concerning [B, A]-locatability follow.
i
Theorem 2.27
In an (n, m, k, k) - combinational network C (D, S, F, b) , if f
is [B, A]-locatable and [B', A'] is an interval of the partially
ordered set of subsets of K such that [B, A] c [B', A'], then
f is [B', A' ]-locatable.
Proof
If f is [B, A]-locatable, then Vg E F, at(g) a(f) ,= Kg a [13, A],,
but since [B, A] c [B', A'], we have Kg
 a [B', A'] and hence f is [B', A']
locatable.
Corollary 2.27. 1
In an (n, m, k, k) -combinational network C = (D, S, F, b) , if
a fault f is A-locatable and A c A' c K. then f is A'-locatable.
3215
Proof
Since f is [B, A]-locatable, we have
'fig a F, a(g) = a(f) ==> B c Kg c A
and since f is [B', A']-locatable, we have
Vg E F, a(g) = a(f) ==> B I c Kg e A
Now
BOB' CK9	 BUBICK9
and
A, A' Z) Kg	A n A' Z) Kg
and we have
Vg F. F, a(g) a(f)-->BUBIcK9cAnA'
i.e. f is [B U B', A n A']- locatable concluding the proof of the theorem.
Corollary 2.28
In an (n, m, k,1) combinational network C (D, S, F, b) , if a
fault f is both A-locatable and A'- locatable, then f is (A n A')
locatable.
21.6
Lemma 2. 29.1
,A single detectable fault f = (bl , f2, b3) at node 2 in a general
system form with single faults is 11, 21- locatable iff
blu	 b2 b 1	 a(f)
i.e. 3 x 1, x2 E X 9
(1) x1
	
	 X
b' 2lu
(2) X 1 , 	 X2
b2 b 1
(3) x1 A x2
a(f )
Proof
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a(f ') (x1 ) f3(b2 blv(x2) , b lu(x2) ) a(f') (x2)
But
x^	 x2 __> a(f) (x l) A a(f) (x2)
and it follows that a(f) A a(f') . Since f' was any fault of the form
(b11 b2, f3) it follows that
«
a(f) = a(f I ==> N c { I t 21
and f is {1,21 -locatable.
To show necessity, let f (b1, f2 , b3) be any single detectable fault
at node 2 that is 1 1, 21-locatable. Necessity is _shown in three parts by
contradiction. First, assume x 1 , x2 E X such that x l	 x2, then
a(f)
a(f) must be a constant function and 3 y e Y such that Yx a X, a(f) (x) Y.
Since, f is detectable, a(f) A a(b) , hence b3(w, u) ^ y for every (w, u) e W x U.
Consider the function f3 from W x U into Y defined as follows:
Y(w, u) e W x J, A"'3 (w, u) = y
From Def inition 2. 17, we know that f' - (b 1 , b2, f3 ) is an element of F
1
Obviously, 3 E Kf ' and Kf ' ¢ { 1 9 2}, but Vx a X, a(f') (x) = y a(f) (x)
and a(f') = a(f) . Since this is a contradiction of hypothesis (Definition
2. 29), the assumption must be false and (3) holds for some x l , x2 a X.
Now assume that, among all pairs x1, 
x2 e X for which (3) holds,
that xl b 2 b1vx2. Consider the mapping f3 ' W x Ur	 Y defined as
follows:
f	 +	 A
RR	
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f 3 f (b2 blv(x) , blu(x)) b302 blv(x)' blu (x) )
This mapping is well defined because by assumption, whenever
b2 biv(x1) = b2 bIv(x2) then a(f) (x i) = a(f) (x2) . From. Definition
a 2. 17, g = (b it b2 , f3 ') is an element of F. However, Yx e X
a(f) (X) = b3 (f2 blv(x), blu(x)) '3 1(b2 blv(x) ' blu(x)) a(g) (x)
and since f is detectable, g b, and Kg
 = {3} 9^ { 1, 21. Hence f is
not { 1, 21=locatable (Definition 2.29) . This is a contradiction of
hypothesis, hence the assumption must be false and 3 x l , x2
 e X such
that (2) and (3) are true.
Now assume that for all pairs x 1 , x2 e X that satisfy (2) and (3):
it is true that x l 	x2, Again, the mapping f3 ' is well defined
because of our a sum Lion. As above Yx e X a(f) x = a x and
Kg ^t { 1, 21 hence f is not { 1, 2} locatable, a contradiction of hypothesis.
Our assumption is false, and there must exist x l , x2 e X that satisfy
(1) , (2)- and (3) This concludes the proof of Lemma 2.29.1.
Lemma 2.29.2
.A single detectable fault f = ( b i t f2 ,b3) at node 2 in a general
system form with single
	 g faults is {2 2 3}-locatable iff
3 y e ^(a(f)) such that Yu a U, hu- 1(Y) n d^(b2)
Proof
To show sufficiency, let 3 y e ( (a(f)) such that Vu E U,	 mm
h
u 
1(y) n	 (b2) _, and lete anyf' b	 fault for which Kf ' is not a
00 110-1OMW	 Now-
77 777 77
- 
fi
;w
a
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subset of { 2, 31. By Definition 2. 1?, f' must have the form (f 1 , b2) b3)
Since y e A(a(f) ), 3 x E X for which a(f) (x) y. Assume that
a(f ') (x) = b3(b2 '
' lv(x) , f lu(x)) ° y
then
hf lu(X){b2 flv(x)) = y (Definition 2.24)'
 _
which contradicts our hypothesis, hence it must be true that
a(f1 ) (X) A Y
and that
W') A W)
Since f was any fault for which Kf ' is not a subset -of 12 31, we have
t
Vf' E F, cKf') _ &.(f)
	 Kf ' c { 2, 31
and f is {2, 31 - iocatable.
To show necessity, let f = (b 1 , f 2) b3) be { 2 2 31 -locatable and
assume ;that y E &/^(c k^f)) such that Diu E U, h
u 
-1 (y) n A(b2)
Also, let x be any element of X and let y = o(f) (x) , then y E Aam)
By assumption, 3 u E U such that h -1(y) n A(U)
	 Let w be an
_u
arbitrary element of h
u 
-1(y) n X(42),  them certainly w E R(b2) and
_
e
3 v E V for which b2(v) = w. Consider the mapping fl '; X v x Uf
defined as follows:
i
f 1
I (x) _ (V, u)	
t
k
I	 .
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where v and u are determined as in the previous discussion. Now,
g = (f110b 2 1 b3) is a fault of the system (Definition 2. 17) , and we have
for any x e Xj
a(g) (x) = 
b3
(b 2 f iv, (X) P f ju,w)
= b 3 (b2(v) I U)
= b 3 (w, U)
h 
U 
(w)
a(g) W y UW W
where u, V, and w are as discussed.. But since f is detectable, g A b,
and K
g ---
is not a subset of 1 22 31 and hence f is not 1 2, 31 - locatable.
This is a contradiction of hypothesis, therefore the assumption is
false and 3 y r: ^ (a f) ) such that Vu c U,, hu 1(y) n fi(b2)
	
This
concludes the proof of Lemma 2. 29. 2.
Theorem 2. 29
A single detectable fault f (b f bJ) 2) 3) at node 2 in a 
system form with single faults is { 2}-locatable iff
1U b2  1v
and
(2) 3 y e g(a(f)) such that Vu e U2 hU (y)
Proof
To show sufficiency, let (1) and (2) be true, then f is 11 0 2}-
locatable by Lemma 2. 29. 1 and f 2,31-1 okatable by Lemma 2.29.2.
-41-,—^^.- auk ;iaa"aaaaw.
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Since f 1, 21 n f 2, 31 = f 21 1 f is f 21- locatable by Corollary 2.28. 1.
i
To show necessity, let f = (b l , f2 , b3) be a single detectable
fault at node 2 that is f 21-locatable, then, f Is also f 1:, 21 - :1-ocatable
and f ;2, 3}-locatable by Corollary 2.27.1 and (1) and (2) follow from
Lemmas 2.29. 1 and 2.29.2 respectively, proving the theorem.
Theorem 2.30
A single detectable fault f at node 2 in a general system
form with single faults is locatable iff it is f 2}-locatable.
Proof
To show cuff iciency, let f be f 21 - locatable, i. e f is [i, f 21 ]
locatable. However, a(g) a(f)
	 _Kg
	
or otherwise n{g) t_ a(f)
Hence f is [f 21, f 21 ]-loeatable or simply locatable.
To show necessity, let f be locatable then f is [ f 21, f 21 ]-locatable
and hence [0, {2} ]-locatable (Theorem 2.27) i. e. f is f 2}- locatable.
Single Fault Analysis Algorithm
An algorithm for computing the number of single-faults that are
masked at each node in a combinational network will now be described.
The capability for generating a list of all such masked faults is inherent
in the algorithm. Reference should be made to Theorem 2. 23 and
associated definitions, for the underlying theory.
The algorithm proceeds node by node through the network. At
the qth step, the network in put in a general system form such that
,
node q in the network being analyzed appears as node 2 in the form.
• S
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bZq	 _
_	 W
_.	
q Y
y1
X
xl
xi
x2
x3
x4
Y1
b1
b1_b5 AND
b2 = NOR
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Figure 2. to is essentially Figure 2.2 with subscripts to indicate
that the algorithm is being applied to node q.
In order to reduce the number of computations required to
analyze node q, a set of truth tables is generated in a preliminary
step that contains all information. needed to produce the qth general
system form. For each node q the algorithm calls on the FAULT sub-
routine that calculates the cvq constants required by Theorem 2.23.
The FAULT subroutine also calculates [b2q(vq) ]R for every vq E Vq.
vq
These equivalence classes characterize the single faults at node q
which are masked.
To illustrate the algorithm, the combinational network whose
graph is shown in Figure 2. 11 will be considered.
I.	 Compile a table, called Table 1, that displays all mappings of
b	 the form X—> 0 q 1 <q <k. 0  is the output space of node q.
Figure 2. 12 contains the table for the example.
II	 Identif a famil of minimal outsets of the combinational net ky
	
y_wor
digraph that covers the line set of the digraph. This family will
contain a number of sets equal to the length of the longest directed
path in the digraph. A collection of outsets for the example,
excluding X 1 appears as the input coordinate sets in the tables
of Figure 2.13. Each set Oq should appear in -some outset.
M. For each cutlet obtained in step II, except the input space,
compile a truth table that displays the -mapping from the
mgMOM
if
_.	
...-=
_,	 Y
^r
i
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carte sian product of the signal sets on the lines of the _cutset
into the output space. The set of tables for the example appears
in Figure 2.13.
IV. Let q = 1.
V. Select one of the tables that were compiled in Step III whose
input coordinate set includes the set of output lines of node q.
Let Wq = the output space of node q; NNrq x Uq = the input space
of the table selected; Vq = the input space of node q; b1 
v 
is
_	
q	 _
the network mapping from X into Vq (contained in Table 1)
b2q is the qth coordinate of the 0-fault of the network; if
Uq , then Mlq = bl u is the net mapping from X to Uq;q
if Uq
	
M = NULL; M 2 is the mapping from W  U  into
Y contained in the table selected by this step.
Call the FAULT subroutine with parameters (b 1q , b2q , M 1q, M2q) .
Compute the number of single faults masked at node q using
Theorem 2.23 and the constant table returned by the FAULT
subroutine. Figure 2.14 contains a summary for the example.
i
VI
1
VII.
VIII. Compile a list of faults using the class table returned by the
FAULT subroutine.
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	 f
X 1 X2 X3 X4 L1	L2
	L3 L L6 L7
0 0 0 0 0	 0 1 1 0 1
0 0 0 1 0	 1	 1 0 0 1 1
0 0 1 0 0	 1	 1 0 0 1 1
0 0 1 1 0	 1	 0 1 1 0 1
0 1 0 0 0	 0	 0 1 0 0 0
0 1 0_ 1 0	 0	 1 .0 p 1 1
0 1 1 0 0	 0	 1 0 0 1 1
0 1 1 1 0	 0	 0 1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0- 0#	 0	 0 1 0 1- 1
4 0 1 0	 0	 1 0 0 1 1
1 0 1 0 0	 0	 1 0 0 1 1
1 0 1 1 0	 0	 0 1 0 1 1
1 1 0 0 1	 0	 -0 1 0 1 1
1 1 0 1 1	 0	 1 0 0 1_
i
1
t	 1 1 1 0 i	 0	 1 0 0 1
1 1 1 1 1	 0	 0 1 0 1 1
Figure 2.12
Table 1 . for Example 2.4p ,f
ro
yy
`,	
Sa+
-
a
,v
¢q^ ^y ♦
1	 :. :.. s 	
-..
-.	 AFC-iii+3.,	 -{	
'^t_.'c	 . ....:. .....
..-.{.»^'.T•s ^s'.. r
0 0 0 0 0 0 0	 0	 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 0 0	 0	 1 1 0 0 1 1
0 0 1 0 1 0 0	 1	 0 0 0 1 0 1
0 0 1 1 1 0 0	 1	 1 1 0 1 1 1
0 1 0 0 1 0 1	 0	 0 0 1 0 0 1
0 1 0 1 1 p 1 	 0	 1 I1 1 0; - 1 1
0 1 1 0 1 0 1	 1	 0 1 1 1 i 1
0 1 1 1 1 0 1	 1_1 1' 1 1 1 1
1 0 0 0 1 1 0	 0	 0 1 Table 4
1 0 0 1 1 1 0	 0	 1 1
1 0 1 0 1 1 0	 1	 0 1
1 . 0 1 1 1 1 0	 1	 1 1^	 _
1 1 0 0. 1 1, 1	 0	 0 1 L7 L7
1 1 0 1 1 1 1	 0	 1 1 0 0
1 1 1 10 1 1i ^1	 1	 p 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1` 1 1	 1	 1 1
Table 5
Table 2 Table 3
Figure 2.13
Cut-set Tables for Example 2.4
L f
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r --
Node # Single Faults Masked % Single Faults Masked*
1	 7	 46.6
2	 3	 20
3	 0	 0
4	 1	 331
5	 3	 20
6	 0	 0
	
15	 5.88
Figure 2. 14
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FAULT Subroutine
This routine computes a table of counting constants sufficient
to compute the number of Single-faults masked in node 2 of a general
system form. It also provides a list of equivalence classes sufficient,
to compile a list of all such masked faults. The subroutine requires
four1arameters, b b 21 M11 Mp	 ^ ( ,	 2 ) where b1 is the X-> V' mapping
of the general system form, b2
 is the node 2 mapping V -->W, M I is
the X to U mapping, and M2 is the W x U to Y mapping.
I. Compute the equivalence relation induced on X by bl . If
M1 NULL, compute the equivalence relation,
	 , induced
M2
on W  by the snapping M2 . Let V= (vl , ... , v IVI)
Set i = 1.
II. If vi ^ R(bl), enter W in the CLASS table with tag vi , enter
1W I in the CONSTANT table with tag v.1, and go to STEP XI.
If vi a R(bl), and M1
 = NULL, enter [b2(vi) ]M
 in the CLASS
_	 ^	 2
table with tag vi, enter I [b 2(v) ]M
 I in the CONSTANT table2
with tag vi , and go to step XI.
If vi
 e R(bl) and Ml NULL, go to STEP III.
III. Let j 1.
Set RELATION = the relation on W in which every element
is in a single equivalence class.
IV. Let x 	 the jth element in the ith equivalence class of the
relation induced on ,X by b.
Obtain M1(xij ) = at.. .
-.
,t
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V. If a i. is in the h-table, go to step VIII.
VI. Call the h-- subroutine with parameters (a' t M^) to compute
the equivalence classes of - .
a l -
VII. Append the returned. relation 4n partition form) to the h-table
with. tag a'1^
VIII. RELATION' = RE LATION n (h-table entry having tag a;}1.
If RELATION EQUALITY, go to step X, otherwise proceed
with step IX.
,r
IX. If all elements in the ith equivalence class have been processed,
go to step X, otherwise set j = j+1 and go to _step IV.
X. RELATION contains the equivalence classes of the relation Rv i
Enter [b2(,vi) IR in the class table and I [b2(v) ]R J in the
vi	 vi
constant table, (each with tag vi) .
XI. If all equivalence classes of the relation of Step I have been
examined, go to step XII; otherwise, set i i+1 and go to
Step II.
XII. Return to imain' routine with the class and constant tables.
Example Computations for the FAULT Subroutine
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W5 L5
v5 
= L2 X L4
W5 x U5 L 1 x L5  L6
U 5 = *LI x L6
b15v : X-> L2 x L4 contained in Table 1
b25 L2 x L4—> L5
M1, : X-> L1 x L6 contained in Table 1.
M2 L1 X L5 x 'L6--> 7  L contained in Table 4.
The parameters passed to the FAULT subroutine (b 15v' b25' M1' M2)
The results of step I are
Step I,
II, M
Step III
Step IX
Step IV Step IV- _ Step VII. Step VIII Step X
xi. Ml(xi. E Llx L6 h- Table RELATION CLASS CONSTANT
TAG
1 1 0,1
0101	 _ 01 01 0 0 1 0,1
2 0110- 01 0,1
3 1001 01 ,^1
4 101,0 Ol
5 1101 lx	 ! 11 0 1 1 . 6;1
p
6 1110 11 01 001 2
2 1
r 0100 00	 I 00 Q 1 0:1* 1
3 1 0,1
0001 01 0,' 1
0010 01 0,1 0,1 2
4 1 0,1
0000 00 (F:3* 1
*.Terminate computation of RELATION because RELATION is EQUALITY.
Figure 2.15
W
-xe	 v,....x
^A u
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h- Subroutine
The h-subroutine, for parameters (a'i ., MZ), will compute the
equivalence relation (in partition form) induced on space W by the
mapping ha , . The h-table contains equivalence relations u for
iJ
values of u that are of interest. This subroutine will be called exactly
I	 times during execution of the FAULT subroutine.
M 1
	_
I. Set r=1._
Set W = (w 1 , w Z, ... )
II. Compute M Z(wr, a . = yr.
III. If -there is a list with identifier y r, go to Step IV; otherwise
create a list with identifier yr . This list will eventually
.1
contain all the elements of ha' (yr)
IV. Enter wr on the list with tag yr.
V. If r _ W , go to Step VI; otherwise set r = r+1 and go to
Step II.
VI. Assemble the equivalence classes of the relation induced on
W by h
	 equivalence class consists of the elements
on one of the lists generated by Step III. This relation is
returned to the calling subroutine.
Sample Execution of h- Subroutine
For example, the h-subroutine execution that produced the
h-table entry for line 2 in Figure 2.15 is presented in Figure 2. 16.
The entry parameters are:
ITFR
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al11 - 01
M2 = Table 4
W • {wi' w21	 0' 11
r	 wr	 M2(wr, a,1^) yr
1	 0	 1*'
2	 1	 1**
Create List 1 with tag 1 and enter w1 = 0 as the
first element in the list.
Append w2 1 to list 1.
Figure 2.16
. Sample h-Subroutine Calculation
Complexity of Calculations
This algorithm requires on the order of X, + VI + I W 2 compu
tations for each node analyzed. An exhaustive search would require
on the order of I X I I Y I I W V I computations for each node. The
saving is large for nodes with high dimensions.
The number of preliminary steps is on the order of I Ix I +
((length) + b(length) where b is the largest number of elements in
a-cutset space, and length refers to the length of a longest directed -
path in the network. An exhaustive search algorithm would also
require such preliminary _steps.
I
i3. FAULT DIAGNOSIS IN SEQUENTIAL MACHINES AND NETWORKS
Introduction
Fault diagnosis and subsequent repair is an important aspect of
satisfying the high reliability requirements of many present-day digital
computers. The problem considered here is the fault diagnosis of
digital networks.
In diagnosing digital networks, if only the functional inputs and
outputs are used, the testing sequence can be very long and the resolution
of fault location can be low. Furthermore, in the case of networks where
fault masking redundancy is used, it is not possible to detect certain
faults using only the input/output tests. The problems of where to put
test points, how to compromise between the testing length and the num-
ber of test points, and how addition of some control inputs might improve
diagnosis have not been well explored.
This section deals with these problems in two different ways. The
first part approaches the diagnosis of sequential networks from a machine-
theoretic viewpoint. The notions of test point allocation as well as network
controllability can be captured by the concept of designing a diagnosable
machine in the sense of checking experiment. The second part approaches
the problems from a structure viewpoint.
Diagnosis of Sequential Machines
Design of fault detecting experiments for a sequential machine can
be greatly simplified if the machine
	 p	 possesses some distinguishing
235
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sequences thus permitting unique identification of the it ,tial state at
each step of the .experiment. Unfortunately, not every sequential
machine has distinguishing sequences. The problem consideredhere
is to obtain, for an arbitrary sequential machine, a modified machine
which contains the original machine and possesses some special dis-
tinguishing sequences.
The design of a diagnosable machine in which every input sequence
of a certain length is a distinguishing sequence was first studied by
Kohavi and Lavallee [ 11 ]. A machine which possesses this property
is called "definitely diagnosable". They have proposed a method of
constructing such a machine from an arbitrary sequential machine by
augmenting additional output logic purely for the purpose of testing.
However, definite diagnosability is not a necessary condition for de-
signing short fault detecting experiments nor is it the most economical
method. A closer examination indicates that a machine having a short
distinguishing sequence is generally sufficient for designing such
experiments.
First, we generalize the definite diagnosable property and obtain
a classification of machines according to various degrees of diagnosability
and homability from a machine-theoretic viewpoint. This will lend some
insight into various levels of machine diagnostic capability.
Second, a method of constructing a machine to possess a .repeated
symbol distinguishing sequence b augmenting^.	 y g	 ^ its output symbols is
f
1 L z
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presented. Machines so constructed are seen to have a reduced upper
bound on the minimum length distinguishing sequence and consequently
have shorter fault detecting experiments.
Third, a second method is presented which concerns the solution
of the same problem by augmenting the machine input symbols. This is
done by constructing a reduced single-input machine and appending it to
the original machine. It is shown that it is always possible to construct
a single-input, n-state, k-output machine (n and k powers of 2) so that
its distinguishing sequence is of minimal length, i, e. of length (logknl
where (logknj is the least integer greater than or equal to logkn.
Finally, necessary and sufficient conditions for a sequence generator
to be minimally diagnosable have been obtained. based on the k-equivalence
partitions of the state set of a machine. The class of reduced linear
machines has been found to be a subclass of definitely diagnosable
I
achines. Several characterizations of diagnosability on linear machines
have also been obtained.
	
-
The sequential machines considered here are assumed to be
strongly connected and reduced, and it is assumed that malfunctions
which occur in the circuit do not increase the number of states in the
machine. The results are based on Mealy type sequentialuential machinesq
(c. f. Definition l.1 -1.3, Section 1)
Machine. Classification .
We begin by introducing the following basic definitions,.F
_	 w
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Def inition 3. 1
	 -
If M is a sequential_ machine with states Q and x E II , then
x is a'homing sequence (h s.) for M if
Pq(x) ° Pr (x)	 6(q, x) = b( r x), V q , r E Q.
M is homable if it has a h. s.. M is k-homable if it is homable and
min j Pg(x) Ix is a h. S.	 k
for some positive integer k
Definition 3.2
If M is a sequential machine with states Q and x E It then
x is a distinguishing sequence (d. s.) for M if
E	
0q   r(x) 
-4, q a r, Vq, r E Q.
M is diagnosable if it has a d. s. M is k-diagnosable if
it is diagnosable and
min{fg(x) I x is a d. s. } k
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for an n-state diagnosable machine f 6 ] . A lower-bound for the
length of a h. s. is 1 and that of a, d. s. is [log 
P 
nj , where [log 
P 
n I is the
least integer greater than or equal to logpn, n is, the number of states
and p is the number of outputs. The latter is stated as the next theorem.
Theorem 3.1{
If M is a reduced sequential machine with n states and p
outputs and x E It' is a distinguishing sequence, then
Ig(x) > [logpn}
Proof
Consider any x E I with ig(x) m < [log nj. It follows thatP
rra	 -(	 p < n. Since Ig(Pq(x)) = kg(x) = m for any q E Q, the number of
different output sequences is at most pm < n Thus, there exists
q, r E Q such that Aq(x) = 0r(x) but q r and x cannot be a d. s. of M. -
Definition 3.3
If M is a sequential machine with states Q and q, r E Q
(q , r) then q and -r merge under x (x a It) if
s (q, x) = b(r, x) •
If in addition to i)
ii) (3q(x) _r(x)
then q and r converge under x. A pair of states converge
if they converge under some x e It and a machine M is
convergence free (c f.) if no pair of states converge.
OA
Example 3. 1
Figure 3. 1 shows a machine M1 and its transition graph
a
b/p
b"
4
1 1/0 4/1 R a/0	 b/1
a/1	
a/©
2 3/1 5/1 b/O	 a/1M1	 3	 2
3 . 4/1 1/0 _
a/1
	
b/
4 2/0 4/0
5
5 1/1 5/1
b/1
Figure 3. 1 Machine M1
aaa is a d. s. and bb is a h. s. but not a- d. s. 	 Since no sequence
shorter than 3 is a d. s. , M1 is 3-diagnosable.	 Similarly M1 is
2-homable.	 States 1 and 4 merge under b and states 2 and 5 converge
under b.
We first introduce the following theorem due to Hennie [ 9 }.
Theorem 3.2
An input sequence x of a machine M is a distinguishing
sequence iff it is a homing sequence and no pair of (distinct)
states converge under x.
Proof
Let x be ya d s. for machine M.
Then{
.,	 a
a 
(X) _ ^ (x)	 q_ r,	 Vq, r e Qq	
r
77, .r	 5	 T
-.1	 .z mot_	 m A	 ae	 ..	 a
AM
But
q r ==> b(q, x) = b(r, x)
:.	 x is a h. s. of M
Moreover, no pair of states converge under x since, by definition of a
d. s. , q ^ r ===> 9q(x) ^ Pr(x) . Conversely suppose x is a h. s. of M
such that no pair of states {p, q} converges under x, and suppose Pq (x)
Or(x) . Then q = r, for if q ^ r then, as q and r cannot converge under x,
b (q, x) A b(r, x)
contradicting, the fact that x is a h. s Thus x is a d. s.
Def ir,.tion 3.4
A sequential machine M is definitely homable (d. h. ) if there
is an integer f such that every input sequence of length 1:
is a homing sequence. The least such integer I is called
the order of definite homability.
Theorem 3.3
If M is an n-state machine, then M is definitely homable iff
every input sequence of length greater than or equal to
(n) is a homing sequence of M.2	 2
Proof
Suppose to the contrary, i. e. M is d. h. and yet 3 x E I and
q,
 rE , b(q, x) b(r, x) such that kg(x) a (n) and (x) a (x) .2	 q	 r
fT Then, for any initial segment y of x b(q, y)' b(r, y) . We first
f
MP t .
-	 - --	
, ,,: 
?r4 2
claim that for any two initial segments y and z of x,
^(q, y) , b(r, y) } {6(q, z) ,
 b(r, z) } •
Suppose that this is not so, let Ig(y) > kg(z) i.e. z is an initial
segment of y and let w be the tail segment of y with z deleted. Then,
arbitrary iterations of w, w , cannot be a h. s. of M, since 0 (w)= ar(w ,)
yet b(q, wt) b(r, wt ) . This contradicts the assumption that M is d. h
This is illustrated in Figure 3 2. Thus we must conclude that there
cannot be any repeated successor state pair of {q, r} under x. On the
other hand fg(x) > (2) implies at least (2) + 1 distinct pairs are
determined by all possible initial segments - an impassibility.
Conversely, if Yx a It such that Pg(x) > (n) , x is a h. s. of M, then2
every sequence of length Q ( n) is a h. s. and M is d. h. This proves
the theorem.
r
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Corollary 3. 3. 1
If M is a definitely homable machine of order Q, then
Q -2
P=
This follows immediately from Theorem 3.3.
Since the general upper-bound on the length of d. s. of a diag-
nosable machine is very large, we would like to identify classes of
machines which have lower bounds. This motivates the study of another
machine notion.
Definition 3.5
A sequential machine M is definitely diagnosable if there is
an integer k such that every input sequence of length k is a
distinguishing sequence. The least such integer Q is called
the order of definite diagnosability.
The next theorem shows that d. h. is a generalization of d. d.
Theorem 4
Every definitely diagnosable machine is definitely homable.
Proof
Since every d. s. is also a h. s. , it follows immediately from the
definition of d. d. that M is d, h. - 
	
	
r
r
The converse of Theorem 3.4 is not true. One simple example
is a d. h, machine in which some, stateair converges.
  The nextp
-
.w
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theorem shows that no pair of states can converge if M is definitely
diagnosable.
Theorem 3.5
If M is definitely diagnosable, then M is convergence free.
Proof
Suppose the contrary i. e. M is d. d. but for some q, r E Q
(q , x) J x such that Aq(x) = O
r (x) and b(q, x) = b(r, x) Let the order
of definite diagnosability be 1. Then the length of x cannot be 2 qual
to or greater than k or. otherwise x is a d. s. , which implies q = r.
Suppose then that Ag(x) < k and let y =xz where Ig(y) = k
Now
aq(y) = aq(x) P-6- (q, x) (Z)'
t
	 Ar(y) =,Ar(x) 0(r, X) (Z)
-24-5
Corollary 3. 5. 1-
If M is definitely diagnosable then every homing sequence
is a distinguishing sequence.
Proof
If M is d. d. then, by Theorem 3. 5, no pair of states converge
and, in particular, no pair of states converge under _a homing sequence.
Thus, by Theorem 3.2 every h. s. of M is a d. s. of M.
We now observe the following alternative characterization of
definite diagnosability.
The ore m 3.6
If M is an n-state machine, then M is definitely diagnosable
iff every input sequence of length greater than or equal to
n( 2) is ?,distinguishing sequence of M.
Proof
Suppose to the contrary, i. e. M is d. d, and yet 3 x E it and
?MA6
With the above theorem, we obtain immediately the following
corollary.
Corollary 3. _ 6. 1
If M is definitely diagnosable of order k, then k < (2) .
Recall that the converse of Theorem 3.4 is not true, i. e. a
machine can be definitely homable yet not be definitely diagnosable.
However, if a convergence free condition is added, then we obtain
yet another characterization of definite diagnosability, that is
Theorem 3.7
A machine is definitely diagnosable iff it is both convergence
free and definitely homable.
Proof
If M is d,,.%,'&. then by Theorem 3.5 it is c. f. and by Theorem 3.4
it is d. h. Conversely, if .
 M is d. h. and c. f. , then for some k,
x E Yk 	x is a h. s. But M is c. f. and by Theorem 3. 2,
x is a h. s. ==> x is a d. s. Consequently x e Ik ==> x is a d. s. ,
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Theorem 3 8
If M is an n-state definitely homable machine and x is a
minimal d s. of M then Ag(x) < (n2).
Proof
Suppose there is a minimal d. s. x such that kg(x) ? (2) Now
x is also a h. s. and moreover must be minimal as a h. s. because any
initial segment y of x (y ^ X) ' that is a h. s would be a d. s. , contradicting
the minimality of x. However by Theorem 3., 3, a minimal h. s. must
have length < (2) - contradicting the original assumption.
Theorem 3.7 characterizes the d, d. property of a machine by
means of its being both convergence free and definitely homable. From
a practical point of view, we have found it more convenient to charac-
terize a machine by its submachines. A theorem which accomplishes
precisely this goal is introduced with the help of the following definition
and lemma.
Definition 3.6
i
Let M{1) O) Q, S, w) be a sequential machine. A single-_
input submachine M^ of M is defined as Ma = ({a}, O, Q, b
Q x{a}, wlQ x{ a}) where a e I. If 1C = 1 M is called a
single- input machine, a sequence generator or an
j	 w
! -	 autonomous machine. A sequence generator is p-nary_
if P.
u
I
I
!	
i
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Lemma 3. 1
If every single - input submachine of a sequential machine
M is reduced, then M is convergence free.
Proof	 -
Suppose M is not c. f. Then 3 q, r- e_ Q and a E 1 9 q ^ r but
w(q, a) = w(r, a) and b(q, a) = 8 (r, a) and, relative to the extended
output function w,
w (q , an) = w(r, an) 	 Vn > 1
This means q and r are equivalent in M a and Ma is not reduced. This
completes the proof.
The converse of the above lemma is not true; in particular,
	
t^	
convergence free autonomous machines need not be reduced.
	
4	 Theorem 3.9
A sequential machine is definitely diagnosable if and only if
(1) M is definitely homable
and
(2) every single input submachine is reduced.
Proof
First assume M is definitely diagnosable. Then Theorem 3.4
shows that (1) holds. If (2) does not hold, then there is some a eI
such that any repeated symbol sequence formed by a is not a d, s.
Thus M can not be definitely diagnosable.
;finitely Homable
agnosable
finitely Diagnosable M
Convergence
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Conversely if both (1) and (2) hold, then from Lemma 3. 1,
(2) guarantees that M is convergence free. (1) and the convergence
free condition say that M is definitely diagnosable (Theorem 3.7) .
Thus, the proof is complete.
This theorem can be viewed as a stronger and more practical
version of Theorem 3.7. It is stronger because condition (2) is.
stronger than the convergence free property as pointed out by
Lemma 3. 1 and the remarks following it. Interestingly (2) and
d. h. is equivalent to c. f. and d. h.
It is clear that if a_machine is definitely homable then it is also
homable. If a machine is diagnosable then it is also homable. To
summarize what we have done so far, a Venn diagram is constructed
in Figure 3.3 to represent the hierarchy of machine classes.
di s.(=:i> h. s.
-,	 --H omable
I
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Note that the class of machines that satisfy the hypothesis of
Theorem 3.8 is the intersection of the class of diagnosable machines
and that of definitely homable machines.
Construction of a Diagnosable. Machine with a Repeated Symbol
Distinguishing - Sequence by Augmenting Output Logic
In this section we discuss one way to design a diagnosable machine.
Although "being reduced" is: a sufficient condition for the existence of
a homing sequence in a sequential machine, such is not the case for
distinguishing sequences. However, if the machine has only one input
symbol, then "being reduced" is also sufficient for the existence of a
d. s. , that is
Theorem 30, 10
An n-state, single-input machine is reduced iff it has a
distinguishing sequence of length less than or equal to n-1.
Proof
Moore 13] has shown that_ina reduced n-state machine, any
pair of states can be distinguished by a sequence of length n-1. _ Since
we only have a single input alphabet here, any shorter sequence is an
initial segment of the longer sequence. Let x i
 be the minimum length
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A distinguishing sequence which has only one input symbol is called
.a repeated symbol distinguishing sequence (r, d s. ). Theorem 3.10
provides a convenient way of checking whether a sequential machine
has any r. d. s. and constructing one if there is none. The following
corollary will characterize this property.
Corollary 3 10.1
A sequential machine has a repeated symbol distinguishing
sequence if and only if it has a reduced single-input submachine.
Proof'
If the machine has a repeated symbol distinguishing sequence
x = a • a ... a, a e I, then x is also-a d. s. for the submachine Ma.
Thus Ma is reduced. Conversely, if M a is a- reduced 'single-input
submachine of M, then from the previous theorem it has a d s. x.
Since Ma and M have the same state set, x is also a d. s. for M.
Thus to see whether. a machine M has a r. d. s. , it is only necessary
to examine whether any of its single-input submachines M a is reduced.
Since a single-input machine is reduced iff it is definitely diagnosable,
this is equivalent to requiring that some M a be d. d. A general
I
procedure for constructing a definitely diagnosable machine from the
original machine by augmenting the original output symbols has been
i outlined by Kohavi and Lavallee [11]. Before stating their procedure, we
f
need to introduce the concept of a testing graph.
s
x	 ^ a
a .t
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Definition 3.7
A testing graph of a sequential machine M = (I , 0, Q, b, w) is a
directed graph which is constructed as follows; Each node of
the graph corresponds to a pair of distinct states which are
either indistinguishable under some input or is a
state pair successor of the former. A directed branch is
drawn from a node {qi , qj} to node {qm , qn
 iff 3 a E I
w (qi' a) - w (qj , a)
b (qi , a) = qm
b(gj ,a) = qn
r
{	 where qi , qj, qm , qn E Q and, m and n need not be distinct
from i and j, but i ^ j and m ^ n,
Example 3.2
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a	 Ib
1	 1/0 14/1
2	 3/0 5/1
3	 4/0a 1/0
4	 2/0 4/0
5	 1/1 5/1
Figure 3.4 Machine M2 and Its Testing Graph
From Theorem 3.3 and the definition of testing graph, it follows
immediately that the definite homable property-corresponds to the
cycle-free condition in the testing graph. This is stated as the next
theorem.
_Theorem 3.11
n
A sequential machine is definitely homable iff its testing graph
is cycle-free.
CAr
r
4 :r	 '
 6
irorvm ^ r "
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The procedure for constructing a definitely diagnosable machine
frorn an arbitrary machine is now stated in the following.
(1) Assign different new output values to each converging
state pair
(2) Op%^, all the cycles of the testing graph by eliminating the
smallest number of branches. A branch in a testing graph
is eliminated if different new output valves were assigned
for that branch.
(1) corresponds to establishing the convergence free condition
and (2) corresponds to obtaining the definitely homable property in
the augmented machine.
Example ' 3.' 3
Figure 3. 5 shows machine M3 and the testing graphs of its two
single-input submachines M a and Mb. M3 is not diagnosable. Both
Ma and Mb have a' converging state pair, but only the testing graph
of Mb is cycle free. For purpose of illustration, let us construct a
diagnosable Ma denoting it as Ma'._ Applying rule (1), we assign
different new output values to the converging state pair 1, 5 under
input a. Applying rule 2 we assign different new out	 _p 	 ^ ),	 put values tog	 p
state pairs 2, 3, opening the cycle in its testing graph. Since the new
output of state 4 under, input a has to be either different from 2 or 3,
we arbitrarily choose- to break the state pair 2, 4. The resultant
machine M ' is shown in Figure 36.
2
R
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a b
1 1/1 4/1
2 3/0 5/1
3 4/0 1/0
4 2/0 4/0
5 1/1 5/1
a0
2,3	 3,4
2, 4
(a) Machine M3	 (b) Testing Graph of Ma
r	 1
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a b
1 1/10 4/1x
2 3/00 5/1x
3 4/01 1/Ox
4 2/01 4/Ox
5 1/11 5/1x
a/0
3, 4	 2, 4
(a) Machine - M3'	 (b) Testing Graph of Ma'
Figure 3.6
M3 ' has _a r, d. _s, x aa. The new output values in column b are left
unspecified so that when physical realization takes place, further
simplificatio=n in physical realization can be obtained.
In choosing an input symbol to obtain a reduced single-iaput
submachine, optimization criteria of choosing either one that gives
rise to minimal additional output logic, or one that results in the
shortest d, s may be used. To obtain the minimum number of
additional output terminals -required., each single-input submachine
can be analyzed and the submachine which requires the smallest
number of additional outputs is then selected. This exhaustive 1
procedure may bever y time consuming 
	 r
when the number of inputs o
number of states is very large. Unfortunately, there is no simple
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rule which can enable systematic selection by inspection. The length
of d. s. would be reduced if we use more additional output symbols.
Here a compromise is generally needed between acceptable length
of a d. s. and the amount of additional hardware required.
An upperbound for the minimum length checking experiment using
a repeated symbol distinguishing sequence has been derived in [ 11]
and is shown below:
nm + n(m-1) Q+k+ (m-1)(n-1)2	 (3.1)
where
n = Number of states
m = Number of input symbols
t = Length of minimal r. d. s. used (Q< (n-1) )
In the general case, it may be possible to construct a diagnosable
machine which requires less additional hardware than that required
^	 a b
1 1/0 2f0
2 1/0 3%0
3 1/0 4/0
4 1/1 1/0
This machine does not haveany distinguishing sequence. Now
let us construct a reduced 1-column machine and append it to the
original state table. The modified machine is shown below with the
appended column on the right of the state table:
M4
1
at b' c
l 1/0 2/0 2/0
2 1/0 3/0 4/1
3 1'/0 4/0 3/0
4 1/1 1/0 1/1
This modified machine has a distinguishing sequence of cc
An upperbound for the minimum length fault detecting experiment
is obtained by replacing m with m + 1 in Equation ( 3 . 1) . This is	 r
shown 'below
n(m+1) + (nm+1) I + m(n-1) 2	(3.2)
where
a ,t x
w
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n = Number of states
m Number of original input alphabets
I Length of distinguishing sequence used
Recall that the minimum length of a d. s. in an n-state, p-output
machine is flogpn 1. In the following we will show that in case both p
and n are powers of 2, we can always construct a single-input machine
which has a d. s. of this length,-
For purposes of illustration, let us consider the binary output
case of a s_ stage shift register with the last stage memory output
being- monitored externally. To see what state the machine was
initially in, it is only necessary to shift the register s times. Thus
this circuit corresponds to a 2s state'single -input and binary output
machine with a distinguishing sequence of length s. Appending such
a single-input. machine to a given machine is equivalent to a modification
that causes the machine to.- `^zt as a shift register. unde r certain inputs.
The above observation car, be formally stated as follows:
^w
26 0
A binary output sequence of period n 2s will contain all possible
binary s - tuples [ 7 ] Thus the input sequence of length s is a
d. s.. Such a machine can be realized by an s-stage shift register
of period 2s which can be constructed as follows: Construct a linear
maximum length, s-stage binary shift register which generates a
sequence of length 2 5 -1. The period ?s is achieved by module 2
adding the logical function which detects all 0's condition as above.
4Example 3.
	
_,,.
Let us construct an 8-state binary output, machine with d. s. of
length 3 as outlined in the proof of the previous theorem. From
Peterson [ 14] , choose a primitive polynomial h(x)_-= x3 +x2 + 1
ove r
 GF.(2) ,. A maximum length shift register generator obtained
according to h(x) has a period of 23-1 = 7. With modification, the shift
register can be made to generate a sequence of length 2 3 , 8. The state
g	 g^diagram of this 8-state machine and its shift register generator
realization circuit are shown in Figure 3.7.
r
x0
utput
CAJ
Figure 3. 7 An 8-state Machine with d, s, of Length 3.
Thus, any 2s state, binary output machine can be made to possess
a repeated symbol 'distinguishing sequence of length s by augmenting to
the original machine a reduced n-state, single-input machine which.
satisfies Theorem 3.10. In fact, the proof Shows that there is a
strongly connected single-input machine which satisfies Theorem 3.12,
.In general, if both the number of outpost symbols and the number of
states are powers of 2 ,
 we can always find a single.-input machine
which has 'a distinguishing sequence of the shortest possible length.
This is stated in the next theorem.
NL
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Theorem 3.13
There is a p 2t output, n _ 2s
 state, single-input machine
which has a distinguishing sequence of length f log pnj ^ t
Proof
Consider an n-state, single-input machine with, a single loop
	 -
state structure as shown in the proof of Theorem 3-12. Such .a machine
structure can be realized by a s-stage shift register. The t output
terminals can be _spaced evenly among the s-stages so that no more
than sr t ^ shifts is necessary in order to determine externally the
contents of each stage. The machine defined by this circuit then
satisfies the condition of the theorem,
An upperbound for the minimum length fault detecting experiment'
using the above construction of providing a "diagnosable input" is
obtained by replacing I in Equation (3.2) with rlogpn]
n(m+1) + (nm+l) flog 
p 
nl + m(n-1) 2 =	 (3.3)
The last term in the equation above comes from the possible
need of applying transfer sequences in the experiment. This last
term may be decreased if we provide a reset input to the modified_
machine. An upper bound for the minimum length fault detecting
experiment in this case of providing both diagnosable input and reset
m
input can be obtained from Equation (3._3) with the following modification.
f First, since an additional input is created for reset, rn should be replaced r.
a
r
.	 w
^	 r
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by m+1. Second, since a reset input has been created, the average
length of a transfer sequence should be no longer than
n-1	 n-1
	Z (n-i)	 n(n-1) - Z i
'
W.'
	 i=1
n-1	 n-1
= n
	
= —.
	
n-1
	
2
?lut for each application of the transfer sequence, we may need to
apply the reset input, therefore the average length of the transfer
sequence should be no longer than
f^
n + 12
The new upper bound is this
DD -- Bound of d. d. machines.
01)
	 Bound of diagnosable machines which have a
r d. s. by augmenting output logic.
9 I D	 Bound of diagnosable machines which have a
r. d. s. by appending a single-input machine.
IDR Same as ID but with additional reset input.
n	 Number of states.
m	 Number of input symbols in the original machine.
p	 Number of output symbols.
Then we have
DD = nm + (nm+1) n (n-1) + (m-1)(n-1)22
OIL nm + [n(m-1) + 1] (n-1) _+ (m-1) (n-1)2
= n(m+1) + (nm+l) f log n  + n(n-1)2ID	 p
I DR = n(m+2) + [n(m4.l)+ 1 ] rlog n] + (m+l)(n-1) [ r + 1 ]p	 2
All the above equations have been verified except DD. This can
be easily derived from Equation ( 3.1) by only changing the second term in
that equation. First we recalled that anupperbound for the length of any
proper d. s. in a d. d. machine is (2) . This means that we can let I= ,( 2 ).
Next, since a distinguishing sequence is required to :identify each
terminal _state in each input transition, we need nm d. s. instead of
^	 ¢ ^ ^	 s' 	 a aY ^` 	 ^: 	^ 	 ^^ s
	
) ate'	
.r  
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Let
26 5
n(m-1) as in the case of using r. d. s.. Thus the equation for 4 DD
is obtained.
s The following table shows several numerical evaluations of the
four upperbounds.
p-2__ p_4
m n 4 DD 4 0DO 	 ID 4 IDR 4 DD 4 OD
^	 t	
4ID	 MR
2 10 8
_^ 13 21
a
10' 8a 131'1 212
4 71 32 48 69 71 32 391 56
8 541 `128 173 01 ^ 541 128 156 185
16 4, 434 512 730 66 42434 512 564 567'
2 22 18 23 33 22 18 23 33
4 143 82 90 111 143 82 72 90
4
8 1 1 069 354 334 346 1 1 069 354 30 305
16 8, 345 1, 474 1 ) 240 1 1 09 - 8, 345 1, 474 1,110 883
2
" 45 :8 39 57 54 38 39
_	
57
4 351 182 66 195 351 182, 14 1158
8
8 2, 637 806 643 614 2,637 806 594 541
16 20, 797 39 398 2, 432 1_, 955 20p797 3, 398 2 1 202 1, 665
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First, let us consider the difference of 4 DD 
and 40D
4- 	 (nm + 1) n (= - (nm +'1- n)(n-1)DD OD	 2
(nm + 1) (n-1) [ n -1 ] + n(n-1)2
For m > 0 and n > 2, it is clear that 4 DD -`4 OD > 0 since each
term in the above expression is non-negative. Therefore, we conclude
^DD > 40D for m >0andn>2.
Next, let us compare OD and 4
-	 -n - (n-1) 2 +^ [n(m-1) +1 ](n-1) - (nm+1) (log nOD ID	 p
(nm+1) [(n-1) - (log nj] - [n2 + (n-1) 2]
p
Let
nm+l
	 n-1 -1 to pn - in + fr`l- 1.
then
Let
2 5mn 3n
n 
2
_ 2n _ + 2m -2 + 1 - n(1 + log n) -2	 p 2
L— - L-- > 6 V m. n and n.
then
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But when n = 6, m = 8 and p = 2
$=(6x 8+1) [5-1-10926]-[36+25]
=49x 1.41-61
=8>0
Since 0 is monotonically increasing with respect to m, n and p
form >6, n >4, and p > 2 and since o >0 when n 6, m=8
and p = 6, we conclude that SOD SID > > 0 and S OD > SID
for n > 6, m > 8 and p > 2. Similarly, relationships between
'SID and IDR can be derived
^ID 4IDR	 p- -n + (nm+1) [log nI + m(n-1) 2
	
_ n(m+1) +1] (log
	
-1) (Z + 1)^	 p n^ (m+1) (n
mn2 5mn	 3n	 n22 - 2 + 2m 2 + 1 2- nj log pn].
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Now when n m = 9 and p = 2.
= 9x81 _ 5x81+18- 2? +1-9(1+3.18;2	 2	 2
8;1
2
181-91.62=89.38>0
Since ;k is also monotonically increasing with respect to n, m and
p form > 9, n. > 9 and p > 2, and iii > 0 when m. n 9 and p 2,
it follows that ^ ID - IDR> 4	 for m >9, n >9 and p > 2.—
Therefore in general when m > 9 n > 9 and,p > 2 the
ordering of these bounds is shown below
4IDR < 4ID S OD 4DD
Some Diagnosable Properties 'of'Sequence Generators and Linear
Machines
We have observed in 'many instances that the single-input sub-
machines of a sequential machine determine many important properties
of the complete machine. For example, a machine is diagnosable
with a repeated symbol distinguishing se,-quence if one of its single
Y
input submachines is reduced. Independent studies of this class
of machines is therefore justified for the purpose of dl gnosis. In fact,	 }:
this class of machine has been widely studied in the context of machine
r	 t	
Ydecomposition and sequence generation. We begin by introducing the
Gr. 	
:.	 .	
.^.^
	
. ,  _.:.. _ .z_^
:.,
 .. -	 -. 	 ,TZ^.:;^.ts	
x-3.3 ...L' " sa.	 -	 —	
- v.+•
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following machine properties which can be used to characterize
diagnosable machines.
Def inition* 3.'8
A k-diagnosable ma hine is said to be optimally diagnosable if
k _ f log pni
where
n = }QI
r=1R(W)1=101
Defin t' o'n'3'.,.9.
Two states q, r E Q in a sequential machine are k-equivalent
if whenever the length of input sequence x is less than or equal
x . The partition on induced b k-eto h ^ aq( X) = arO	 p	 Q ^ ^	 Y	 uivalenceq
(denoted Ilk) is called the k-equivalence partition.
Recall that the lower bound of the length of a distinguishing
270
^c
Proof
Suppose M is k-diagnosable, then for any x E Yk of length k,
9q(x) = Pr(x) --- q _ r.
. "k 0 = "k+1
But if lg(x) = k-1, x is not a d. s. of M and 3 q, r E Q a q(x) _ Pr(x)
yet q r •
' . nk-1 j 0 nk
Conversely, if k is the least integer such that "k = Ilk+1 , then
since M is reduced and :IT	 -17	 0.	 >	 and
.k 
k^1 ^ _ 
^+1 - ^-1-
n
k-1 
^ I
'k' 
then 3 q, r e Q 3 q and r are k-1 equivalent Therefore,
^^ a	 the length of the distinguishing sequence is k and M is k-diagnosable.
With this lemma, the following characterization of a minimally
diagnosable sequence generator is obtained naturally.
Theorem x.14
Let M be a reduced p-nary sequence generator with n states,
where n pm . Then M is optimally diagnosable iff
f
P nk ^ ^+j Vk <m.
Proof _	 t
Assume M has a d. s. of length m but 3 k < m such that
I k+1	 p nk but I ni+1 I p I -iii IV i< k. Then clearly
If IIk = 1'_	 p	 1^ then^ p_ nk ,1	 'k+1	 Ilk ^k+1 since
I2?1
nk+1 ^, 11, for all k. This means that the machine is not reduced,
contrary to our original assumption that M is reduced. So, let us
assume I nk+1 I > I r^ 1. Then
P +1 > I nk+1 > pk
. m-k
	
m-kThen at least 3 one block B,_+101
   nk+? (r b- 1p	 Bk+11 p^ --
The shortest sequence of p-nary partitions that can partition this
block to singleton: sets is of len gth m-k. Therefore, the shortest d., s.
is of length k+l+m`-k = m +1, contrary to our assunition that M has a,
d. s. of length m
Conversely, if I rt +1 i = p I nk IV k < m. Then when k = m-1
In^	 lI	 ( = PPm-1 _ mM I = p I m - 1  	 p
which is the total number of states.
1
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Proof
If there exist Bl{ in Ilk such that I Bk
 ? pm-k , then the shortest
possible d. s. that will partition Bk into singleton states is of length
m-k. Consequently, the shortest d. s. for M vwuld be > m-k+k
and M can not have a d. s. of length m.
Conversely, where k = m
^Bk ^ < po =
and the sequence of length m is a d. s. This completes the proof.
An important class of sequential machines is the so-called linear
machines [ 2 ] It has been found that the linear machines have many
interesting properties relating to diagnosis. We.first formally introduce
the linear machine in the following definition.
D►ef inition * 3.10
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C: Q-0O
D: I —0
such that
b (q, a) = Aq + Ba
w(q, a) = Cq + Da
In words, a sequential machine is said to be linear if its next
state vector and output vector can be represented as linear combinations
of the present state and present input vectors. The input-output
behavior of a linear mach-lie can be defined recursively in terms of
the linear transformations A, B, C, and D. This is introduced as the
^f
l'
r
Proof
Let
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a1
a2
X_
an
where ai
 E I.
From Definition 3.10
w(%a 1) = Cq + Da1
b (q, a 1) = Aq + Ra 1
a
(q, al2	 _ w(b (q , 'a1) a2)
WO ( b , a,) a2)
C b (q, a 1) + Da2
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Thus S (X) can be written as following:
W (q , a Y) C
a1
w(q	 ) CAa2
(x) -q —w (q, a 1 ) CA2 q +a2
a3
w(q , x) CAn_ 1
D	 0 --- O O
CB	 D --- O 0 a2
r CAB	 CB 0 0 a3
CAn- 2B
	
CA -B ___ CB D an
Then, ¢q(x) can be written as
Pq(x) = Knq + Qri
where
C D 0	 ---- 0 O
Kn = CA Qn-
CB D	 --- 0 0
CA 2 CAB CB	 -- 0 0 -
,.
CA
n_1
CAn 3B CAn-38 --- CB D a{
i
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Theorem 3. 16
If M is a reduced linear machine, then the following are equivalent;
i) M is definitely diagnosable of order i
ii) i is the least integer such that rank (K i) = n
iii) i is the least integer such that 11 i ri i+ 1
Proof
) -iii)
Suppose M is definitely diagnosable of order i, then V x e Il,
we have
Pq(x) = Ar(x) > q = r V q, r e Q•
Recall that
pq(x) Kiq + Qi x
i
where 	Kl Q -- 0
Q h _. Ol
First we show that(X)4==>X
 (x} ^r(x)^Kiq Y r. Suppose 3^q(X) _ r(x)
q
then Kiq + Qix _ Kir + Q.x V x e Il . Subtracting Q.x from both sides,
.....	 i.
we have X.q Kir. Conversely, if Kiq Kir, then Kiq + Qix
Kir + Q x and we have aq(x)
	
rN . Since V x e 11-
w
^ig(x) 
= Pe --- q r=
we have
Kiq = Klr	 q 
r
^	
a
T
t 	 ^ 	 r
But this says that - Ki is a 1-1 linear transformation from Q to 0 i and
since dim Q = n, it follows then
rank (Xi) = n
By definition of the order of definite diagnosability i is the least such
integer.
ii) --=^ iii)
Suppose rank (Ki) = n
K•i' Q-0i
then K. is a 1
- 1 linear transformation1
' . Kiq = Kirr '^	 Q^ q - ^ q q. r e
But Kiq Kirk ^q(X)	 r(x) 2 V x e I
i
a (x) ar (x)	 q= r, V x e lq
But	 x) Pr (x) V x e Yl f	 q r( Iii)q
f
. q , =- r (rii)	 q = r
17	 0
Y
tSince H. ^i+1, it follows
 then 11i
 = n+1'
Suppose i is the least integer such that II. ][I 	 then since M
,n
ais reduced, IIi
 = III-0. Then V pair % r e Q, q r r 3 k E h^ q_(x) 0 Pr(x)
LL	 ^.
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which in turn implies Kiq ^ Kir. Thus Ki is a 1 1 linear transformation
and any x E Il is a d. s.. Therefore, M is d. d, of order i.
Corollary 3. 16. 1
Every reduced linear sequential machine is definitely diagnosable
and the maximum order of the definite diagnosability is n, where
n dim Q.
Proof
If M is a reduced linear machine, then 3 i such that H i
 = 11i+ 1 - 6'
Now by iii) of Theorem 3. 16,_ M is definitely diagnosable of order i
if i is the least integer su i^h that Hi = Hi+1' Then rank (K) = n, since
K is a 1-1 linear transformation. Since =:he rank of A is <. n and by
definition of K i , it. follows that i < n. Thus the maximum i 3 Ran (K i) n.
In other words, every input sequence of length n in a reduced
linear machine is a d. s. where n is the dimension of the state space.
Thus in the .case of linear machines, we have a reduced u pp erboundl
on the length of d. s.. Note that in a linear machine the concept of
being i-diagnosable is equivalent to that of being definitely diagnosable
of order i. Since the minimum length of the d. s. in a linear- machine
can be characterized by the least integer i such that rank (K i) = n, we
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Corollary 3. 16.2
Let M be a reduced linear ma; Nine with n = dim Q, I Oim
(w) = dim O and k = dim 1. Then M is optimally diagnosable
iff rank (K n ) = n.
f^ 1
Network Diagnosis
Network diagnosis is a much more difficult problem than the
type of machine diagnosis discussed in the last section. At the outset,
before anything can be said about synthesis and sequential networks,
analysis techniques must be developed for combinational networks.
A combinational network refers to a physical realization of some
Boolean function; for the purpose of this discussion, it is an inter
connection of gate-type primitive; logic elements. We first introduce
a directed graph representation of a combinational network convenient
for analyzing gate input-output stuck-at faults. The notion of
"path sensitizing" [1] and "node sensitizing" is then formalized so
that its limitations and capabilities can be, beater understood.
Finally, the problem of test point allocation is discussed.
Definition 3.11
f;
uA network graph is - a directed graph representation of a
combinational network which is constructed according to the
4
z
following rules:
1
^ - _
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1) Each gate, each network input terminal, and each network
output terminal corresponds to a node in the graph.
2) A node is created at the place where fan out occurs
except when the fan out occurs at the network input.
This is done to segregate the state of the gate output;
line from that of the succeeding input lines it feeds.
3) A directed branch is drawn from node i to node j when
an input of node j comes from node i.
Since a network graph of a combinational network is acyclic, it
is possible to label all nodes by integers so that node i is adjacent
from nodes of labelings smaller than i The nodes in the network
graph can also be divided into levels. Level 1 consists of all primary
input nodes. Level k consists of all nodes which are fed from nodes
of level lower than k. Figure 3. 8 shows a combinational network and
its network graph. A path in a network graph is defined in the =usual
manner except that the path is always terminated at a primary output.
Thus a path can be uniquely represented by a sequence of nodes with
labellings in strictly increasing order.=
Let fi denote the Boolean function realized at node i with respect
to the network inputs X and g i
 denote the node function at node i. Also
J
et f be the overall Boolean function realized at the network output
(assuming a single output network for the purpose of this discussion).
i	 r
s _
	 In the following, we will formally introduce the concept of "sensitizing"
in a network. In general, if f is a Boolean function, we will let f
,x
rR
r	 •	 r	 ..
281.
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(a). A Combinational Network N
Level	 1.	 2 3 4	 5
81 ^
l
2
3 13	 114
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1
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(b).	 The Network Graph of (a)
Figure 3.8 it
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S
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denote the complement of f, i.e.
f (x) = f (x), for all x e {0,1 ^(n) .
Let f.1: X -- {0,1 } be the function realized at node j when gi is
replaced by g	 Then by definition f (x) f i(x).
Definition 3. 12 .
Node j detects node i under x (x a X) if f i (x) fj(x).
The notion of one node detecting some other node indicates
the potentiality of fault detection by the first node when a fault
occurs at the second node. Here, by a "fault" we mean a single
fault in a combinational switching network as formally defined in
'	 Section 2. Briefly, a '(single) fault at node 1 is the replacement of
node function gi by some other node function g. over the same domain,
where g., gl . When the context is clear, we will simply denote
the fault g- . A stuck -at 0 (stuck-at 1) fault at node i is denoted as
s (sa). We formalize the concept of a node detecting a fault in thei	 1,
following
Definition 3.13
Node j detect s fault gi under _X (x E X)-If
i) Node j detects node i under x
ii	 x.	 x. where x is the input to node i whengi' ( 1) ^ gi( i),^
	 1	 p
x is applied.
AI
^i	 a.w .x	 i^ n 5^.^-R8!lf^.6 ^..f^.i u"Zu^..^ 	 y ..	 .......	 x'+Ef	 ^ _., ,_	 s..
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Observe that if X77 (i, j) = {x I node j detects node i under x} and
Xf (g 1 1 j)  {x J node j detects fault g under x) then Xf(g , j) S X ^(i, j)
If we call node i [fault gl j-detectable if 3x E Xa node j detects node i
[fault g ] under x, then the above observation simply says that if
fault g:l is to j-detectable, node i must be first j-detectable.
Definition 3.14
Node i [fault g-1 ] is detectable if 3x such that an output node
detects node i [fault gi ] under x.
Definition 3.1.5
Node i is sensitized under x if the output node detects node i
under x. Node i is 0-sensitized [1-sensitized] under x if it is
sensitized under x and fi(x) = 0 [fi(x) = 1] .
Definition 3.16
A path P = i1; i3 ,	 , ip in a combinational network is -
sensitized under x (x._e X) if every node in P detects each
284
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NOR
I n
IQ i51	 '
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Node 12 detects node 7 under x (0, 0, 0, 0). Node 12 detects
S 0 under x (0, 0, 0, 0). Both node 7 and S 0 are detectable since
7	 7
output node 18 detects node 7 and S 0 under x = (0, 0, 0, 0). Node 7
7
is 1-sensitized under x = (0 1 0 ) 0 1 0) The path P 2, 7,12,14,16118
is 0-sensitized under x = (0, O f 0, 0).
With these definitions, we can precisely state a well-known result
as the following theorem.
Theorem 3.17
If a path P = 1, i2 ,	 , ip
 is 0-sensitized under x e X and
1-sensitized under y e X, then all stuck-at faults S 0 , S.1
	
i^	 i^
(1 < j < p) are detectable.
Proof
Since by definition of a 'path, ip corresponds to the output node
and by definition of "path sensitizing" ip detects every node in P
^
under x and. y Let g i (xl .) _ 0, then Si t # gi,(Xi.) and by	
r
1	 7	 _ 1 1	 J	 1	 ;Definition 3. 13, the output node detects S. under x. Similarly,
	
ij	
-
the output node detect S. under y. Thus all stuck-at faults
J
S, Si (1 < j < p) are detectable by ;Definition 3.14.
r
{	 From Definitions 3.15 and 3. 16 it is easy to see that if a path
ra
P is sensitized under some x e X, then every node in P is also
	 t:
k
sensitized under x. However, the converse is not necessary true,
i.e. there may not be a "sensitized path" passing through a
"sensitized node ". One such example was explicitly pointed out by
I	
.
i
z
a	 rlJ
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Schneider (17] . Referring to Figure 3.9 of Example 3. ^, Node 8
is 1-sensitized under x = (0 1 0 1  0, 0) but no path passing through node
8 is sensitized under x = (0 1
 0 2 0, 0). In the following we will give a
condition in which the converse also holds. Before we state our
results, the following two definitions are needed.
Definition 3.17
A multipath from node i to node j of a directed graph G is a
subgraph of G in which there is at least one path from node i
to node j. In the case of a network graph, we always let j be
the output node o
Thus, a path is also a multipath. A multipath which is not a
path is a strict multipath.
Definition 3.18
A multipath in a network graph is simply connected if there are
exactly two nodes in the multipath which have degrees greater
than 2.
An example of a simply connected multipath is shown below;
4
. 	 a
^	 s	 _t .^
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Since we define a path in a network graph to end at the network
output, we call a path from node i to node j as a segment or subpath
f rom node i to node j if j is not the output node. Thus a sensitized
segment or subpath can be defined similarly.
Definition 3,19
A multipath P is sensitized under x (x a X) if
i) The initial segment before the first fan-out node and
the tail segment after the last reconverging node are
sensitized subpaths under x.
ii) Every successor node of the first fan-out node detects
every node in the initial segment under x.
iii) Each subpath from a fan-out node to the node in the
subpath immediately preceding a reconverging node
is a sensitized subpath under x
iv) Each subpath starting from a reconverging node to the
node in the subpath immediately preceding another
reconverging node is also a sensitized subpath under x.
Let us consider combinational networks which use the following
gate types: AND, OR, NAND, NOR, and XOR. Then the following
theorem gives the result we have expected.
r
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Theorem 3.18
If a node in a combinational network graph can be both 0-sensitized
and 1-sensitized and if each sensitized multipath is either a path
or simply connected, then there exists a sensitized path
passing through the node.
Proof
If the sensitized multipath P is a path then there is nothing to
prove. So, let us assume that the P is strict and simply connected.
First, we claim that if node j is an AND gate, then the
parity of inversions of subpaths pl' p2' ...,p n should be the same.
Let p(pl) represent parity of inversions of path pl`, then p(pl) = 0
if the number of inversions in pl is even and p(pl) =_1 otherwise.
We claim then p(pl); p(p2) = a = p(pn) • Assume 3 pk and p
k	 1 < k < n, 1 C Q < n, and p(pk) p(pj )• Teen if gi is
Y: ediaced by gi , the kth input and 2ti input to node j changes in
opposite direction in the sensitized multipath under some — This
means at least one input to node j is 0 and the output of node J
remains 0. Thus node j does 'not detect node i, contrary to our
p	
original assumption that P is a sensitized multipath. Thus
ro; A410 .,	 —
  of	 a
a
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p(Pl) p(p2)	 = p(pn). Since node i can be both 0-sensitized and
1-sensitized, and p(pl )	 p(pn), it follows then that 3x e X all
-inputs to node j which are in P are Vs. But this means node j detects
every node in each pi under x. Since node j detects node i undex x,
there are n single sensitized paths passing through node i. A similar
argument can be applied to cases when node j are other gate types
except XOR.
If node j is an XOR, then n must be odd. We 'irst show that if
n is even, then node can not detect node i. Let n be even and let
k be the number of 0 inputs to node j in P under some x e X. Then
there are n-k 1 inputs to node j in P. If k is odd, then there are an
odd number of l inputs to node j in P. When gi is replaced by g ,
k inputs to node j change, from 0 to 1 and n-k inputs change from
1 to 0. The parity of 1' 5 to- node j remains unchanged and node j does not
detect node 1 under x. It is clear that node j detects every node in
each subpath pi since the output of node i is sensitive to any single
input change. Since node j can also detect node i, it follows then that
there are n single paths sensitized passing through node i. This
completes the proof of the theorem.
As we indicated earlier, in networks containing redundancy., not
all faults can be detected by input/output tests. However, if some
internal test points are provided, it may be- possible to detect some
faults which are not otherwise detectable, Our first question is what
type of faults can be detected by inserting additional test points?
Fftr
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This question can be answered by the notion of "sensitizing" defined
before. First, we need to introduce a new notion. Let T be a subset
of the nodes in a combinational network N.
Definition 3.20
Node i fault g I is T-detectable if 3 j e T, x e X 3 node j
detects node i [fault g ] .
The set T is to stand for "test points". Let us denote the
output node o. Suppose a fault g occurs at node i. g I will be
detected if o detects gi l under some x e X. But by Definition 3. 13,
this says that there is some network input x such that ) node o
detects node i under x and ii) x produces x i at node i such that
gi (xi)	 gi(x) . If g can not be detected because condition ii)
fails, i. e. , 7 x e X) gi ' ( xi) ^ g (xi) , then g is called inherently
undetectable. If on the other hand, 9! can not be detected becauseI_.
node i can not be sensitized, then nevertheless there will exist a node
set T such that g. is T-detectable for in the worst g is {i}-detectable.
Any T-detectable fault, 9. can become detectable if nodes in 'T
are "observable".
A node in a network is said to be constant if the function realized
at that node is a constant function. The following theorem describes
a set of faults which are T-detectable, 	 -
s	
c	 ,
to 
I
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Theorem 3.19
If a combinational network does not have any constant node,
then all single node stuck-at faults, SP  and Si , are T-detectable
for some set of nodes T in the network graph.
Proof
First, we observe that every node i detects itself under some x
since f l / f(x) by definition. Since there is no constant node,
V node i, 3 x, y E X f(x) 0 and f(y) 1. Then it is clear that
node i detects S 1 under x and detects S i
1	 1 
under y. Taking T to be
the set of nodes in the network, the theorem is proved.
Note that Theorem 3.19 does not apply to node input stuck-gat
faults since a node may be independent of some of its inputs.
However, if every node can be made dependent on each of its input
branches, then Theorem 3.19 is applicable to all node input and output
stuck-at faults.
The classification of faults into inherently undetectable and
T-detectable classes is important for the problem of network
diagnosis. A significant problem is to find a°minimum set of nodes T`
in a network so that a given set of faults is T-detectable. ' On the
ether hand it is not possible to detect inherently undetectable faults
without modification of the original network structure. Thus it is
expected that the study of the class of inherently undetectable faults
will provide some answer to the problem of designing diagnosable
networks.
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